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Summary
Due to global warming and environmental pollution there is growing need for reduction
of greenhouse gases, i.e. CO2, H2O, CH4 and pollutants, e.g. NOx, SOx, which are
partly a result of combustion processes. This could be done by avoiding as many
combustion processes as possible, but these combustion processes are essential in
many industrial and domestic applications and their replacement is in many cases not
economically feasible or simply not possible in the near future [1, 2]. Therefore it is
important to make combustion processes as efficient as possible in order to minimize
the exhaust of pollutants and greenhouse gases. In order to design these efficient
combustion processes, one can refer to experiments or simulations. As large scale
experiments are expensive and hard to study in detail, numerical simulations are
needed in the first stages of design. Also to better understand the details of the
important physical processes in an experiment, numerical simulations are the perfect
tool.
In the efforts to reduce emissions, gas and spray flames are pushed to their limits
resulting in more complex flames in which finite rate chemistry effects such as local
extinction become more important. Therefore a modeling framework is needed which
results in a good compromise between capturing enough of the complexity of the
flame while still being numerically efficient. For statistically stationary gas flames
the combination of the hybrid RANS-PDF framework and a tabulated combustion
model, such as the Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM), can be this compromise.
In the hybrid RANS-PDF framework the gas phase is described simultaneously by
the standard RANS equations and a PDF describing the statistics of the composition
fields and/or the velocity fields in greater detail. The transport equation of the PDF is
solved with a Monte Carlo method, using computational gas particles to statistically
represent the gas.
In many practical applications, turbulent spray flames are encountered. Especially
in transport applications most fuels are liquids because of the high energy density.
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Numerical simulations thus need to be able to deal with the presence of the liquid
phase, i.e. the droplets, in the gas. Therefore an extra modeling part needs to be
added to the hybrid RANS-PDF framework which describes the gas phase. In this
PhD research the liquid phase is described in a probabilistic manner, through a droplet
PDF. Similar to what is done for the gas PDF, the transport equation of the droplet
PDF is solved with a Monte Carlo Method calculating the evolution of computational
droplet parcels which statistically represent a group of physical droplets with similar
properties.
This thesis focuses on the numerical analysis of scalar mixing modeling in the
framework of hybrid RANS-PDF and its influence on the predictions of turbulent gas
and spray flames.
In the first part of this thesis, the governing equations of the RANS-PDF frame-
work are introduced and the necessary sub-models are described. The advantage of
the hybrid RANS-PDF framework is compared to standard RANS calculations with
presumed PDF assumptions. Then the most commonly used combustion models are
discussed and compared to the Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM) model which is
the primary combustion model used in this PhD research. Subsequently, the droplet
PDF framework for the description of the droplets is introduced and the important
sub-models are discussed.
After the description of the framework, experimental data of a gaseous swirling
bluff-body flame are statistically analysed in order to test the influence of the assump-
tions often made in presumed PDF modeling. For this specific case it is shown that
in the context of RANS, the mixing of intermediate combustion products with fresh
air, which takes place in recirculation zone caused by the bluff body, is very hard to
model with a presumed PDF, while a transported PDF method naturally accounts
for this.
The hybrid RANS scalar-PDF framework is then first tested for the same swirling
bluff body flame. For the combustion model, both a single laminar flamelet and a
REDIM are tested. The advantage of the use of a progress variable in the REDIM is
shown. The progress variable makes it possible to capture finite rate chemistry effect
such as the mixing of intermediate combustion products with fresh air. The effect of
the modeling of the scalar mixing, through the micro-mixing model, is then analyzed
in more detail by tracing the computational particles which statistically represent the
transported scalar PDF. The effect of the EMST and the CD mixing model on the
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trajectories of the computational particles are discussed. This offers new insights into
the behavior of these models. It is concluded that both mixing models are unable
to capture the local extinction present in this flame, due to the use of a single mean
mixing time scale.
The second part of this thesis focuses on the application of the hybrid RANS-PDF
methodology for the description of the gas phase in the context of sprays. As discussed
above, a droplet-PDF method is used to describe the spray.In this method the droplets
are statistically represented by computational droplet parcels. Inherently, the droplets
are assumed to be point particles. This means that the flow and composition field
around the droplets, which strongly affects the dynamics and the evaporation rate
of the droplets, are not resolved and therefore needs to modeled. As the gas phase
is described by a velocity-scalar PDF, more information than in a standard RANS
approach is available to model the flow and composition in the neighborhood of the
droplet.
The inert swirling methanol spray of McDonell and Samuelsen is studied first to
test the validity of the used boundary conditions. More importantly, also the influ-
ence of the scalar mixing modeling, i.e. the vapor distribution modeling, and the
micro-mixing model on the evaporation rate is tested. Also the composition seen by
the droplets needs to be modeled. In most calculations this is done by interpolating
the cell mean composition at the position of the droplet parcel, but a new model is
introduced which uses the properties of computational gas particles which are close to
saturation. Calculations have been performed with different combinations of the mod-
els and the calculation results are compared qualitatively and quantitatively with the
experimental measurements. The influence of the different models on the evaporation
rate and thus also the mixture fraction fields is substantial.
With this knowledge in mind also the reactive case is simulated and compared to
the experiments. As combustion model both a single flamelet and a REDIM are tested,
and a strong influence on the resulting flame structure in physical and composition
space is observed. Again the influence of the vapor distribution models and the seen
composition models is tested and again it is shown to be substantial.
In conclusion, the potential and shortcomings of the hybrid RANS-PDF method in
a gas and spray flames have been investigated. For the specifically studied gas flame,
new insights on the interaction of the mixing and the combustion mode have been
gained, through the analysis of the trajectories of the computational gas particles.
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For the sprays, the modeling of the unresolved flow and composition field close to the
droplet surface and the modeling of scalar mixing in the gas phase have been analysed
and the influence on the evaporation rate, mixture fraction field and flame structure
has been found to be important.
Hopefully, in time this PhD research will prove to be a step towards a greener
future.
Samenvatting
Door problemen zoals opwarming van de aarde en milieuvervuiling is er een stĳgende
nood aan reductie van de uitstoot van broeikasgassen (CO2, H2O, CH4) en milieu-
verontreinigende stoffen (NOx, SOx) die deels het resultaat zĳn van verbrandings-
processen. Dit zou men kunnen doen door zoveel mogelĳk verbrandingsprocessen te
vermĳden, maar deze verbrandingsprocessen zĳn essentieel in vele industriële en huis-
houdellĳke toepassingen en hun vervanging is in vele gevallen niet economisch haalbaar
of simpelweg onmogelĳk [1, 2]. Daarom is het belangrĳk om de noodzakelĳke verbran-
dingsprocessen zo efficiënt mogelĳk te maken, zodat de uitstoot van broeikasgassen
en milieuverontreinigende stoffen tot een minimum beperkt wordt. Bĳ het ontwerp
van deze efficiëntere verbrandingsprocessen kan er gebruik gemaakt worden van ex-
perimenten en numerieke simulaties. Aangezien grootschalige experimenten duur zĳn
en moeilĳk om in detail te bestuderen, zĳn simulaties het meest aangewezen voor
de eerste stappen van het ontwerp. Ook om de belangrĳkste fysische processen in
experimenten te begrĳpen, zĳn simulaties het uitgelezen hulpmiddel.
In het streven naar een verminderde uitstoot, worden gas- en sprayvlammen tot
het uiterste gedreven zodat in deze complexe vlammen reactiesnelheidsgerelateerde
fenomenen, zoals lokale uitdoving belangrĳker worden. Daarom is er een modelle-
ringsstructuur nodig waarbĳ er een goed evenwicht gevonden wordt tussen het kunnen
beschrĳven van de complexe fenomenen en het beperken van de computationele kost.
Voor statistisch stationaire vlammen, kan dit compromis gevonden worden in de com-
binatie van hybride RANS-PDF berekeningen en een getabelleerd verbrandingsmodel
zoals de Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM). Bĳ hybride RANS-PDF berekenin-
gen wordt het gas tegelĳkertĳd beschreven door de Reynoldsgemiddele Navier Stokes
(RANS) vergelĳkingen en een PDF die de compositie- en/of snelheidsvelden gedetail-
leerder beschrĳft. De transportvergelĳking van de PDF wordt opgelost aan de hand
van een Monte Carlo methode waarbĳ computationele gaspartikels het gas statistisch
voorstellen.
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xIn vele dagdagelĳkse toepassingen worden turbulente spray-vlammen aangetroffen,
vooral in transporttoepassingen waar de brandstof vaak een vloeistof is omwille van de
energiedensiteit. Deze vloeistof wordt in spray-vlammen verneveld in kleine druppels
om zo de verdamping van de vloeistof te stimuleren. Numerieke simulaties moeten
dus in staat zĳn om de aanwezigheid van vloeistof (druppels) in het gas te beschrĳ-
ven. Daarom moeten extra modellen toegevoegd worden aan de hybride RANS-PDF
beschrĳving van het gas. In dit doctoraatsonderzoek wordt de vloeistof op een sta-
tistische manier beschreven aan de hand van een druppel-PDF. Gelĳkaardig aan wat
wordt gedaan bĳ de gas-PDF, wordt de transportvergelĳking van de druppel-PDF
opgelost met een Monte Carlo Methode die de evolutie berekent van computationele
druppels, die een statistische voorstelling zĳn van een verzameling van echte druppels
met gelĳkaardige eigenschappen.
Dit doctoraatsonderzoek focust op de analyse van de modellering van scalaire
menging bĳ de hybride RANS-PDF methode en hoe die modellering de voorspelling
van de turbulente gas- en spray-vlammen beïnvloedt.
In het eerste deel van deze thesis worden de vergelĳkingen van de hybride RANS-
PDF methode geïntroduceerd. Tevens worden de nodige submodellen beschreven.
Het voordeel van de hybride RANS-PDF methode ten opzichte van de standaard
RANS methode wordt in detail besproken. Vervolgens worden de meest voorkomende
verbrandingsmodellen beschreven en vergeleken met het Reaction Diffusion Manifold
(REDIM) model dat gebruikt wordt in dit doctoraatsonderzoek. Tenslotte worden de
vergelĳkingen voor de druppel-PDF methode en bĳhorende submodellen beschreven.
Na de beschrĳving van alle vergelĳkingen en modellen, worden de meest voorko-
mende aannames bĳ standaard RANS berekeningen van verbranding getest aan de
hand van een statistische analyse van de experimentele data van een gasvlam met
swirl achter een breed lichaam. Voor dit specifiek geval wordt aangetoond dat, in de
context van RANS berekeningen, het mengen van intermediaire verbrandingsproduc-
ten met verse lucht moeilĳk te beschrĳven is in de standaard RANS berekeningen,
terwĳl de hybride RANS-PDF methode dit op natuurlĳke wĳze beschrĳft.
De hybride RANS-PDF methode wordt dan eerst getest door berekeningen te
doen van de hierboven beschreven gasvlam. Als verbrandingsmodel, worden zowel
een flamelet als een REDIM uitgetest en het voordeel van de REDIM wordt duide-
lĳk aangetoond. De voortgangsvariable bĳ de REDIM maakt het immers mogelĳk
om reactiesnelheidsgerelateerde fenomen zolas het mengen van intermediaire verbran-
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dingsproducten met verse lucht te beschrĳven. De invloed van de modellen voor het
beschrĳven van scalaire menging via het micromengmodel, wordt dan gedetailleerder
geanalyseerd door de trajecten van de computationele gaspartikels, die de gas-PDF
statistisch voorstellen, te analyzeren. Op deze manier worden het EMST model en
het CD model vergeleken en leidt dit tot nieuwe inzichten in verband met het gedrag
van deze modellen. Hieruit volgt het besluit dat beide mengmodellen niet in staat
zĳn om de in deze testvlam aanwezige lokale uitdoving correct te voorspellen, omdat
zĳ slechts gebruik maken van een enkele mengtĳdschaal.
Het tweede deel van deze thesis focust op de toepassing van de hybride RANS-
PDF methode voor het gas in de context van sprays. Zoals eerder vermeld wordt een
druppel-PDF gebruikt voor de beschrĳving van de spray. In deze methode worden
druppels statistisch voorgesteld door computationele druppels. Stilzwĳgend wordt
hierbĳ aangenomen dat de druppels punten zĳn. Dit betekent dat het snelheids- en
compositieveld rond de druppels, die heel sterk de dynamica en de verdampingssnel-
heid van de druppels beïnvloeden, niet geresolveerd wordt en dus moet gemodelleerd
worden. Doordat het gas beschreven wordt door een snelheid-scalair-PDF, is er meer
informatie voor handen dan in de standaard RANS methode voor de modellering van
het snelheids- en compositieveld in de buurt van de druppels.
De inerte methanol spray van McDonell en Samuelsen wordt eerst bestudeerd om
de invloed van de modellering van scalaire menging, i.e. het dampdistributiemodel en
het micromengmodel, op de verdampingssnelheid te testen. Ook de compositie gezien
door de druppels moet gemodelleerd worden. In de meeste spray berekeningen wordt
dit gedaan door het celgemiddelde van de compositie te interpoleren op de positie
van de computationele druppel. In dit doctoraatsonderzoek wordt echter een nieuw
model geïntroduceerd dat gebruik maakt van de eigenschappen van de computatio-
nele gas partikels die bĳna gesatureerd zĳn. Er worden berekeningen uitgevoerd met
combinaties van de verschillende modellen en de resultaten worden op kwalitatieve en
kwantitatieve wĳze vergeleken met de experimentele metingen. Er is een substantiële
invloed van de verschillende modellen op de verdampingssnelheid en het mengfractie-
veld.
Met deze kennis in het achterhoofd wordt ook de methanol spray vlam van McDo-
nell en Samuelsen gesimuleerd en vergeleken met de experimenten. Opnieuw worden
een flamelet en een REDIM getest als verbrandingsmodel, en er is een sterke invloed
op de resulterende vlamstructuur in de fysische ruimte en compositieruimte. Ook de
invloed van het dampdistributiemodel en het model voor de compositie gezien door
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de druppels wordt opnieuw getest en opnieuw is de invloed groot.
Samenvattend, het potentieel en de tekortkomingen van de hybride RANS-PDF
methode is bestudeerd in gas en spray vlammen. Voor de bestudeerde gasvlam heeft
dit geleid tot nieuwe inzichten in verband met de interactie van het mengmodel en het
verbrandingsmodel, via de analyse van de trajecten van computationele gaspartikels.
Voor de inerte methanol spray en de methanol spray-vlam is de modellering van de
niet-geresolveerde gasstroming en -compositie dicht tegen het druppeloppervlak en
de modellering van scalaire menging in het gas bestudeerd. Hieruit is gebleken dat
de invloed op de verdampingssnelheid, het mengfractieveld en de vlamstructuur heel
groot is.
Hopelĳk kan dit doctoraatsonderzoek een stap zĳn naar een groenere toekomst.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Due to global warming and environmental pollution there is growing need for reduction
of greenhouse gases, i.e. CO2, H2O, CH4 and pollutants, e.g. NOx, SOx, which are
partly a result of combustion processes. This could be done by avoiding as many
combustion processes as possible, but these combustion processes are essential in
many industrial and domestic applications and their replacement is in many cases not
economically feasible or simply not possible in the near future [1, 2]. Therefore it is
important to make combustion processes as efficient as possible in order to minimize
the exhaust of pollutants and greenhouse gases. In order to design these efficient
combustion processes, one can refer to experiments or simulations. As large scale
experiments are expensive and hard to study in detail, numerical simulations are
needed in the first stages of design. Also to better understand the details of the
important physical processes in an experiment, numerical simulations are the perfect
tool.
In the efforts to reduce emissions, gas and spray flames are pushed to their limits
resulting in more complex flames in which finite rate chemistry effects such as local
extinction become more important. Therefore a modeling framework is needed which
results in a good compromise between capturing enough of the complexity of the
flame while still being numerically efficient. For statistically stationary gas flames
the combination of the hybrid RANS-PDF framework and a tabulated combustion
model, such as the Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM), can be this compromise.
In the hybrid RANS-PDF framework the gas phase is described simultaneously by
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the standard RANS equations and a PDF describing the statistics of the composition
fields and/or the velocity fields in greater detail. The transport equation of the PDF is
solved with a Monte Carlo method, using computational gas particles to statistically
represent the gas.
In many practical applications, turbulent spray flames are encountered. Especially
in transport applications most fuels are liquids because of the high energy density.
Numerical simulations thus need to be able to deal with the presence of the liquid
phase, i.e. the droplets, in the gas. Therefore an extra modeling part needs to be
added to the hybrid RANS-PDF framework which describes the gas phase. In this
PhD research the liquid phase is described in a probabilistic manner, through a droplet
PDF. Similar to what is done for the gas PDF, the transport equation of the droplet
PDF is solved with a Monte Carlo Method calculating the evolution of computational
droplet parcels which statistically represent independent realizations of the dispersed
phase.
This thesis focuses on the numerical analysis of scalar mixing modeling in the
framework of hybrid RANS-PDF and its influence on the predictions of turbulent gas
and spray flames.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this PhD research is to better understand the behavior of the hybrid
RANS-PDF modeling framework in combination with a reduced chemistry technique
and its ability to capture finite rate chemistry effects, e.g. local extinction and mixing
of incomplete combustion products with a fresh mixture, in complex gas and spray
flames.
In gas flames, the focus is on better understanding the interaction between the
mixing modeling and the reduced chemistry techniques, i.e. flamelet or REDIM, and
how this effects the ability of the hybrid RANS-PDF framework to capture finite
rate chemistry effects. A small detour is made, through an a priori study, to better
understand the relationship between presumed and transported PDF techniques in
calculations with pre-calculated chemistry tables.
In sprays, the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework first needs to be
tested in the case of inert spray in order to assess its capabilities to correctly describe
droplet dispersion, evaporation, vapor distribution and scalar mixing.
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Only if the results of this test are satisfactory, it is useful to proceed to the case
of a spray flame, where the focus is on testing the ability of the combination of the
hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework and a reduced chemistry technique,
to capture the spray flame structure in physical and composition space.
1.3 Overview
In chapter 2, the framework for hybrid RANS-PDF calculations of reactive single
phase flows is introduced first. Subsequently the framework for hybrid RANS gas-
PDF droplet-PDF calculations of inert and reactive sprays is discussed. In chapter 3,
the often made assumptions in presumed PDF modeling are discussed by analyzing the
experimental data of a swirling bluff-body gas flame. In chapter 4, the hybrid RANS-
PDF framework in combination with the REDIM combustion model is tested in the
case of the swirling bluff-body flame, which was analyzed in chapter 3. The interaction
of the mixing and the combustion model is investigated through the analysis of the
trajectories of the computational gas particles, used to statistically represent the gas-
PDF. In chapter 5, the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework is tested in
the case of a swirling inert methanol spray. The influence of the vapor distribution
modeling and the seen composition modeling is studied and found to be important. In
chapter 6, the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework is used in combination
with a flamelet or a REDIM to calculate a swirling reactive methanol spray. Finally
in chapter 7, the conclusions of this PhD research are summarized and suggestions
for future research are made.

Chapter 2
Framework
In the first part of this chapter the description of the gas phase is discussed, while in
the second part the description of the spray is introduced.
2.1 Gas
In this section the framework for the modeling of turbulent reacting single phase flows
is discussed. First the exact flow equations and the RANS equations are discussed and
the basics of combustion are mentioned. Next, the turbulent models are described and
the problem of the closure of the mean reaction term is highlighted. Subsequently, the
different combustion models are discussed in relationship with REDIM. Finally, the
PDF description of the gas phase is introduced and a consistent hybrid RANS-PDF
framework is described.
2.1.1 Flow equations
Einstein summation convention
In this PhD thesis the Einstein summation convention, stating that repeated indices
are implicitly summed over, is frequently used:
aibi =
n∑
i=1
aibi (2.1)
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aijbik =
n∑
i=1
aijbik (2.2)
ai
∂bk
∂xi
=
n∑
i=1
ai
∂bk
∂xi
(2.3)
The reader should keep this in mind while reading this PhD thesis.
Exact flow equations
The dynamics of a fluid flow are described by the following system of equations. The
conservation of mass is described by the continuity equation [10]:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂ρUi
∂xi
= 0 (2.4)
Conservation of momentum is described by the Navier-Stokes equations:
∂ρUj
∂t
+ ∂ρUiUj
∂xi
= ∂τij
∂xi
− ∂P
∂xj
−ρgj (2.5)
In this equation τij is the viscous stress tensor
τij = 2µS∗ij (2.6)
with S∗ij the pure strain without volume change
S∗ij = Sij−
1
3Skkδij (2.7)
and Sij the rate of strain tensor
Sij =
1
2
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+ ∂Uj
∂xi
)
(2.8)
For incompressible flows there is no volume change and S∗ij = Sij .
A very important term in the Navier-Stokes equation is the non-linear convection
term ∂ρUiUj∂xi , which is responsible for the unstable nature of the equations when the
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flow is turbulent. In turbulent flows it is responsible for the instability of the large
vortices. These vortices keep breaking up until the viscous forces become important
and the kinetic energy in the vortices is dissipated into heat. This phenomenon is
better known as the energy cascade. The Reynolds number is a measure of this
’instability of the flow’ and is defined as follows:
Re= U.L
ν
(2.9)
with U a representative velocity and L a representative length scale. It is the ratio of
inertial and viscous forces and is a measure used to know for whether or not a flow is
turbulent.
The transport of a scalar property is described by the general scalar equation.
∂ρφ
∂t
+ ∂ρUiφ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂φ
∂xi
)
+Sφ (2.10)
with Sφ a source term. This scalar property can for example be temperature or
enthalpy or a species mass fraction. For a conserved passive scalar such as mixture
fraction the source term drops out:
∂ρφ
∂t
+ ∂ρUiφ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂φ
∂xi
)
(2.11)
Scales In a turbulent flow there is usually a large range of scales: The integral scales
are the larges scales encountered in the flow. They depend on the turbulent kinetic
energy k:
k ≡ 12
u′′i u′′i (2.12)
and the turbulence dissipation rate Ô:
Ô≡ 2νsijsij (2.13)
with sij the fluctuating rate of strain:
sij =
1
2
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
(2.14)
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The integral length scale is then defined as:
Lu ≡ k
3/2
Ô
(2.15)
The integral time scale is:
τu ≡ k
Ô
= ω−1 (2.16)
The integral scalar scale is:
Lφ (2.17)
The Kolmogorov scales are the smallest scales in a turbulent flow and depend on
and the turbulence dissipation rate Ô and the molecular viscosity ν. The Kolmogorov
length scale is:
η ≡
(
ν3
Ô
)1/4
(2.18)
The Kolmogorov time scale is:
τη ≡
(
ν
Ô
)1/2
(2.19)
The Batchelor scale represents the smallest scalar eddies. It is equivalent to the Kol-
mogorov scale but for the scalar field, so the relation to the Kolmogorov length scale
is not surprising. The Schmidt number determines the size relative to the Kolmogorov
length scale.
λB ≡ Sc−1/2η = η√
Sc
(2.20)
with Sc the Schmidt number:
Sc= νΓ (2.21)
In gas-phase flows Sc≈ 1, so the smallest scalar eddies are comparable in size to the
Kolmogorov eddies. In liquid-phase flows, where Sc >> 1, the smallest scalar eddies
will be smaller than the Kolmogorov eddies.
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Apart from the flow time scales, a chemical mechanism also contains a range of
time scales connected to the partial differential equations describing the reactions.
These time scales are the inverse of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the systems of
equations describing the chemical mechanism. In turbulent reacting flows, the relative
size of the chemical time scales compared to the flow time scales will affect the global
flame structure. If chemical time scales have the same order of magnitude as the
flow time scales, there will be interaction between both. This is often referred to
as turbulence-chemistry interaction. The Damköhler number describes the ratio of a
flow time scale and a chemical time scale and in turbulent reactive flows two different
Damköhler numbers can be defined [4]. One based on the integral turbulent timescale
τt:
Da= τt
τc
(2.22)
and one based on the local mixing timescale τmix,st:
Da∗ = τmix,st
τc
= 1
τcrχst
(2.23)
with rχst the conditional mean value for scalar dissipation rate at Z = Zst:
rχst ≈ 2Γ∂φ
′′
st
∂x
∂φ′′st
∂x
(2.24)
The latter determines the local balance of reaction and diffusion and therefore
expresses the importance of finite chemistry effects. If Da∗ >> 1,the chemical time
scale is much faster than the flow time scale and chemistry can be assumed to be
infinitely fast. If on the other hand, Da∗ ≈ 1, the chemical time scale and the mixing
time scale have the same order of magnitude and the reactions will be affected by
the flow. Finally if Da∗ << 1, the chemical reaction is much slower than the mixing
process and S(φ)≈S(φ), as the reactions see a homogeneous mixture. In figure 2.1 the
general order of magnitude of the different scales and the possible overlap of chemical
and flow time scales is shown. This wide range of length and time scales makes
it impossible to solve the exact flow and chemistry equations in practical turbulent
flows, as it would take too long to solve. The solving of the exact equations is called
the Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). Therefore in most practical flows only the
largest eddies, containing most of the turbulent kinetic energy are resolved and the
effect of the unresolved scales on the resolved properties then has to be modeled.
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This technique is better known as the Large Eddy Simulation (LES). In the RANS
method, on the other hand, only the mean properties are calculated and the effect of
the fluctuations on the mean properties has to be modeled. So in LES, still a range
of flow scales (but not the full range) is resolved, while with RANS only the integral
scales are resolved. In this PhD research, the RANS method is used and this will now
be discussed in greater detail.
Chemical time scales Physical time scales
100s
10-2s
10-4s
10-6s
10-8s
Slow chemistry
e.g. NO-formation
Intermediate convection, diffusion, turbulence
Dynamics are removed 
in reduced description
Fast “equilibrium” chemistry
e.g. steady states, partial 
equilibria
Interaction chemical 
and physical processes
Figure 2.1: Range of physical and chemical timescales in a turbulent reactive
flow (adapted from [3])
RANS
Favre averaging In RANS the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations are
solved. However, in combustion processes large density fluctuations arise and with
Reynolds averaging the fluctuations of density appear explicitly in the equations.
This leads to a large number of extra unknowns. To implicitly take into account these
fluctuations, density-weighted averages or Favre averages are used [3]:
rq = ρq
ρ
= q+ ρ
′q′
ρ
(2.25)
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A property q can then be split into its Favre-average rq and fluctuation q′′:
q = rq+ q′′ (2.26)
This should be seen more as a mathematical trick than as a model based on the physics
of the problem. It should be stressed that Reynolds average q and the Favre-average
rq are two different properties and this should be kept in mind when comparing results
of experiments with calculations.
Equations The RANS equations are derived from the exact equations by Reynolds-
averaging, or in this case Favre-averaging, The Favre-averaged continuity equation is:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUi
∂xi
= 0 (2.27)
The Favre-averaged momentum equation is:
∂ρrUi
∂t
+ ∂ρ
UiUj
∂xi
= ∂rτij
∂xi
− ∂
rP
∂xj
−ρgj (2.28)
∂ρrUi
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUi rUj
∂xi
= ∂rτij
∂xi
− ∂
rP
∂xj
−ρgj−
∂τ turbij
∂xj
(2.29)
with the turbulent stresses τ turbij
τ turbij = ρ(UiUj− rUi rUj) = ρu′′i u′′j (2.30)
These turbulent stresses are then modeled with a turbulence model: a turbulent
viscosity model or a Reynolds stress model. In this PhD research both k− Ô and
Reynolds stress models are used.
Turbulent viscosity model In the turbulent viscosity model, the Boussinesq
assumption is used, which states that the anisotropy tensor aij is determined by the
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mean velocity gradients:
aij =u′′i u′′j −
2
3kδij =−2νt
rS∗ij =−2νt
(
rSij− 13
rSkkδij
)
=−νt
(
∂ rUi
∂xj
+ ∂
rUj
∂xi
− 23
∂rUk
∂xk
δij
)
(2.31)
with νt the turbulent viscosity. The turbulent stress τ turbij then becomes:
τ turbij =−2µt
(
rSij− 13
rSkkδij
)
+ 23ρkδij (2.32)
The mean momentum equation then becomes:
∂ρrUi
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUi rUj
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
2µ
(
rSij− 13
rSkkδij
)
− ∂
rP
∂xj
−ρgj+ ∂
∂xi
(
2µt
(
rSij− 13
rSkkδij
)
− 23ρkδij
)
(2.33)
∂ρrUi
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUi rUj
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
2(µ+µt)
(
rSij− 13
rSkkδij
))
− ∂
rP
∂xj
−ρgj− 23
∂ρk
∂xi
δij (2.34)
For high Reynolds numbers, the turbulent viscosity is at least an order of magnitude
larger than the molecular viscosity ν. Therefore the effect of molecular viscosity on
the turbulence is often neglected. There are different turbulent viscosity models but
only the k− Ô models are discussed here, as such a model was used in this PhD. The
k− Ô model solves transport equations for k and Ô in order to calculate the turbulent
viscosity, µt:
µt = ρCµ
k2
Ô
(2.35)
In the standard k− Ô model, the transport equation for k is
∂ρk
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUik
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ µt
Sct,k
) ∂k
∂xi
)
+Pk−ρÔ (2.36)
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with Pk ≡−ρu′′i u′′j ∂
rUi
∂xj
= ρaijrS∗ij . The transport equation for Ô is then:
∂ρÔ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUiÔ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ µt
Sct,Ô
) ∂Ô
∂xi
)
+CÔ1
Ô
k
Pk−CÔ1ρ Ô
2
k+
√
νÔ
(2.37)
In the realizable k− Ô model a modified transport equation for Ô is used:
∂ρÔ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUiÔ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ µt
Sct,Ô
) ∂Ô
∂xi
)
+C1ρÔ
√
2S∗ijS∗ij−C2ρ
Ô2
k
(2.38)
with C1 =max
[
0.43,
√
2S∗ijS∗ij√
2S∗ijS∗ij+5
]
. Cµ is now calculated dynamically. In this PhD the
cubic k− Ô model of Merci et al. [11] is used, which takes into accounts curvature
effects on the turbulence. This is important for the swirling flows that are studied. In
this aspect the Merci k− Ô model resembles the better known realizable k− Ô model.
In the Merci model a similar transport equation for Ô is solved with some modifications
for a low Reynolds approach:
∂ρÔ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUiÔ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ µt
Sct,Ô
) ∂Ô
∂xi
)
+fRyC1ρÔ
√
2S∗ijS∗ij−CÔ2f2ρ
Ô
τt
+(1−fRy)CÔ1
Pk
τt
+E+Yc
(2.39)
with fRy a blending function ranging from 0 at the wall to 1 and with
τt =
k
Ô
+
√
µ
ρÔ
. (2.40)
Also E and Yc disappear away from the wall. So the equation at the wall resembles
more the Ô equation for the standard model, while away from the wall the Ô equation
resembles that of the realizable k− Ô model:
∂ρÔ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUiÔ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
(µ+ µt
Sct,Ô
) ∂Ô
∂xi
)
+C1ρÔ
√
2S∗ijS∗ij−CÔ2f2ρ
Ô
τt
(2.41)
The Merci model however does not use a single turbulent viscosity, but uses a cu-
bic relation ship with several terms involving strain rate and vorticity terms for the
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turbulent stresses:
u′′i u′′j
k
= 23δij−2cµfµτtS
∗
ij + q1τ2t
(
S∗ikS
∗
kj−
1
3δijS
∗
lmS
∗
ml
)
+(q2 + q1/6)τ2t
(
ΩikS∗kj−S∗ikS∗kj
)
+ c1τ3t
(
S∗mnS
∗
nm+ΩmnΩnm
)
+ c2τ3t
(
ΩikS∗klS∗lj−S∗ikS∗klΩlj
)
(2.42)
with Ωij the antisymmetric part of the deformation tensor:
Ωij =
1
2
(
∂ rUi
∂xj
− ∂
rUj
∂xi
)
(2.43)
and coefficients cµ, qi and ci depending on tensor invariants
S =
√
2S∗ijS∗ij and Ω =
√
2ΩijΩij (2.44)
This is not discussed further as this is beyond the scope of this PhD research and the
reader is referred to the original paper [11].
Reynolds stress model In the Reynolds stress model RSM), transport equa-
tions are solved for all the turbulent stresses [12]:
∂ρu′′i u′′j
∂t
+
∂ρUk
u′′i u′′j
∂xk
=− ∂
∂xk
(
ρu′′i u′′ju′′k+(p′′u′′i δkj +p′′u′′j δik)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
DT,ij=Turbulent Diffusion
+ ∂
∂xk
(
µ
∂u′′i u′′j
∂xk
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
DL,ij=Laminar Diffusion
−ρ
(
u′′i u′′k
∂ rUi
∂xk
+u′′ju′′k
∂ rUj
∂xk
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pij=Turbulence Production
+

p′′
(
∂u′′i
∂xj
+
∂u′′j
∂xi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
φij=Pressure strain
−2µ

(
∂u′′i
∂xk
∂u′′j
∂xk
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ôij=Dissipation
(2.45)
In high Reynolds flows, the laminar diffusion term DL,ij can often be neglected,
while the turbulent diffusion termDT,ij is most often modeled with a gradient diffusion
assumption:
DT,ij =
∂
∂xk
(
µT
∂u′′i u′′j
∂xk
)
(2.46)
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The pressure strain term φij is decomposed into a slow φij,s and fast term φij,f . In this
PhD research, the isotropisation of production model by Launder, Reece and Rodi
(LRR-IPM) is used. In this LRR-IPM model, the linear return to isotropy model of
Rotta is used for the slow term φij,s
φij,s =−C1ρ Ô
k
(u′′i u′′j −
2
3kδij) (2.47)
with C1 = 1.8 and the fast term φij,f is modeled as:
φij,f =−C2
[
Pij− 13Pkkδij
]
(2.48)
with C2 = 0.6. Compared to the turbulent viscosity models, the modeling effort is
transferred towards the higher order terms. As in the k− Ô model, still a transport
equation for Ô is solved. The dissipation term Ôij is then modeled by assuming isotropy
of the smallest eddies:
Ôij =
2
3Ôδij (2.49)
Scalar transport The mean transport equation for a general scalar is
∂ρrφ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
Uiφ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂
rφ
∂xi
)
+ rSφ (2.50)
∂ρrφ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rφrUi
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂
rφ
∂xi
)
+ rSφ− ∂J
turb
i
∂xi
(2.51)
with the turbulent scalar flux J turbi :
J turbi = ρ(φUi− rφrUi) = ρφ′′u′′i (2.52)
which is often modeled with a gradient diffusion assumption:
φ′′u′′i =−Γt
∂ rφ′′
∂xi
(2.53)
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The mean scalar transport equation then becomes:
∂ρrφ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rφrUi
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂
rφ
∂xi
)
+ ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓt
∂rφ
∂xi
)
+ rSφ (2.54)
∂ρrφ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rφrUi
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρ(Γ+Γt)
∂rφ
∂xi
)
+ rSφ (2.55)
The transport equation for the mean scalar fluctuations is [13]:
∂ρφ′′2
∂t
+ ∂ρ
φ′′2 rUj
∂xj
=− ∂ρ
φ′′2u′′j
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Turbulent Diffusion
−2ρφ′′u′′j
∂rφ
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Production
− ρrχ︸︷︷︸
Dissipation
+2ρφ′′S′′φ+
∂
∂xj
(
ρΓ∂
φ′′2
∂xj
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Molecular Diffusion
(2.56)
The scalar fluxes are again modeled with a gradient diffusion model:
φ′′2u′′j =−Γt
∂φ′′2
∂xj
and φ′′u′′j =−Γt
∂rφ
∂xj
(2.57)
This results in the following equation for the mean scalar fluctuation:
∂ρφ′′2
∂t
+ ∂ρ
φ′′2 rUj
∂xj
= ∂
∂xj
(
ρ(Γ+Γt)
∂φ′′2
∂xj
)
+2ρ(Γt)
∂rφ
∂xj
∂rφ
∂xj
−ρrχ (2.58)
The scalar dissipation rate is then modeled by the equilibrium model [14]
rχ≡ 2Γ

(
∂φ′′
∂xj
)2
≈ CφrÔ
rk
φ′′2 (2.59)
LES
For completeness, also the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [15, 16, 10] is mentioned. In
LES, the dynamics of the largest scales in the turbulent flow are resolved, while the
effect of the smaller unresolved eddies on the resolved eddies is modeled. Therefore in
LES a range of turbulent scales is resolved while in RANS only the integral turbulent
scale is resolved. As in LES only the effect of the smallest scales, which are often
assumed to be isotropic, have to be modeled, the turbulence model is expected to
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give better results than in RANS. However, LES is computationally more expensive
than RANS and for large scale simulations LES might still be too costly. The best
known turbulence model in LES is the Smagorinsky model [17], which is similar
to the turbulent viscosity models in RANS, with the difference that for LES the
turbulent viscosity depends on the filter width. The governing LES equations are
very similar to the RANS equations presented above. It is, however, important to
stress the conceptional difference between RANS and LES. In RANS the equations
for the statistical means of the properties are solved. In LES, on the other hand, the
equations for the filtered, i.e. volume-averaged, values of the properties are solved.
For more details the reader is referred to literature [15, 16, 10].
2.1.2 Classification of Combustion
In general, flames can be divided in to different classes based on the degree of mixed-
ness of the reactions or based on the physical mechanisms that stabilize the flame. In
premixed flames, a premixed mixture reacts with a reaction front moving through the
fresh mixture and leaving behind combustion products. The propagation of the reac-
tion zone is caused by an imbalance of diffusion of heat and chemical reaction. [4] In
the reaction zone, strong gradients of temperature, density and species mass fraction
are observed. The strong temperature gradients lead to heat fluxes which preheat
the fresh mixture. At a certain position in the flame, a progress variable c is often
used to describe the progress of reaction at that point. The progress variable can be
expressed in terms of temperature T or fuel mass fraction YF and varies from 0 for a
fresh mixture to 1 for a completely burnt mixture:
c= T −Tu
Tb−Tu (2.60)
c= YF −YF,u
YF,b−YF,u (2.61)
These definitions, however, only truly represent reaction progress if temperature
or fuel mass fraction monotonically increase with reaction progress. In non-premixed
flames, also called diffusion flames, the fuel and the oxidizer are on opposite sides of the
reaction front. The mixing of the reactants, due to molecular diffusion, determines the
burning rate. Or, in other words, diffusion and reaction are balanced, as the diffusion
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transports heat away from the reaction zone to heat up the reactants. The stronger
the flow is strained, the stronger the mixing and the global reaction rate. However,
the reaction rate cannot keep increasing, resulting in an imbalance of diffusion and
reaction leading to local extinction. As a diffusion flame is mostly a mixing limited
process, the mixture fraction Z, which describes the degree of mixedness between
fuel and oxidizer, describes the position in the internal structure of the flame. For a
non-premixed flame, the mixture fraction varies from 0 for pure oxidizer to 1 for pure
fuel and is thus defined as follows [4]:
Z =
φ YFYF,o −
YO
YO,o
+1
φ+1 (2.62)
with YF,o the fuel mass fraction in the fuel stream, YO,o the oxidizer mass fraction in
oxidizer stream and φ the chemical equivalence ratio:
φ= sYF ,o
YO,o
(2.63)
with s the mass stoichiometric coefficient. One mixture fraction can only describe a
two-stream problem. If more streams are involved extra mixture fractions need to be
introduced. The rate of mixing is determined by the gradients of mixture fraction.
The scalar dissipation of the mixture fraction which is defined as follows
χZ = 2Γ
(
∂Z
∂xj
∂Z
∂xj
)
(2.64)
is therefore a measure of mixing. χZ is actually the inverse of the local mixing time
scale. In modeling of non-premixed combustion it is one of the key parameters.
Partially premixed flames have features of both premixed and non-premixed flames
and often occur as triple flames, which consist of a rich and a lean premixed flame
with a diffusion flame further downstream [4]. Many practical non-premixed flames
have a degree of premixing, making them actually partially premixed flames.
Finally there is also auto-ignition which is characterized by a build-up of a pool of
radicals. In contrast to premixed, non-premixed and partially premixed combustion,
there is a balance of reaction and convection in auto-igniting flames.
The focus of this PhD is on non-premixed combustion and therefore premixed
combustion and auto-ignition are not further discussed.
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Combustion regimes in non-premixed combustion In turbulent combustion
modeling an often made assumption is that the local flame structure resembles a
laminar flamelet. For premixed combustion, the validity of this assumption depends
on the relative size of the reaction zone compared to the size of the Kolmogorov eddies,
which is determined by the combination of the Reynolds number Re and the local
Damköhler number Da∗. If the ensemble of reaction zone and preheat zone is smaller
than the Kolmogorov eddies, then the laminar flamelet assumption is valid. The
Kolmogorov eddies will then wrinkle the laminar flamelet structure, without affecting
the inner structure.
In non-premixed combustion also Re and Da∗ determine the combustion regime.
In general there are two limits: the limit of the laminar flamelet assumption DaLFA
and the limit extinction limit Daext [4]. If Da∗ > DaLFA, the laminar flamelet as-
sumption is valid. If Da∗ < Daext, extinction occurs. If DaLFA > Da∗ > Daext,
unsteady effects occur. This is also shown in figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Combustion regimes for non-premixed combustion (reproduc-
tion from [4])
2.1.3 Non-premixed combustion modeling
In this section the focus is on combustion modeling for non-premixed combustion.
All combustion models in RANS and LES respectively try to close the mean and
filtered chemical source term. This is however not straightforward due to turbulence
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chemistry interaction. The overlap of the range of scales in the chemical mechanism
and the range of flow time scales is an important factor to determine whether a certain
combustion model is adequate or not for a specific case. If all chemical time scales are
larger than the mixing time scale, S(φ)≈ S(φ), as the reactions ’see’ a homogeneous
mixture, represented by a Dirac distribution [18]. However, as soon as one chemical
time scale is faster than the mixing time scale, the distribution of the composition
’seen’ by the reactions differs from a Dirac and S(φ) Ó= S(φ), due to the strong non-
linearity of the chemical source term. As the source term only depends on the local
composition vector, a one-point composition PDF (probability density function) is
sufficient to calculate the mean source term.
S(φ) =
∫
S(φ)fφdφ (2.65)
ρS(φ) =
∫
S(φ)Fφdφ (2.66)
The PDF can be presumed or a transport equation for the PDF can be solved.
2.1.4 Reduced chemistry description
In a detailed chemical mechanism the chemical source terms are a function of the com-
plete composition vector φ. As it is computationally too expensive to solve transport
equations for all components of the composition vector, most combustion models try
to describe the chemical source terms as a function of a reduced set of parameters.
The amount of parameters needed depends on the amount of overlap between the
range of chemical time scales and the range of mixing time scales. When τχ >> τc,
the mean reaction term depends only on mixture fraction Z:
S(Z) =
∫
S(Z)fZdZ (2.67)
In this case often a presumed β-PDF is used for the Z-PDF.
When there is overlap of the chemical and mixing time scales, the effect of diffusion
on the chemistry needs to be taken into account and the mean reaction term will
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depend on the mixture fraction Z and scalar dissipation rate χZ :
S(Z,χZ) =
∫
S(Z,χZ)fZ,χZdZdχZ =
∫
S(Z,χZ)fχZ |ZfZdZdχZ =
∫
S(χZ |Z)fZdZ
(2.68)
Again the joint PDF is too hard to model with a presumed shape and therefore Z
and χZ are assumed to be independent. The joint PDF can then be described by the
product of the marginal PDFs fZ,χZ ≈ fZfχ. The marginal Z-PDF is again modeled
with a β-distribution. The marginal χZ-PDF is usually assumed to be a log-normal
distribution.
When finite rate chemistry effects become important, a progress variable c is
needed in the description and the mean reaction term will at the very least depend
on mixture fraction Z and the progress variable c:
S(Z,c) =
∫
S(Z,c)fZ,cdZdc=
∫
S(Z,c)fc|ZfZdZdc=
∫
S(c|Z)fZdZ (2.69)
In this case the joint Z − c-PDF could be modeled with a presumed PDF. This is,
however, too difficult. Often, the progress variable is assumed to be independent
of the mixture fraction making the conditional c-PDF independent of Z: fc|Z ≈ fc.
Then the joint Z − c-PDF is described by the product of the marginal PDFs. The
assumption of independence is, however, not generally valid. This will be discussed in
chapter 3. In this PhD research a modeled transport equation is solved for the joint
Z− c-PDF, making the assumptions mentioned above unnecessary.
When finite rate chemistry effects like local extinction become more important,
even more complex descriptions are needed. The mean source term will then depend
on mixture fraction Z, a scalar dissipation rate χZ and a progress variable c:
S(Z,c,χZ) =
∫
S(Z,c,χZ).fZ,c,χZ .dZ.dc.dχZ
=
∫
S(Z,c,χZ).fZ,c|χZ .fχZ .dZ.dc.dχZ
=
∫
S(Z,c|χZ)fχZ .dχZ
(2.70)
When the difference in mixing time for inert and reactive scalars is accounted for,
this becomes even more complex and the mean source term will depend on mixture
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fraction Z, two scalar dissipation rates χZ and χc, and the progress variable:
S(Z,c,χZ ,χc) =
∫
S(Z,c,χZ ,χc).fZ,c,χZ ,χc .dZ.dc.dχZ .dχc
=
∫
S(Z,c,χZ ,χc).fZ,c|χZ ,χc .fχZ ,χc .dc.dχZ .dχc
=
∫
S(Z,c|χZ ,χc).fχZ ,χc .dχZ .dχc
(2.71)
It is important to stress the importance of the modeling of (micro-)mixing in
non-premixed combustion. Physically, micro-mixing is the combination of molecular
diffusion and the acceleration of the molecular diffusion by turbulent stretching of
the iso-scalar surfaces [19, 20, 21, 22]. An extra effect is that vortex-stretching also
causes engulfing of fluid from the environment. Micro-mixing is thus important in
reactive flows as chemical reaction is a molecular-level process and micro-mixing brings
together the reactants at a molecular level so that they can interact. Both in LES
and RANS this micro-mixing is not resolved and has to be modeled. As the scalar
dissipation rate χ determines the rate of scalar mixing, it is an important property
that also needs to modeled. As local extinction is often attributed to fluctuations
in scalar dissipation rate, it will therefore be essential to describe these fluctuations.
This can be done statistically through the χ-PDF.
This PhD has been performed within the framework of hybrid RANS-PDF calcu-
lations using a single steady non-premixed flamelet or a REDIM table. In order to
assess this modeling framework and put it into context, the most common turbulent
combustion models for non-premixed combustion are discussed. This will highlight
any advantages or disadvantages of the current modeling framework. In each com-
bustion model the scalar dissipation rate or mixing time scale is needed and it is one
of the key parameters in the modeling.
Turbulence-Chemistry interaction: Presumed vs Transported PDF
As described in the previous section, the chemical source terms can be described with
a reduced number of parameters. For the simplest models the mean reaction source
term only depends on the mixture fraction and only the knowledge of the mixture
fraction PDF suffices to predict the mean chemical source term. The mixture fraction
PDF is described well by a beta-PDF. Then only transport equations for the mean
and the variance of the mixture fraction have to be solved.
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In more complex combustion models, the chemical source term depends on mixture
fraction and one or more progress variables. Then the joint mixture fraction progress
variable PDF needs to be modeled. This can be done by splitting up the joint PDF
into the product of the conditional progress variable PDF and the marginal mixture
fraction PDF:
f(Z,c;x, t) = f(Z;x, t).f(c|Z;x, t). (2.72)
Often independence of the mixture fraction and the progress variable is assumed, to
describe the joint PDF as the product of the marginal PDFs.
f(Z,c;x, t) = f(Z;x, t).f(c;x, t). (2.73)
The validity of this assumption depends on the definition of the progress variable and
the physical processes involved. For one progress variable it is still possible to get
reasonable results with a presumed joint mixture progress variable PDF, in particular
for LES. For multiple progress variables, however, the prediction of the joint PDF
is even harder and the assumption of independence of the progress variables is less
valid and a transported PDF method is better suited. The validity of presumed PDF
modeling of the joint Z− c PDF will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
CMC
In the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) model [23], transport equations are solved
for the conditional means:
∂Qα
∂t
+Ui|Z∂Qα
∂xi
= 12
χ|Z∂
2Qα
∂2Z
+ 1
ρ|Z
Sα|Z+ 1
ρP (Z)
∂[ρ u′′i φ′′α|ZP (Z)]
∂xi
(2.74)
with Qα =φα|Z the conditional mean of the scalar property and u′′i φ′′α|Z the con-
ditional turbulent scalar flux, which in RANS is usually modeled with the gradient
diffusion assumption:
u′′i φ′′α|Z ≈ Γt
∂Qα
∂xi
(2.75)
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This eventually results in the following equation:
∂Qα
∂t
+Ui|Z∂Qα
∂xi
= 12
χ|Z∂
2Qα
∂2Z
+ 1
ρP (Z)
[ Sα|ZP (Z)]+ ∂
∂xi
(
Γt
∂Qα
∂xi
)
(2.76)
These equations are solved on a CMC-grid which is coarser than the CFD grid. Each
CFD cell has its own presumed conditional scalar dissipation distribution which is con-
nected to the assumed mixture fraction distribution in the cell. With this assumed
distribution of the mixture fraction, the distribution of the unconditional scalar dis-
sipation rate can be recovered. In first order CMC, the conditional fluctuations are
neglected. Therefore the mean conditional source term can be modeled by evaluating
the source term as a function of the conditional means of the scalars:
Sα|Z ≈ Sα(φα|Z) (2.77)
The unconditional mean is recovered from the conditional means through integration
with the mixture fraction PDF which is assumed to be a β-PDF.
Transient flamelet model
In the transient flamelet model unsteady flamelet equations for mixture fraction and
temperature are solved on the fly. The reaction is being thought of as taking place
in thin reaction sheets, thinner than the Kolmogorov eddies. The flamelets thus
have a one-dimensional structure with mixture fraction as parameter. The transport
equation in physical space of a component of the composition vector is:
∂ρφ
∂t
+ ∂ρUiφ
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂φ
∂xi
)
+Sφ (2.78)
By describing the direction perpendicular to the stoichiometric line in terms of mixture
fraction, a flame attached coordinate system can be introduced. By conditioning on
mixture fraction, i.e. Z = ζ, and neglecting gradients of reactive scalars on iso-surfaces
of mixture fraction, i.e. ÒZ//(φα) = 0, this results in the unsteady flamelet equation
in composition space [18]:
ρ
∂φ
∂τ
= ρΓ
(
∂ζ
∂xi
)2(
∂2φ
∂ζ2
)
+Sφ (2.79)
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ρ
∂φ
∂τ
= 12ρχ(ζ,τ)
(
∂2φ
∂ζ2
)
+Sφ(φ) (2.80)
with χ(ζ,τ) the instantaneous conditional scalar dissipation rate:
χ(ζ,τ) = 2
〈
Γ
(
∂Z
∂xi
)2∣∣∣∣∣Z(x, t) = ζ
〉
(2.81)
The effect of diffusion in physical space on the reactions is thus accounted for through
the scalar dissipation rate. However, the dependence of χ on Z must be known and
this is usually derived from a one-dimensional counter-flow flame:
χ= as
pi
exp
(
−2(erfc−1(2Z))2
)
= as
pi
F (Z) (2.82)
with as the stagnation-point velocity gradient. This can be recalculated to
χ= χst
F (Z)
F (Zst)
(2.83)
Fluctuations of the scalar dissipation rate are then accounted for through a distribu-
tion for χst which is usually assumed to be log-normal. Thus fluctuations of χ are
accounted for, making it possible to capture local extinction, through the inclusion of
non-burning flamelets in the integration of the mean reaction rate. This then leads
to a lower reaction rate.[24] The unsteady flamelet technique, however, cannot cap-
ture re-ignition because transport along the mixture fraction iso-surface is neglected.
Therefore the interaction between extinguished and burning regions, which causes
re-ignition, is not captured. However, this problem can be solved by adding an extra
transport term describing the transport along the mixture fraction iso-surface [25].
Note that transport along the mixture fraction iso-surface is naturally accounted for
in the CMC equations, through the conditional convection and turbulent scalar flux
term (eq. 2.76).
Chemical Look-up Tables
In this section chemical look-up tables, which can be constructed before the actual
CFD calculation, are discussed. These look-up tables are predominantly used to speed
up the CFD calculations as the chemical source terms do not have to be calculated
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every time step. The use of these tables is justified by the observation that, after a
short time which is smaller than the flow and mixing time scales in most practical
flows, most of the observed compositions move in composition space according to a
lower dimensional manifold [3]. So if one is not interested in the dynamics of the
fastest reactions, this lower dimensional manifold could be used as a chemical look-up
table.
When the flow and chemical time scales are fully separated, tables purely based
on chemistry such as ILDM can be used. In this case mixing and reaction are fully
decoupled. However, in most practical combustion problems, the diffusive time scales
are of the same order as some of the chemical time scales. Then the effect of the
diffusion on the chemical reactions has to be accounted for. This is done for example
in flamelet based tables, e.g. FGM [26], FPI [27].
As discussed earlier there are two options to account for the turbulence-chemistry
interaction: presumed or transported PDF. With a presumed PDF, the look-up table
is usually pre-integrated with the presumed PDF. Therefore the integrated look-up
table will be a function of the moments of the independent parameters of the non-
integrated table. For example, when assuming a β-PDF for the mixture fraction, the
mean and the variance of the mixture fraction will be parameters of the pre-integrated
table. With a transported PDF, the non-integrated table can be used.
It is also possible to pre-integrate the chemical source term over a range fixed time
steps and tabulating the value of the progress variable after these time steps. By
doing this, the integration of the chemical source term is avoided during the CFD
calculation. It is not completely clear how cost effective this technique is compared
to integrating the chemical source term of the progress variable during the CFD
calculation. Nonetheless this technique has been used in the calculations of this PhD.
The disadvantage of these tabulated chemistry techniques, is that usually the flame
structure has to be known in advance in order to choose the correct assumptions re-
garding the flame structure when constructing the table. This can be somewhat
circumvented by constructing both a table based on premixed combustion and one
based on non-premixed combustion. A flame parameter, based on the relative ori-
entation of the mixture fraction and progress variable gradients, is then used in the
CFD calculations in order to decide which table should be used on a certain location
in the CFD calculation. However, the gradients derived from the CFD flow field are
gradients of the mean (RANS) or filtered (LES) field and as reaction is a sub-grid
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phenomenon, the question remains to which extent these gradients represent the true
gradient field.
Chemical equilibrium In the chemical equilibrium model, all chemical time scales
are assumed to be faster than the mixing time scales. Local chemical equilibrium is
thus determined only by the mixture fraction, with no other effects of the flow field.
As a result the chemistry can be pre-calculated and stored in a chemical look-up table.
In other words, the problem of closing the chemical source term has been transformed
into a problem to determine the mixture fraction PDF. For this case a presumed PDF
approach is justified as the mixture fraction PDF can be approximated very well by
means of β-PDF. Therefore a table integrated with a β-PDF can be constructed. As
a β-PDF can be determined by the mean and the variance, the integrated table will
be parametrized by the mean and the variance of the mixture fraction. Of course,
this technique will not be able to predict finite rate chemistry effects such as local
extinction or mixing of mixtures of different reaction progress.
Flamesheet The flame sheet model by Burke-Schumann assumes infinitely fast re-
action to take place at stoichiometry. For all other compositions, pure mixing between
the equilibrium point at stoichiometry and the inlet oxidizer or fuel stream is taking
place. In Z−CO2-space this leads to two straight mixing lines connecting equilib-
rium with pure fuel and with pure oxidizer. This differs from the chemical equilibrium
model, which does not behave linearly with mixture fraction.
Steady Laminar Diffusion Flamelet The steady laminar flamelet model is a
derivation of the unsteady flamelet model. Instead of solving the unsteady flamelet
equations on the fly, the steady flamelet equation is solved for different strain rates
before the actual CFD calculation.
0 = 12ρχ(Z)
(
∂2φ
∂Z2
)
+Sφ(φ,Z) (2.84)
The solutions of the steady flamelet equation can be represented in Tst−χst-space by
the well known S-curve. As the steady flamelet equation is solved, unsteady effects
such as extinction and ignition cannot be represented. This is reflected in the fact
that the laminar flamelets only burn for χst < χq. In Z−T -space the lowest flamelet
is then the critical flamelet with a χst slightly smaller than χq. The low temperature
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Figure 2.3: a/ S-Curve representing the complete solution of the flamelet
equations. b/ Flamelet solutions corresponding to the 3
branches of the S-curve for χ= 1s−1. Adapted from [5].
region below this critical flamelet can therefore not be represented. This deficiency
can be solved by parametrizing the data set of the flamelets with a progress variable
instead of scalar dissipation as is done with FGM and FPI. This is discussed in more
detail below.
From the data set of steady flamelets a look-up table with mixture fraction, Z,
and the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate, χst, as parameters can be constructed.
Compared to the chemical equilibrium and the flame sheet model, the steady diffusion
flamelet model has χst as extra parameter and results in a 2D table. Moreover, the
effect of diffusion on the reactions is accounted for, which is not the case for the flame
sheet and the chemical equilibrium model.
The turbulence chemistry interaction, in this case because the mixture fraction and
scalar dissipation rate are random variables, has to be accounted for by integrating
over the two parameters. As was discussed above, there are two options: presumed
or transported PDF. With a transported PDF the table, obtained from projecting
the flamelets onto a regular in Z−χ-space, can be used directly. With a presumed
PDF, the effect of the turbulence-chemistry interaction is brought into the table by
integrating the table with the presumed PDF. Usually the table is integrated with a
presumed PDF and mixture fraction and scalar dissipation are most often assumed
to be statistically independent making it possible to write the joint PDF as a product
of the marginal PDFs. The mixture fraction PDF is then assumed to be a β-function,
while the scalar dissipation rate PDF is assumed to be a log-normal distribution. The
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integrated table is then a function of the mean mixture fraction, the variance of the
mixture fraction and the scalar dissipation rate. Sometimes fluctuations in the scalar
dissipation rate are not accounted for and then only the mean of the scalar dissipation
rate is needed.
As with most of the non-premixed combustion models discussed here, the main
modeling issue is the modeling of the scalar dissipation rate or the mixing time scale.
Usually the mean scalar dissipation rate is calculated with the equilibrium model,
which assumes that the mean scalar mixing time scale is proportional to the mean
turbulence time scale:
rχ≡ 2Γ

(
∂φ
∂xj
)2
= Cφ
rÔ
rk
φ′′2 =
φ′′2
τmix
(2.85)
In order to fully define the log-normal distribution also the variance of the scalar
dissipation rate has to be known. For the standard deviation of the scalar dissipation
rate, σχ, values between 2 and 4 are observed in experiments[18]. A constant value for
σχ could thus be assumed, so that the mean turbulence time scale, τt, and the mixture
fraction variance, suffice to describe the distribution of the scalar dissipation rate. In
some of the calculations in this PhD research a single laminar flamelet, calculated
for one specific scalar dissipation rate, is used. The scalar dissipation rate is then no
longer a parameter.
ILDM As was explained in the introduction of the chemical look-up tables, the
possible thermochemical states in a chemical mechanism move after a short time
onto a lower dimensional manifold (ILDM) in state space. To calculate this ILDM
a time scale analysis of the chemical mechanism through a local eigenvector analysis
of the Jacobian is performed [28]. The eigenvalues correspond to the time scales and
the eigenvectors represent the direction in state space. Large negative eigenvalues
correspond to fast reactions, which then can be assumed to be in partial equilibrium
compared to the slower reactions of the mechanisms [3]. In state space this partial
equilibrium of the fast reactions is represented by the fact that all states are then
situated on a Lower Dimensional Manifold. The dimension of this ILDM depends
on how much of the dynamics of the reactions one wants to resolve. The chemical
mechanism is described by the following equation:
∂φ
∂t
= F (φ) (2.86)
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with φ the composition vector The Jacobian Fφ can then be decomposed into a slow
and fast part:
Fφ =
(
Zs Zf
)Ns 0
0 Nf
Zˆs
Zˆf
 (2.87)
with Ns and Nf , the matrices containing respectively the eigenvalues of the slow and
fast subspace ,and Zs and Zf , the eigenvectors respectively spanning the slow and
fast subspaces.Zˆs
Zˆf
= (Zs Zf)−1 (2.88)
The equation for the ILDM is then
Zˆf (φ)F (φ) = 0 (2.89)
which expresses that the projection of the manifold onto the fast subspace is zero.
However, this is an under-defined equation and a locally adapted parametrization
needs to be defined. This is discussed in more detail in [29]. A disadvantage of
the ILDM is that with a dimensionality used in CFD calculation, i.e 2 or 3, it does
not exist in the low temperature region and a higher dimensional ILDM would be
needed to capture this low temperature region. This problem can be partly solved
by extending the ILDM into the low temperature region with a linear approximation
based on the assumption of inert mixing. However, this linear extrapolation does not
correctly predict the species mass fractions in that region. [27]
As the ILDM is purely based on the chemical mechanism, the effect of diffusion
on the reactions is not accounted for. In laminar and turbulent flame calculations,
diffusion will pull the states off the manifold due to the coupling with the chemistry.
The fast decoupled reactions will then pull the states back to the manifold if the
diffusion time scale is larger than the slowest decoupled time scale [3]. In this case, the
diffusion will still result in a movement along the manifold, which has to be accounted
for in the CFD calculations. Therefore in the CFD calculations the conservation
equations projected onto the manifold have to be solved. This is due to the fact that
mixing happens for the complete state in the complete state space and not just for the
reduced variables on the manifold [30]. Therefore the mixing term has to be projected
onto the manifold in order to describe the correct mixing for the reduced variables.
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Different algorithms are discussed in [31].
To include the coupling of diffusion and reaction, the reaction diffusion manifold
(REDIM) was developed. This will be discussed in more detail below.
FPV, FPI, FGM Now the flamelet-progress variable (FPV), Flamelet Prolonga-
tion of ILDM (FPI) and Flamelet generated manifolds techniques are discussed. All
techniques were developed around the same time with the difference that FPI and
FGM were developed for premixed combustion and FPV for non-premixed combus-
tion. However, at this moment all three techniques can be seen as synonyms, as FPI
and FGM were eventually extended to non-premixed combustion.
The FPV [32, 33] technique was originally developed as a reparametrization of
a data set of steady non-premixed flamelets from Z −χ to Z −Yc-space with Yc a
non-normalized progress variable. However, if only the steady burning flamelets are
considered, only the top region of Z−Yc-space is represented. As was discussed for
the steady flamelet model, the steady flamelet equation has three solutions: the stable
burning flamelets, the stable inert mixing and the unstable solution. This full solution
of the steady flamelet equation is in χst−Tst-space represented by the S-curve . The
problem with the steady flamelet model parametrized by Z and χ is that only one of
the three solutions corresponding to a certain value of χst can be represented. With
Yc, however, the full S-curve is unambiguously parametrized. The unstable solutions
of the steady flamelet equation represent partially extinguished or ignited flamelets,
that fill up the region in Z−Yc-space between the steady burning flamelets and the
inert mixing line. Therefore also these unstable solutions should be considered when
constructing the FPV table.
The FPI [27] and FGM [26] techniques were originally developed for premixed
combustion. It is basically a data set of premixed flamelet calculations with de-
tailed transport over a range of equivalence ratios which is combined into a manifold,
parametrized by a reduced number of variables. Outside the flammability limits linear
interpolation to pure air and pure fuel is done. Generally, the manifold has two param-
eters: Z and Yc. The big advantage of this technique over ILDM is that now the low
temperature region is captured and compared to ILDM with a linear extension in the
low temperature region the major species are now predicted correctly. Later on the
FGM and FPI manifolds were also constructed from non-premixed flamelets, which
is essentially the same as the FPV technique. For this manifold the effect of diffusion
on the chemistry is accounted for as was the case for the steady diffusion flamelet
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model. The part of Z −Yc-space underneath the critical flamelet corresponding to
the quenching scalar dissipation rate χq, is filled up with the unsteady solution of an
extinguishing flamelet. An FGM based on non-premixed flamelets, can thus be seen
as the same data set of non-premixed flamelets which was originally parametrized by
Z and χst but now looked at from a different direction in composition space. Fior-
ina et al. [34] extended the technique to non-adiabatic partially premixed flames, by
the introduction of enthalpy as a third parameter. The manifolds constructed from
premixed flamelets have been tested for non-premixed combustion and mixed results
were observed. In [35] an FPI based on premixed flamelets was not able to reproduce
the temperature and the mass fractions of the main species for rich mixtures. Results
were worse for more strained flames, as the interaction of diffusion and chemistry
becomes more important. This resulted in the development of the PCM technique.
In [36] better results for temperature were observed.
In order to be able to capture auto-ignition, Ihme et al. [37] extended the FPV
method to the unsteady flamelet equations (UFPV), taking into account the transient
evolution during ignition. However, the explicit dependence of the thermochemical
state on the flamelet time is removed by using Yc and χZ,st as parameters. The UFPV
manifold is thus parametrized by three parameters: Z, Yc and χZ,st. By doing this,
the structure of a flamelet is assumed to be independent of its history, which is not
completely true for auto-ignition, but the assumption is often acceptable.
PCM, ADF-PCM, ADF-PCMχ The PCM technique was developed from the
previously discussed observation that FPI tables based on premixed flamelets did
not correctly predict the temperature and mean species of a non-premixed flame.
Therefore the reaction rate of Yc was read from the FPI table, while the mass fraction
was read from a data set of non-premixed flamelets at the corresponding Z,χ(Z,Yc)
point.
ADF-PCM tries to capture both auto-ignition and non-premixed combustion [38].
Finite rate chemistry and the effect of diffusion on the reactions are described with
an FPI or FGM table. Turbulent effects are accounted for through the presumed con-
ditional moment (PCM) technique. Contrary to the general method of using steady
diffusion flamelets for the construction of the table, the solutions of auto-igniting per-
fectly stirred reactor calculations are tabulated in an FPI table with mixture fraction
Z and progress variable Yc as independent parameters. In particular the progress vari-
able reaction rate SAIc (Yc,Z) is stored in the table. Afterwards the effect of diffusion
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on the reaction is added by solving the unsteady flamelet equation in composition
space:
ρ
∂Yc
∂τ
= 12ρχ(Z,τ)
(
∂2Yc
∂Z2
)
+SAIYc (Yc,Z) (2.90)
As with the flamelet model an empirical correlation based on laminar flamelets
calculations is used to correlate χ and χst
χ= as
pi
exp
(
−2(erfc−1(2Z))2
)
= as.F (Z) (2.91)
The eventual reaction rate resulting from the combined effect of the chemistry and
diffusion is then:
SADF−PCMYc (Z,t,χst) = ρ
∂Yc(Z,t,χst)
∂τ
= 12ρχ
(
∂2Yc
∂Z2
)
+SAIYc (Z,Yc(Z,t,χst))
= 12ρχst
F (Z)
F (Zst)
(
∂2Yc
∂Z2
)
+SAIYc (Z,Yc(Z,t,χst))
(2.92)
As this is only 1 equation that should be solved, this is computationally much more ef-
ficient than the unsteady flamelet technique, which has to solve the flamelet equations
for all species in the mechanism.
The final ADF-PCM table is then generated by integrating with the joint distri-
bution of Z and χst, f(Z,χst). As with most presumed PDF methods Z and χ are
assumed to be statistically independent so that f(Z,χst) = f(Z).f(χst). ADF-PCM
assumes the distribution of χst to be a Dirac pulse at the mean value. ADF-PCMχ
is then an extension of the ADF-PCM model where a log-normal distribution is used
for χst. As discussed before this will enable the technique to better account for the
fluctuations of the scalar dissipation rate causing local extinction.
REDIM The Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM) is the extension of the ILDM
technique with the inclusion of the effect of diffusion, starting from the transport
equation in physical space for the composition vector φ, which describes the full
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thermodynamical state:
∂φ
∂t
= F (φ)−U .∇φ− 1
ρ
∇(D(φ)∇φ) (2.93)
With the REDIM, the aim is to describe the full thermodynamical state φ by a reduced
set of independent parameters represented by the reduced composition vector θ. The
transport equation in composition space then becomes:
∂φ
∂τ
= F (φ)−U .∇θ.φθ−
D
ρ
∇θ ◦φθθ ◦∇θ (2.94)
with (∇θ)lm = ∂θl∂xm , (φθ)kl =
∂φk
∂θl
and (φθθ)klm = ∂φk∂θl∂θm . The convection term drops
out and the condition for the invariant REDIM manifold is then [39]:
0 = (I−φθφ+θ )
[
F (φ)−D
ρ
∇θ ◦φθθ ◦∇θ
]
(2.95)
with φ+θ the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of φθ and (I −φθφ+θ ) the projection
operator projecting onto the subspace orthogonal to the manifold. The invariant
manifold condition thus expresses that the projection of the manifold on the subspace
orthogonal to the manifold should be zero. The manifold is then found by solving the
following relaxation equation:
∂φ
∂τ
= (I−φθφ+θ )
[
F (φ)−D
ρ
∇θ ◦φθθ ◦∇θ
]
(2.96)
The solution is converged when the transient term disappears. The gradients of the
reduced parameters in physical space are not known a priori and need to be presumed
if the manifold is to be used as a pre-calculated table. The assumption of these
gradients determines the eventual flame structure embedded in the manifold. One of
the options is to use the gradients of laminar flamelet calculations in physical space
resulting in a manifold which will not differ much from the FPV manifold or the
FGM/FPI manifold based on non-premixed flamelets. Actually, in the construction of
the REDIM manifold an FGM is used as the initial solution for solving the REDIM-
equation. The biggest differences are found in strongly non-linear areas where the
linear or cubic interpolation between the flamelets is less correct. Note however, even
though the theoretical background of FGM and REDIM is different, this will still
result in a similar outcome. In the framework of non-premixed combustion, FGM can
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be seen as a re-parametrization of a data set of non-premixed flamelets. REDIM on
the other hand, can be more seen as an extension of the ILDM technique to take into
account the effect of diffusion. In general, the REDIM framework provides a higher
flexibility as in theory any physical gradient can be used. However, physically correct
gradients should be used in order to have a correct prediction of the flame structures.
The possibilities of this flexibility are shown in the next paragraph.
MFM Tthe Multidimensional flamelet-generated manifolds are discussed as these
show the possibilities of being able to freely choose the physical gradients determining
the eventual flame structure embedded in the manifold. As discussed earlier this is
also possible in the REDIM framework. Multidimensional flamelet-generated mani-
folds (MFMs) are the extension of FGM to partially premixed combustion [40]. The
unsteady transport equations for all the species of the chemical mechanism are pro-
jected onto the reduced Z−Yc space.
ρ
∂Yi
∂τ
+ ∂Yi
∂Yc
ω˙c =
ρχY c
Lei
∂2Yi
∂Y 2c
+ ρχZ
Lei
∂2Yi
∂Z2
+2ρχZ,Yc
Lei
∂2Yi
∂Z2∂Yc
+ ω˙i (2.97)
Also a similar projected equation for temperature is solved. The three scalar dissipa-
tion rates are very important as they describe the transformation from physical space
to the Z−Yc space. They also describe the mixing time scales. The scalar dissipation
rate of Z, χZ , is assumed not to depend on the chemistry and is modeled as a function
of Z with following standard equation:
χZ(Z) =
a
2piexp
(
−2(erfc−1(2Z))2
)
(2.98)
The scalar dissipation rate of Yc, χYc , on the other hand is affected by the chemistry,
because the gradients of Yc steepen within the reaction zone. It is modeled with the
following equation which has a strong resemblance to the equation for χZ :
χYc(Z,Yc) = b(Z)exp
(
−2(erfc−1(2Yc/Y Eqc (Z)))2
)
(2.99)
with b(Z) the maximum value of χYc for a value of Z. The model equation for b(Z)
is derived by fitting data of premixed flamelets:
b(Z) = bstexp
(
−2(erfc−1(Z/Zst))2
)
(2.100)
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with bs the maximum value of b(Z) at the stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst. The
cross scalar dissipation rate, χZ,Yc , can be written as:
χZ,Yc = nZ ·nYc
√
χzχYc (2.101)
with nZ =∇Z/|∇Z| and nYc =∇Yc/|∇Yc|. So nZ ·nYc has to be known to approxi-
mate χZ,Yc , it depends strongly on the flame structure. However, the contribution of
the term related to χZ,Yc is mostly found to be negligible.[40]
The MFM has thus five parameters: Z, Yc,χZ ,χYc and χZ,Yc . Depending on the
ratio of χZ and χYc , the flame structure can be varied from diffusion to premixed
flames, with all the partially premixed flame structures in between.
In the end, unsteady flamelet equations are solved in Z − Yc space resulting in
Z −Yc flamelets. In [40], premixed and non-premixed flamelets are compared with
these Z−Yc-flamelets and it is shown that fluxes across the iso-Z and iso-Yc surfaces
have an important effect on the chemistry. This results in a different manifold than
FPI or FGM manifolds based on premixed or non-premixed combustion.
A similar study could be done within the REDIM framework, as the gradients in
physical space can also be freely chosen. As far as we know this MFM technique has
not yet been applied to turbulent CFD calculations. A problem here would be the
modeling of the scalar dissipation rates and its fluctuations.
ISAT
Finally, the In Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) technique [41] is discussed, in which
a chemistry table is constructed on the fly. The calculation starts with an empty table
and the reaction terms of all the species are directly integrated and stored in the ISAT
table together with the full thermodynamical state. The following time steps, it is
checked if the current thermodynamical state is close in composition space to any
of the tabulated states. If this is the case, a linear interpolation is done from the
tabulated state to the current thermodynamical state. There is also an error control
algorithm included in order to ensure the accuracy of the linearly interpolated states
retrieved from the ISAT table. This technique usually leads to large tables, but speed
up factors of 5 to 10 are observed compared to direct integration of the full mechanism.
It should be stressed that for RANS or LES calculations the ISAT technique can only
be used within a transported PDF framework. In general, ISAT should be seen as a
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more efficient way of calculating with the full chemical mechanism, than as an actual
combustion model. So all the chemical time scales are still present.
Recently Contino et al. [42] have developed a combined technique of dynamic adap-
tive chemistry (DAC) reduction of a chemical mechanism together with the on the fly
tabulation of ISAT, with speed-up factors of up to 300. It is, however, only cost effec-
tive for chemical mechanisms with hundreds of species and thousands of mechanisms.
For smaller mechanisms with less then 150 species, ISAT by itself achieves similar
speed-up factors (5 to 10) as the combined technique. However, it does find its ap-
plication in combustion engine calculations, especially for HCCI where auto-ignition
occurs and all the chemical time scales need to be retained.
In this area of speed-up techniques one could also mention the new developments
of using GPUs to speed up the direct integration of chemical mechanisms.
Conclusion
Now that the context of the combustion models has been introduced, it is worthwhile
to look at the advantages and disadvantage of the single steady flamelet and the
REDIM technique compared to other models. This is summarized in table 2.1 The
single steady flamelet model is used in this PhD research. It is one of the most basic
pre-tabulated models, which is only parametrized by Z and therefore cannot capture
local extinction or re-ignition. As the REDIM table has the progress variable Yc as
an extra parameter, it is expected to better capture local extinction and re-ignition.
The REDIM tables which are used in this PhD research, are almost identical to an
FGM or FPI, because in the REDIM calculations the physical gradients from flamelet
calculations are used. So for practical use in a CFD code, the REDIM, FPI, FGM
and FPV tables can be considered to be the same. All pre-tabulated techniques can
be used in cooperation with presumed and transported PDFs.
2.1.5 Practical Construction of a REDIM table
Now the practical construction of a REDIM table is discussed, with the figures shown
from the construction process of a CH4-air REDIM. The framework for the con-
struction of a REDIM table has been provided by Prof. U. Maas and consists of
the INSFLA code, which is used for laminar flamelet calculations and the HOMREA
code, which is used for the actual REDIM calculation. For a REDIM based on a
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Table 2.1: Comparison of non-premixed combustion models
Properties CMC Unsteady
Flamelet
Steady
Flamelets
Single Steady
Flamelet
REDIM, FPI,
FGM, FPV
ADF-
PCM
pre-
tabulated
no no yes yes yes partly
parameters — — (Z,χ) Z (Z,Yc) (Z,Yc,χ)
influence
of χ from
CFD
direct
(CMC
equa-
tion)
direct
(flamelet
equation)
direct
(select
flamelet)
indirect
(transport
equation Z or
mixing model)
indirect
(transport
equation Z
and Yc or
mixing model)
direct
(ADF-
PCM
equa-
tion)
extinction yes yes yes no yes yes
re-ignition yes no no no yes yes
non-premixed flame structure the construction consists of the following steps:
1. Performing non-premixed laminar flamelet calculations in physical space with
the INSFLA code for a range of strain rates, resulting in a data set of steady
flamelets.
2. Performing a non-premixed laminar flamelet calculation in physical space with
the INSFLA code for a strain rate higher than the extinction strain rate, result-
ing in a transient solution of an extinguishing flamelet.
3. Calculate the equilibrium composition at stoichiometry with a free flat flame
calculation in INSFLA.
4. Perform two laminar flamelet calculations in INSFLA with the equilibrium as
one inlet and pure oxidizer or pure fuel as the other inlet.
5. Combine the two previous flamelet calculations into one upper boundary for the
flamelet data set.
6. Use the upper boundary as initial condition for calculation with low strain rate,
to fill up the top region in Z−Yc space.
7. Combine the upper boundary, the solutions of the steady flamelets and the
transient solution of the extinguishing flamelet into one data set as is shown in
figure 2.4.
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8. Project the data set of flamelets, which are all stored on different grids in com-
position space, onto one general grid in the reduced Z−Yc space.
9. Solve the REDIM equation in local coordinates with the HOMREA code, using
the physical gradients from the flamelet equations.
10. Project the REDIM manifold expressed in local coordinates onto the global
coordinate system of the reduced scalars, Z and Yc.
Depending on the framework in which the REDIM will be used, some post-processing
of the REDIM table needs to be done:
1. Pre-integrate the source term from a range of time steps and tabulate for each
point in the table the value of Yc(t+ δt).
2. Force the upper boundary of the flamelet data set onto the table.
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Figure 2.4: Flamelets used to construct the REDIM: a/transient solution
of low strain rate calculation with upper boundary as initial
solution (green), steady flamelets (blue) and transient solution
of extinguishing flamelet (red) b/ zoom.
The choice of the progress variable Yc affects the tabulation. The progress variable
should rise monotonically with temperature and reaction progress in order to have a
bĳective relationship, so that each value of Yc(Zst) is unambiguously connected to one
point on the flamelet S-curve. YCO2 is therefore not the best choice for the progress
variable, as for rich mixtures at high temperatures dissociation of CO2 into CO occurs.
This can be seen in figure 2.5, where negative rates of production of YCO2 are shown
to coincide with a positive rate of production of YCO. Therefore Yc = YCO2 +YCO is
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Figure 2.5: REDIM in Z−YCO2-space: a/ production rate of YCO2 , b/ pro-
duction rate of YCO.
Figure 2.6: Comparison of projected flamelet data set (FGM) (left) and the
REDIM (right).
often chosen as progress variable. Nonetheless, in this PhD research Yc = YCO2 is used
because of ease of implementation and because not a large influence is expected. The
choice of Yc = YCO2 is also reflected in the fact that the upper boundary constructed
from combining the two flamelet calculations with equilibrium and pure air or oxidizer
as inlets is not the upper boundary of the data set of flamelets, as can be seen in
figure 2.4. For rich mixtures, flamelets with relatively low strain rates have higher
YCO2-values than the constructed upper boundary.
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Figure 2.7: Influence number of timesteps REDIM: a/1000 time steps (left)
b/2000 time steps (right).
Figure 2.8: Change of grid during REDIM calculation: initial solution
(black), REDIM (1000 time steps) (blue) and REDIM (2000
time steps) (red).
In the calculation of the REDIM, the upper boundary in Z−Yc-space is fixed and
it this therefore important that this upper boundary is not too low. The eventual
upper boundary of the projected flamelets manifold is determined in the projection
of the flamelets onto the Z − Yc-grid and is the envelope of the constructed upper
boundary and all the flamelets. It should be noted that the data set of projected
flamelets is actually an FGM and it is used as the initial condition for the actual
REDIM calculation.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the REDIM in local coordinates (left) and the
REDIM in global coordinates projected onto a regular Z−YCO2
grid (right).
In the REDIM calculation, each iteration consists of moving only one grid point
on the manifold in state space [43]. This will eventually result in a REDIM manifold
with a grid which is distorted when looked at in Z−YCO2-space. This can be seen
in figure 2.6, where the projected flamelet manifold is compared with the REDIM
manifold. From this figure also the small difference between the projected flamelet
manifold and the REDIM is observed. As explained earlier this was to be expected,
due to the use of the physical gradients of the flamelet calculations, in the calculation
of the REDIM.
It should also be noted that the REDIM calculation is done with the manifold
expressed in local coordinates. In order to use the calculated manifold as a look-up
table the manifold has to be transformed to a global coordinate system and projected
onto a regular grid in Z − Yc-space. In this process, the upper boundary of the
REDIM is lost. This can be seen in figure 2.9, where the REDIM is shown before and
after the projection process. In transported PDF calculations this loss of the upper
boundary can lead to numerical fluctuations in composition space in the neighborhood
of the boundary. This can be seen in figures 2.10 and 2.11, where scatter plots
of a transported PDF calculation are shown with and without enforcing the upper
boundary. Therefore the upper boundary needs to be re-enforced onto the table.
In the complete construction procedure the grid size has to be chosen twice. Once
when the the data set of flamelets is projected onto a Z − Yc grid and once when
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the REDIM expressed in local coordinates is projected on a Z −Yc grid. For both
grids a piecewise uniform grid is chosen, which consists of three uniform grids for the
lean, stoichiometric and rich regions of the table but each with a different grid size.
The finest grid is chosen for the stoichiometric region as there the strongest gradients
have to be captured. Too fine grids will lead to very small time steps in the REDIM
calculation as an explicit solver is used. In this PhD research a time step of 10−8s
has been used. As there is no clear indicator for when the calculation is converged,
the influence of the number of time steps has been compared. In figure 2.7 a REDIM
after 1000 time steps is compared with a REDIM after 2000 time steps. The influence
on the values of the production rate of YCO2 is rather small. However, the influence
on the grid is larger as can be seen in figure 2.8. Still, 1000 time steps seem sufficient
to consider the REDIM calculation as converged.
Figure 2.10: Influence of upper boundary in integrated table on scatter plots
(black dots) of a swirling gas flame calculation: a/ without
enforcing the upper boundary b/ with the upper boundary
enforced. Upper boundary of the original REDIM manifold
(green line).
2.1.6 Hybrid RANS-PDF
This PhD has been performed within the framework of hybrid RANS-PDF calcula-
tions, in which the standard RANS equations discussed in section 2.1.1 are solved in
parallel with transported PDF equations. The RANS equations are solved with a Fi-
nite Volume (FV) method, but for the transported PDF equations this is not possible
due to their high dimensionality. Therefore the transported PDF equations are solved
indirectly through a Monte Carlo (MC) method, which consists of solving stochastic
differential equations for computational particles which represent independent realiza-
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Figure 2.11: Influence of upper boundary in integrated table on scatter plots
(black dots) of a swirling gas flame calculation: a/ without
enforcing the upper boundary b/ with the upper boundary
enforced.
tions of the turbulent reacting flow. Each particle ’carries’ all the properties that the
PDF represents and in one CFD cell the full PDF is then retrieved from the statistics
of all the computational particles in that cell.
In the calculations described in this PhD thesis a composition or velocity-composition
PDF is used. The biggest advantage of the inclusion of the composition vector in the
PDF, is that the chemical source term and all other local source terms are closed
on the level of the PDF transport equations. However, one should mention that the
problem of the modeling is then moved to the modeling of the mixing of scalars due to
diffusion, known as micro-mixing. This is explained by the fact that the PDF consid-
ered is a one-point PDF, describing the probability of certain events at one point. To
describe processes that depend on physical gradients, such as the micro-mixing or the
pressure gradient term, a two-point PDF would be needed. However, the description
of the two-point PDF is far too complicated to benefit from it.
To better understand the hierarchical position of transported PDF methods we
refer to standard work of Minier and Peirano [44]. There it is discussed that the
PDF approach is somewhat in between the DNS approach which is described as a
microscopic approach as all the scales are resolved and the RANS approach, which
is called macroscopic as all the scales are averages and only the integral scales are
retained. The PDF approach is then a mesoscopic approach which models the effect
of the non-resolved scales through stochastic processes. Thus while in the standard
RANS approach only the mean values and at the most the variances can be used to
model the unclosed terms, in the PDF approach the modeling is done at the PDF
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level where the full PDF is known and thus far more information is available for the
modeling.
Transported PDF
To solve the transported PDF equations different methods have been developed. In
this PhD research the Monte Carlo method is used, which consists of solving stochastic
differential equations which describe the evolution of computational particles. The
ensemble of all the stochastic particles in a cell represent the statistics of the flow in
this cell. In other words, the full PDF and thus all the statistical moments can be
retrieved from the ensemble of computational particles. However, it is also possible to
solve the PDF transport equations in an Eulerian framework, by using stochastic fields
or with a quadrature of moment method. The choice of the parameters of the PDF
depends on the problem and on the turbulence model used in the RANS equations.
In this PhD research both a scalar-PDF as a velocity-scalar PDF framework are used.
The frameworks for these PDFs are now described.
Velocity-Composition PDF The transport equation for the velocity-scalar-PDF
fu,φ is [45]:
∂ρfu,φ
∂t
+ ∂ρVifu,φ
∂xi
+
(
ρgi− ∂〈p〉
∂xi
+ ∂〈τij〉
∂xj
)
∂fu,φ
∂Vi
+ ∂ρSαfu,φ
∂ψα︸ ︷︷ ︸
reaction
=
∂
∂Vi
[〈(
−∂τ
′
ij
∂xj
+ ∂p
′
∂xi
)
|V ,ψ
〉
fu,φ
]
+ ∂
∂ψα
[〈(
−∂J
α
i
∂xi
)
|V ,ψ
〉
fu,φ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
micro-mixing
(2.102)
The buoyancy term, the mean pressure gradient term, the mean viscous stress term
and the mean reaction source term on the left hand side are closed. The fact that the
mean reaction source term is closed is the main advantage of the transported PDF
method. The mean viscous stress term ∂〈τij〉∂xj is negligible in high Reynolds number
flows. The fluctuating viscous stress and pressure terms and the micro-mixing terms
on the right hand side have to be modeled. For variable density flows it is more
convenient to consider Mass Density Function (MDF)Fu,φ [46]:
Fu,φ(V ,ψ) = ρ(ψ)fu,φ(V ,ψ) (2.103)
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The transport equation for the velocity-composition MDF Fu,φ is then:
∂Fu,φ
∂t
+ ∂ViFu,φ
∂xi
+
(
gi− 1
ρ
∂〈p〉
∂xi
+ 1
ρ
∂〈τij〉
∂xj
)
∂Fu,φ
∂Vi
+ ∂SαFu,φ
∂ψα
=
∂
∂Vi
[
1
ρ
〈(
−∂τ
′
ij
∂xj
+ ∂p
′
∂xi
)
|V ,ψ
〉
Fu,φ
]
+ ∂
∂ψα
[
1
ρ
〈(
−∂J
α
i
∂xi
)
|V ,ψ
〉
Fu,φ
] (2.104)
The MDF transport equation is solved with a Monte Carlo technique, in which
computational fluid particles statistically represent the MDF. The equations for these
computational particles are [45]:
dx∗i = U∗i dt (2.105)
dU∗i = A∗i dt=
(
gi− 1
ρ
∂〈p〉
∂xi
)
dt+a∗i,p′dt+a∗i,τ ′dt (2.106)
dφ∗α = Sα(φ∗)dt+ θ∗α,mixdt (2.107)
with θα,mix the micro-mixing model. We now look a bit deeper into the equation of
the particle velocity. The acceleration terms ai,p′ and ai,τ have to be modeled. This
is usually done with a drift term and a diffusion term. A more general framework for
the modeling is the generalized Langevin model (GLM)
a∗i,p′dt+a∗i,τ ′dt=Didt+KdWi =Gij(U∗j − rUj)dt+
√
C0ÔdWi (2.108)
with C0 = 2.1 This results in the following equation for the particle velocity [46]
dU∗i =
(
gi− 1
ρ
∂〈p〉
∂xi
)
dt+Gij(U∗j − rUj)dt+
√
C0ÔdWi (2.109)
For the particle velocity fluctuation this becomes:
du∗i =−
(
1
ρ∗
−
[
1
ρ
]∗)[
∂〈p〉
∂xi
]∗
dt−u∗j
[
∂ rUi
∂xj
]∗
+
[
1
ρ
∂ρu′′i u′′l
∂xj
]∗
+[Gij ]∗u∗jdt+
√
C0[Ô]∗dW ∗i
(2.110)
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Gij determines the specific model that is used and each choice of Gij corresponds
to a certain Reynolds stress model. For the hybrid RANS-PDF framework to be
consistent, Gij has to be chosen so that it results in the same Reynolds stress model
that is used in the RANS part of the calculation. In the calculations in this PhD, the
isotropisation of production model by Launder, Reece and Rodi (LRR-IPM) has been
used. Therefore in the particle equations the Lagrangian isotropisation of production
(LIPM) is used, which has the following form for Gij [46]:
Gij =G(1)ij +G
(2)
ij (2.111)
with
G
(1)
ij =
Ô
k
(α1δij +α2bij +α3b2ij) (2.112)
with bij =u′′i u′′j/u′′ku′′k/−1/3δij the normalized anisotropy tensor
G
(2)
ij =−
1
5
∂Uk
∂xk
δij +
8
5
Ô
k
Wij +C2
∂ rUj
∂xi
+6
(
4
5 −C2
)
Ô
k
bikWik (2.113)
The values for are found from the following system of equations:
1
2 +
3
4C0 +α1 + b
2
kk
(
α2 +
1
3α3
)
+ b2kkα3 +
(
−15 +C2
)
Skk− 14C2
Pkk
Ô
= 0
4α1 +
4
3α2 +2b
2
kkα3−
4
5Skk =−2C1
4α2 +
4
3α3 = 0
(2.114)
with C1 = 1.8 and C2 = 0.6
Composition PDF The transport equation for the composition PDF fφ [45]
∂ρfφ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUifφ
∂xi
+ ∂ρSαfφ
∂ψα
=− ∂
∂xi
[〈u′′i |ψ〉ρfφ]+
∂
∂ψα
[〈
−∂J
α
i
∂xi
|ψ
〉
fφ
]
(2.115)
The transport equation for the composition MDF is then:
∂Fφ
∂t
+ ∂
rUiFφ
∂xi
+ ∂SαFφ
∂ψα
=− ∂
∂xi
[〈u′′i |ψ〉Fφ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
turbulent diffusion
+ ∂
∂ψα
[〈
−1
ρ
∂Jαi
∂xi
|ψ
〉
Fφ
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
micro-mixing
(2.116)
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The terms on the left hand side are closed, so again the mean reaction source term
is closed. The turbulent diffusion term and the micro-mixing term on the right hand
side have to be modeled. The turbulent diffusion term is modeled with the gradient
diffusion assumption:
− ∂
∂xi
[〈u′′i |ψ〉Fφ] =
∂
∂xi
[
Γt
∂(Fφ/ρ)
∂xi
]
(2.117)
The equivalent equations for the evolution of the computational particles in physical
space is [45]:
dx∗i = rUi
∗
dt+dx∗i,turb+
[
U ci
]∗
dt (2.118)
The turbulent diffusion term dx∗i,turb is modeled with a random walk model:
dx∗i,turb =
[
1
ρ
Γt
dxi
]∗
dt+
[√
2Γt
ρ
]∗
dWi (2.119)
dx∗i =
[
rUi+
1
ρ
Γt
dxi
]∗
dt+
[√
2Γt
ρ
]∗
dWi+
[
U ci
]∗
dt (2.120)
Transport in composition space is described by the following equation:
dφ∗α = Sα(φ∗)dt+ θ∗α,mixdt (2.121)
with θα,mix the micro-mixing model.
Mixing models
Micro-mixing models have to describe the effect of molecular diffusion on the particle
composition and more specifically how it changes the shape of the joint PDF. As
discussed earlier, local scalar mixing is very important in non-premixed combustion
as it is molecular diffusion which brings the reactants close to each other before they
can react and can thus influence the global reaction rate. As can be seen from the
PDF transport equation, the diffusion conditional on the composition vector needs to
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be modeled. This is equivalent to modeling the conditional scalar dissipation rate.
〈ΓαÒ2 φα|Ψ〉 (2.122)
Mixing time scale In the basic models the small-scale mixing time scale is assumed
to be proportional to the turbulent timescale τt provided by the turbulence model.
This is the equilibrium model which has been discussed above [14]. The characteristic
mixing time scale is then:
τmix =
τt
Cφ
= k
CφÔ
(2.123)
where Cφ is the empirical mixing constant. The optimal value for Cφ differs from
model to model and has been subject to extensive discussion. In [47] a Cφ > 3 was
needed to obtain a burning flame with CD. On the other hand in [48] obtains a
burning flame with CD for Cφ = 2.3 for the same test-case. For EMST, Cφ = 1.5 or 2
is standard. The equilibrium model thus determines the mean scalar dissipation rate.
More complex time scale models have been developed in the framework of partially
premixed combustion. Kuan et al. [49] calculated the value of Cφ dynamically by
introducing the effect of the Damköhler number through the ratio of the laminar flame
speed and the Kolmogorov velocity. Even though Cφ is calculated dynamically, the
model has parameters which need to be tuned. Mura et al. [50] developed a time
scale model for the reactive scalar through blending of the classic time scale model
in the thickened flame regime with a model derived from the Bray-Moss-Libby model
in the flamelet regime. Stöllinger et al. [51] proposed a similar blending but for each
regime a time scale model is derived from a modeled transport equation for the scalar
dissipation rate of the reactive scalar. The advantage of the last two blending models
is that no model parameters have to be tuned.
However, to truly capture finite rate chemistry effects such as local extinction, the
full range of mixing scales has to be captured by the mixing model. This is equivalent
to using a distribution of the scalar dissipation rate instead of Dirac distribution
at the mean value. With a distribution for the scalar dissipation rate there is a
possibility of having a smaller mixing time scale than the reaction time scale, which
could eventually lead to local extinction due to local excessive diffusion of the progress
variable, representing local excessive heat diffusion.
Another aspect is the different mixing time for inert and reactive scalars, due to
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steepening of the gradients of the reactive scalars. This results in a smaller mixing
time scale or larger Cφ for reactive scalars than for non-reactive scalars [52]. However,
most mixing models, i.e. all the models used in this PhD, have only one Cφ for all
the scalars. The different mixing time scale for inert and reactive scalars can however
be accounted for with an extra model for the ratio of the timescales of a reactive and
a non-reactive scalar [53]. The mixing time scale of the reactive scalar can then be
calculated with the inert mixing time scale, obtained from a standard model.
IEM The most basic mixing model is IEM [54]. This is a deterministic model in
which the particles linearly relax to the mean value of the cell. It is not used here,
because the shape of the PDF does not change and therefore the PDF does not relax
to the Gaussian shape in the case of a homogeneously mixed cell. It is not a good
mixing model for reactive scalars, as for instance with a single flamelet model particles
are pulled off the flamelet.
CD In the Coalescence Dispersion model [55], also known as the modified Curl
model, particles mix in pairs in a stochastic manner. Every time step, pairs are
randomly chosen and within a pair the particles interact in the following manner [46]:
φ(p,t+∆t)α = (1−a)φ(p,t)α +aφ(p,q)α,mean = (1−a)φ(p,t)α +a
wpφ
(p,t)
α +wqφ(q,t)α
wp+wq
φ(q,t+∆t)α = (1−a)φ(p,t)α +aφ(p,q)α,mean = (1−a)φ(q,t)α +a
wqφ
(q,t)
α +wpφ(p,t)α
wp+wq
(2.124)
With p and q the 2 particles of the pair and a randomly chosen from a uniform
distribution in (0,1).
The CDmodel is a non-local mixing model as it allows interaction between particles
which are not close to each other in composition space. Because of this, cold particles
from the lean zone can interact with cold particles from the rich zone, resulting in
cold particles in the reaction zone and in cold particles crossing the reaction zone
without reacting. This often results in over-prediction of extinction. [47] This is
often countered by using higher values of Cφ, meaning faster mixing and leading
to a faster decay of the mixture fraction rms. This might, however, lead to under-
prediction of the mixture fraction rms. Physically, the amount of mixing through
extinguished flame regions is controlled by the local Damköhler number Da [48], but
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this is not captured with CD, because there is no connection to the chemical time scale.
The model described in [48] accounts for local Damköhler number effects through an
algebraic model, including the ratio of the local laminar burning velocity and the
local Kolmogorov velocity which increases monotonically with Da. Still only 1 single
mixing frequency for reactive and non-reactive scalars is used. The influence of the
micro-mixing models on flame calculations has been studied extensively in the past.
EMST In the EMST model [56], particles mix for stochastically chosen times. At
each moment the total number of particles is divided into a subset of mixing particles
and one of non-mixing particles. In the subset of mixing particles, which is chosen
randomly, a Euclidean minimum spanning tree is constructed and particles interact
along the branches of the EMST. The use of the Euclidean minimum spanning tree
ensures that the mixing is local in composition space: particles can only interact with
’neighboring’ particles in composition space. Due to the continuity of the scalar fields
in physical space, this also implies localness in physical space. In [57] the mixing
models are tested in joint velocity-scalar-frequency-PDF.
PSP With the PSP-model [58, 59, 60], each particle has a one-dimensional sinusoidal
profile which is used to describe the scalar gradient in physical space, which determines
the rate of micro-mixing:
Z(x′, t) = Z
∗,+(t− t0)−Z∗,−(t− t0)
2 sin
(
x′pi
λ
)
+ Z
∗,+(t− t0)−Z∗,−(t− t0)
2 Z
∗,c
(2.125)
with Z∗,+, Z∗,−, and Z∗,c = (Z∗,+ +Z∗,−)/2, the maximum, minimum and center
value of the scalar profile. Each computational particle transports thus a scalar profile
including information on the local scalar gradients. Therefore, more than the joint
statistics of the scalars, the joint statistics of the profiles are obtained, providing more
information on the mixing process. The joint composition - dissipation rate statistics
are thus available. In other words the dissipation rate is now described by a full
distribution. The PSP model can be interpreted as a local IEM model, as in the
mixing process a particle moves towards the mean of a local ensemble of particles:
dZ∗
dt
=−12C
′
φω
∗(Z∗−Z∗,c) (2.126)
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This equation resembles that of the the IEM model but here ω∗ and Z∗,c and thus also
the mixing time scale are different for every computational particle, while with the
IEM cell means were used. In other words, with the PSP model there is a distribution
of mixing time scales in one computational cell. The corresponding scalar dissipation
rate for a computational particle is then:
χ∗Z(Z) = C ′φω∗(Z∗,+−Z)(Z−Z∗,−) (2.127)
The information of the local scalar gradient transported by the computational par-
ticle is thus used to calculate the ’local’ scalar dissipation rate. Recently the PSP
model was extended to reacting flows where the reactive scalar profiles are affected
by the chemical reactions [61]. Other than in the previously discussed mixing models,
the coupled reaction-diffusion problem is handled. A burning indicator is used to
distinguish between burning and inert profiles. An ignition probability is then used
to statistically model the ignition of inert profiles. In the reactive PSP model, inert
profiles are still handled with the standard PSP model while burning profiles by a
combination of the standard PSP model and the laminar flamelet concept. The PSP
model has not been used in this PhD research, but it is mentioned nonetheless as it
seems to have the potential to truly capture local extinction in PDF methods and it
contains some interesting ideas regarding the modeling of mixing in reactive flows.
(a) IEM (b) CD (c) EMST
Figure 2.12: Particle interaction in composition space in mixing models:
a/IEM, b/CD, c/EMST
Discussion The time scale model determines how fast the PDF changes and the
mixing models determines how the PDF changes. [51] The equilibrium model for the
time scale just determines the value of the mean mixing time scale. However, it does
not force the distribution of the scalar dissipation rate to be a Dirac at the mean
scalar dissipation rate. The mixing model describes specifically how the computa-
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tional particles should behave during the mixing process. For the three basic models,
i.e. IEM, CD and EMST, this is shown in figure 2.12, where the circles represent
computational particles, which should be seen as realizations of the flow. Similarly
the mixing process for each particle could be seen as realizations of the mixing pro-
cess in the cell and a corresponding distribution for the scalar dissipation rate can
be derived. For example, the non-local mixing of the CD model leads sometimes to
strong mixing events, which could be seen as events of a high scalar dissipation rate.
Concluding, as with all combustion models previously discussed, the modeling of
the scalar dissipation rate or the mixing time scale is the key issue. More specifically
the (conditional) scalar dissipation rate of the mixture fraction, of the progress variable
and their joint scalar dissipation rate needs to modeled correctly. The combination of
the mixing time scale model and the actual mixing model determines the distribution
of the scalar dissipation rate. In order to be able to capture extinction the fluctuations
of the scalar dissipation rate need to be represented. Therefore a range of mixing time
scales need to be modeled and therefore one mean mixing time scale as is used in this
PhD does not suffice. In order to correctly describe mixing of reactive scalars the
effect of the chemistry on the mixing, i.e. through steepening of the gradients of the
reactive scalar field, needs to be accounted for. In this PhD research the EMST model
is the primary mixing model as it is local in composition. However also the influence
of the non-localness of the CD model is tested.
Numerical algorithms
Now that the theoretical foundation for transported PDF methods has been intro-
duced, the numerical aspects specific for hybrid RANS-PDF calculations are discussed
in this subsection.
Numerical errors The total numerical error in a hybrid RANS-PDF method is the
sum of the different errors discussed below.
Statistical error The statistical error is a random error resulting from using a
finite number of computational particles to represent the PDF and calculate mean
properties in a computational cell. The statistical error scales with N−1/2p,cell [62]. For
statistical stationary flows the statistical error can be reduced by using iteration aver-
ages. The MDF is then approximated by the mean of the MDF approximations over
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a range of subsequent time steps:
FNTAu,φ (x,V ,ψ) =
1
NTA
NTA∑
i=1
c(x,V ,ψ; ti) (2.128)
with F∗u,φ In this PhD research iteration averages over 1000 time steps were used, but
averages over less time steps are often also acceptable.
Bias error The bias error is a deterministic error resulting from using particle
mean fields, calculated from a finite number of computational particles, to evolve
particle properties. The bias error scales with N−1p,cell and cannot be reduced with
iteration averages [62].
Time discretisation error The time discretisation error results from handling
the particle evolution with finite time steps instead of continuously. In [62] it has
been shown, that this error is small compared to other numerical errors.
Spatial error In a hybrid RANS-PDF method, the total spatial discretisation
error results both from the discretisation error in the RANS part and from the in-
terpolation error connected to RANS properties being interpolated at the particle
position.It is not completely clear how important this error is, but for a well chosen
spatial discretisation the spatial discretisation error [46] should be small. Nonetheless,
this needs further attention.
Particle number density control: splitting and clustering The initial par-
ticle distribution ensures that each cell has the desired amount of particles in a
cell. However the particle evolution does not ensure this and over time the num-
ber of particles in different cells would diverge from the desired amount of parti-
cles. To ensure a fairly constant number of computational particles in each cell, i.e.
Nmin,cell <Np,cell <Nmax,cell, splitting and clustering algorithms are introduced [45].
Depending on the ratio of Np,cell with Np,min and Np,max a minimum and maximum
allowed weight, wmin,cell and wmax,cell, for the computational particles in a cell is
calculated. Particles with a weight smaller than wmin,cell are clustered to form a new
particle with a weight larger than wmin,cell. The properties of the new particle are the
properties of a randomly chosen particle from the ensemble of particles that formed
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the cluster. Particles with a weight larger than wmax,cell are split into a number of
identical smaller droplets, with the same properties as the original particle.
Bilinear interpolation In this PhD research, bilinear basis functions are used to
estimate mean properties at the grid nodes and interpolate mean properties from the
grid nodes to the particle positions [63, 64]
Local time steps In the case of statistically stationary flows, local time stepping
is used to speed up convergence to the statistically stationary solution [65]. In the
local time step method a pseudo-time marching algorithm is used, which advances
each particle with a time step which is different for each particle and depends on the
physical location of the particle. The local time step is then [65]:
∆ti,j =min[∆tlim,∆tCFLi,j∆tωi,j ] (2.129)
with ∆tCFLi,j the minimum of the time steps imposed by the CFL-condition in all
directions:
∆tCFLi,j =min[CCFL
(xi+11 −xi−11 )/2
U1
,CCFL
(xj+12 −xj−12 )/2
U2
], (2.130)
∆tωi,j the time step needed to reasonably resolve the integral turbulent time scale:
∆tωi,j = Cωτt = Cω
k
Ô
(2.131)
and ∆tlim an upper limit defined as:
∆tlim = Clim∆tmin (2.132)
with ∆tmin the minimum of ∆tCFLi,j and ∆tωi,j over the entire computational domain.
Standard values for the constants are CCFL = 0.4, Cω = 0.2 and Clim = 20.
Method of fractional time steps The method of fractional time steps [66] is
used to evolve the computational particles in physical and composition space. In this
method, convection, micro-mixing and chemical reaction are handled subsequently
instead of simultaneously. The validity of separating micro-mixing and chemical re-
action is discussed in [67].
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2.2 Spray
First the basics of multiphase flows are introduced. Then the transported PDF
method for sprays is discussed, together with the modeling of droplet dynamics, evap-
oration, heat transfer and the unresolved gas field around the droplet. Finally, spray
combustion is briefly discussed.
2.2.1 Classification of multiphase flows
In general, a multiphase flow is a flow which consists of at least two different phases,
i.e. gas, liquid and/or solid. Multiphase flows can then be classified based on the
distribution of the different phases: separated or dispersed. In a separated multiphase
flow, there is only a small number of larger continuous zones of a certain phase. This
is for example the case for the combined system of air and water in a channel flow. A
dispersed multiphase flow on the other hand consists of a large amount of droplets,
particles or bubbles dispersed in a continuous carrier phase. [68]
For dispersed multiphase flows a sub-division can made based on the volume frac-
tion of the dispersed phase αp:
αp =
∑
i
NiVp,i
V
(2.133)
A dispersed flow is then considered dilute if αp < 10−3. In a dilute dispersed flow
inter-particle collisions can be neglected, while in dense dispersed flow inter-particle
collisions need to be accounted for (4-way coupling). In dilute sprays, there is a
sub-division based on the influence of the dispersed phase on the continuous phase.
When αp < 10−6, the influence of the dispersed phase on the continuous phase can be
neglected and only the effect of the continuous phase on the dispersed phase has to
be taken into account (1-way coupling). For 10−6 < αp < 10−3 also the influence of
the momentum of the dispersed phase on the continuous phase has to be taken into
account (2-way coupling) [68]. In sprays with evaporating droplets, there is always
two-way coupling of the mass.
In this PhD research we study a specific case of the dispersed multiphase flows:
the dilute liquid spray. This the combination of a continuous gas flow and a dilute
dispersed liquid flow, i.e. liquid droplets. Sprays are used in many practical appli-
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cations because of their large total interface surface, which enhances global heat and
mass transfer.
As could be expected, the modeling of separated and dispersed flow is quite dif-
ferent. Liquid sprays can have a separated flow region in the neighborhood of the
nozzle and a more dispersed flow further downstream. The continuous liquid zone
then breaks up further downstream into smaller ligaments and eventually droplets.
However in many applications, atomizers are used to break up the liquid into small
droplets as fast as possible.
In the spray calculations investigated in this PhD, a pressure swirl atomizer is
used and in the calculations we assume that the droplets do not break-up into smaller
droplets. This might not be completely correct close to the atomizer, but we are more
interested in the droplet behavior further downstream were this assumption is more
valid.
2.2.2 Classification of dispersed multiphase flow calculations
In this discussion the focus is on the modeling of dispersed multiphase flows.
Resolution of flow around the droplet
A first classification can be done based on the resolution of the flow around the
droplet. If the particle is much larger than the grid cells surrounding it, it is possible
to resolve the flow around the particle to a certain extent. This does not necessarily
mean that the grid size is small enough to fully resolve the flow. However, usually
the Kolmogorov vortices in the continuous phase are resolved (DNS), so that these
calculations provide important information for the modeling of the flow around the
droplet.
If the particle is substantially smaller than the grid size, the particle can be con-
sidered to be a point particle. Obviously the flow around the droplet is then not
resolved and all the effects of that flow on the interface phenomena, e.g. mass and
heat transfer, must be modeled.
Both calculations have their own use and can be regarded as being complemen-
tary. The calculations resolving the flow around the droplets can be used to provide
information for modeling of interfacial phenomena such as mass and heat transfer at
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Figure 2.13: Grid resolution vs droplet size
the interface. The calculations not resolving the flow around the droplet on the other
hand are better suited for practical problems where resolution of the flow around the
droplets would require excessive computational resources. In this PhD research the
droplets are substantially smaller than the grid size, so all the interfacial phenomena
will have to be modeled.
Euler vs Lagrange
Another classification can be done based on the Eulerian or Lagrangian nature of the
modeling.
In Eulerian approaches the dispersed phase is treated as if it was a continuum,
and the equations are discretized on an Eulerian grid. In Lagrangian approaches, the
dispersed phase is represented by computational particles whose evolution is computed
in physical, diameter and temperature space. Eulerian approaches are inherently
better suited for dense sprays, while Lagrangian approaches perform better in dilute
sprays. In this PhD research a Lagrangian approach is used. To put this into context
still both methods are discussed briefly.
Euler The most basic Eulerian method is the method of moments, which describes
the dispersed phase by seeing it as a continuum and solving only equations for the
first order moments. The Quadrature method of moments (QMOM) solves transport
equations of the moments and recovers the PDF with a quadrature method. The
Direct Quadrature method of moments (DQMOM), on the other hand, solves trans-
port equations for the weights and the nodes of the quadrature approximation and
reconstructs the moments [69]. The multi-fluid model divides the droplet diameter
space into sections and for each section the transport equations for the moments are
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solved. The largest disadvantage of this method is that in a certain section all droplets
are assumed to have the same mean diameter and velocity. Therefore it is impossi-
ble to represent crossing trajectories of droplets from the same diameter bin. This
can however be remedied by modeling the velocity PDF for example with the Meso-
scopic Eulerian Formalism (MEF) [70, 71]. In the multi-fluid-multi-velocity model,
the droplets in a certain section still all have the same mean diameter, but now have
a distribution in velocity space which is solved with the DQMOM method [72]. This
makes it possible to represent crossing trajectories of droplets from the same diame-
ter bin. Finally, the Eulerian multi-size moment method (EMSM) uses higher order
moments to describe the diameter distribution at a lower computational cost than
the multifluid method. [73] However, with EMSM it is not possible to represent size
conditioned velocities. Therefore the EMSM has been expanded with the Coupled
Size-Velocity model (CSVM) to account for size conditioned velocities.
Lagrangian There are basically two Langrangian methods to describe the dispersed
phase: the discrete particle method and the Monte Carlo transported PDF method.
In the discrete particle method (DPM) each computational parcel represents one
droplet. To simulate practical cases, this leads to excessive needs of computational
power. Therefore a probabilistic method such as the transported PDF method is bet-
ter suited to simulate practical cases. In the Monte Carlo transported PDF method,
the computational parcels statistically represent independent realizations of the dis-
persed phase. Each parcel has a numerical weight, determining its importance on the
statistics of the ensemble of parcels. In this PhD, the transported PDF method is
used to represent the dispersed phase in a statistical manner.
2.2.3 Transported PDF method for sprays
Similar to what was done in the gas, a transport equation for the droplet-PDF is
solved through a Monte Carlo method which solves stochastic differential equations
for computational droplet parcels. Note that these computational parcels must not
be interpreted as discrete droplets.
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Droplet PDF transport equation
The first choice to make is which of the droplet properties will be included into
the droplet PDF. Generally, the position x, the velocity V p, the temperature Tp,
diameter Dp of the droplet are included. However, also the velocity seen by the
droplet V s and the composition vector seen by the droplet ψs should be included.
The latter consists usually of the temperature seen by the droplet Ts and the vapor
mass fraction seen by the droplet Ys. Depending on the modeling of the heat transfer
inside the droplet, the temperature inside the droplets at different positions could also
be added to ψs. Then a vector T p will be used. So the entire phase space is then
[x,Ψ] = [x,V p,dp,Tp,V s,ψs]. The droplet mass density function (MDF) Fp is
defined as follows [46]:
Fp(x,Ψ; t) =mp(Dp)
〈 ∑
+incell
δ(X+p (t)−x).δ(Φ+p (t)−Ψ)
〉
(2.134)
The transport equation for the droplet MDF is then [46]:
∂Fp
∂t
+Vp,j
∂Fp
∂xj
=− ∂
∂Vp,i
[〈
A+p,i|x,Ψ; t
〉
Fp
]
− ∂
∂dp
[〈
D˙+p,i|x,Ψ; t
〉
Fp
]
− ∂
∂θp
[〈
T˙+p,i|x,Ψ; t
〉
Fp
]
− ∂
∂ψs,α
[〈
Θ+s,α|x,Ψ; t
〉
Fp
]
− ∂
∂Vs,i
[〈
A+s,i|x,Ψ; t
〉
Fp
]
+
〈
1
m+p
dm+p
dt
|x,Ψ; t
〉
Fp︸ ︷︷ ︸
evaporation
(2.135)
As was the case for the gas PDF, also the transport equation of the droplet PDF is
solved through a Monte Carlo Method. Now, computational droplet parcels represent
the entire spray in a statistical way. The statistics of the spray in a certain CFD cell
are then retrieved from the ensemble of droplet parcels in that cell.
The equations solved for each computational droplet parcel are then:
dX+p
dt
=U+p
dU+p
dt
=A+p
dD+p
dt
= D˙+p
dT+p
dt
= T˙+p
dU+s
dt
=A+s
dφ+s
dt
=Θ+s
(2.136)
In the next sections the models for A+p ,D˙
+
p ,T˙
+
p ,A+s and Θ+s are discussed.
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2.2.4 Motion
The droplets are assumed to be spherical and rotation of the droplet is neglected. The
equation of motion of a single droplet is then:
mp
dUp,i
dt
= mpgi︸ ︷︷ ︸
gravity
− mp
ρp
[
∂p
∂xi
]
s︸ ︷︷ ︸
undisturbedflow
+ Fr,i︸︷︷︸
particleperturbation
+[Uσ,i−Up,i]dmp
dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
jetpropulsion effect
(2.137)
The mass transfer at the interface of the droplet is also assumed to be the same
at every point of the surface, making it possible to neglect the jet propulsion effect.
In the case of sprays ρp >> ρg, F r = F drag and ∂p∂xi ≈
∂〈p〉
∂xi
, reducing the equation of
motion to:
mp
dUp,i
dt
=mpgi−mp
ρp
[
∂〈p〉
∂xi
]
s
+Fdrag,i (2.138)
The drag force F drag depends on the difference between the velocity seen by the
droplet U s and the droplet velocity Up:
F drag =mp
U s−Up
τp
=mp
3
4
ρf
ρp
CD
|U s−Up|
Dp
(U s−Up) (2.139)
with U s the velocity of the fluid seen by the droplet. τp is the particle relaxation
time:
τp =
4
3
ρp
ρf
Dp
CD|U s−Up| (2.140)
The Reynolds number which characterizes the flow around the droplet is the Particle
Reynolds number:
Rep =
ρg|U s−Up|Dp
µg
(2.141)
When Rep → 0, the fluid flow stays attached to the droplet and no separation is
observed. This is better known as the Stokes regime. The particle relaxation time τp
is then:
τStp =
ρpD
2
p
18µg
(2.142)
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The force on the droplet is then linear with the slip velocity U s−Up. The drag
coefficient CD is usually given by semi-empirical correlations. In this PhD research
the Schiller-Naumann correlation is used:
CD =

24
Rep
(1+0.15Re0.687p ) if Rep ≤ 1000
0.44 if Rep > 1000
(2.143)
2.2.5 Seen velocity
For the velocity seen by the droplet a modified simplified Langevin model (SLM)
is used, which is based on the simplified Langevin model for a computational gas
particle [46]:
dUi =
[
− 1
ρg
〈p〉
∂xi
+ 1
T
(SLM)
L
(Ui−〈Ui〉)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ai
dt+
√
C0ÔdWi︸ ︷︷ ︸
BijdWj
(2.144)
with TL the Lagrangian time scale. The modified SLM equation for the seen velocity
increment is then:
dUs,i =
[
− 1
ρg
〈p〉
∂xi
+ 〈Ur,j〉〈Ui〉
∂xj
+Gs,ij(Us,j−〈Uj〉)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
As,i
dt+Bs,ijdWj (2.145)
with U r = Up−U s the relative velocity of droplet. In this PhD research also the
new modified GLM model, developed and implemented by B. Naud, is used [74].
Similarly to the modified SLM model being based on the SLM for the gas particles,
this modified GLM model is based on the GLM model for the gas particles.
2.2.6 Modifications to gas phase equations
Due to interaction between the droplets and the gas phase, the gas phase may be
affected by the droplets and in the gas phase equations this results in extra source
terms. The droplets locally exert the drag force onto the gas phase, resulting in an
exchange of momentum and seen as a source term in the momentum equations. The
presence of the droplets can also affect the turbulence spectrum and the turbulent
stresses. For the RANS-PDF framework this has been discussed in great detail in [75,
76], but this will not be accounted for in this PhD research. Evaporating droplets
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also affect the continuity equation because mass is injected into the gas phase. Also
the scalar transport equation is affected as the vapor mass fraction rises and the mass
fraction of the other species should become smaller due to the extra vapor in the
local gas mixture. Also the temperature and the enthalpy can be affected due to heat
transfer with the droplets.
Mean equations
The modified mean transport equations are now discussed. The modified Favre-
averaged continuity equation is:
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUi
∂xi
= rS(I)m (2.146)
withS(I)m the mean mass source term due to evaporation. The modified Favre-averaged
momentum equation is:
∂ρrUi
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rUi rUj
∂xi
= ∂rτij
∂xi
− ∂
rP
∂xj
−ρgj−
∂τ turbij
∂xj
+ rS(I)U (2.147)
with the turbulent stresses τ turbij and rS
(I)
U the mean momentum source term due to
the drag force of the droplets. The modified mean transport equation for a general
scalar is then:
∂ρrφ
∂t
+ ∂ρ
rφ rUj
∂xi
= ∂
∂xi
(
ρΓ ∂
rφ
∂xi
)
− ∂J
turb
j
∂xj
+ rS(chem)φ + rS
(I)
φ (2.148)
with the turbulent scalar flux J turbj , rS
(chem)
φ the chemical source term and rS
(I)
φ the
mean scalar source term due to the presence of the droplets. Depending on which
property φ represents, the interpretation of rS(I)φ is different. For the mean vapor mass
fraction this source term represents the rise in vapor mass fraction due to evaporation,
while for the the mean mass fraction of the other species this term represents the
decrease of the mass fraction due to dilution with vapor. For enthalpy and temperature
this term takes into account the heat transfer between the droplets and the gas.
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Gas PDF transport equations
In the spray calculations performed in this PhD research only the velocity-scalar PDF
is used for the PDF description of the gas phase. Therefore only the modifications
to the transport equations for the velocity-scalar PDF are discussed. The transport
equation for the velocity-scalar PDF of the gas is then [46]:
∂Fg
∂t
+ ∂ViFg
∂xi
+
(
gi− 1
ρ
∂〈p〉
∂xi
+ ∂〈τij〉
∂xj
)
∂Fg
∂Vi
+ ∂SαFg
∂ψα
=
∂
∂Vi
[
1
ρ
〈(
−∂τ
′
ij
∂xj
+ ∂p
′
∂xi
)
|V ,ψ
〉
Fg
]
+ ∂
∂ψα
[
1
ρ
〈(
−∂J
α
i
∂xi
)
|V ,ψ
〉
Fg
]
− ∂
∂Vi
[
1
ρg(ψ)
〈
SIUi|V ,ψ
〉
Fg
]
− ∂
∂ψα
[
1
ρg(ψ)
〈
SIφα |V ,ψ
〉
Fg
]
+ 1
ρg(ψ)
〈
SIm|V ,ψ
〉
Fg
(2.149)
The terms on the left hand side are closed, while the right hand side terms have to
be modeled. The last three terms on the right hand side are due to the presence of
the droplets with the same source terms as explained for the mean gas equations.
Note that the gas MDF Fg used in spray calculations is different from the gas MDF
Fu,φ used in the single phase calculations. For example the normalization condition
is different [46]:
∫
[V ,ψ]
[ρ(ψ)]−1Fu,φ(V ,ψ;x, t).dV .dψ = 1 (2.150)
∫
[V ,ψ]
[ρ(ψ)]−1Fg(V ,ψ;x, t).dV .dψ = α1(x, t) (2.151)
with α1 the volume fraction of the gas phase.
2.2.7 Heat transfer and Evaporation
In general, the heat and mass transfer at the interface are determined by the Spalding
heat and mass transfer number BT , BM . The Spalding mass transfer number BM
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expresses the eagerness of the droplet to evaporate:
BM =
Ysurf −Ys
1−Ysurf (2.152)
with Ysurf the vapor mass fraction at the droplet surface and Ys the vapor mass
fraction seen by the droplet. As it is common practice, in this PhD research Ysurf
is assumed to be the saturation composition calculated with the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. However, for small droplets or strong evaporation rates non-equilibrium
effects can cause Ysurf to be different from the saturation composition [77] and this
can be modeled with a Langmuir-Knudsen model [78]. This is beyond the scope of
this PhD research. From the definition of BM it can be seen that it is mainly the
difference between the surface and the seen vapor mass fraction (Ysurf − Ys) that
determines the value of BM . So BM actually expresses more directly the eagerness of
the evaporated vapor to diffuse to its surrounding, and it is this mass diffusion that
in the end determines the evaporation rate. This can also be seen in the expression
for the evaporation rate m˙p:
m˙p =−piDpρmΓmShmln(1+BM ) (2.153)
with Shm the Sherwood number based on properties evaluated with the 1/3-rule which
is discussed below:
Shm =
K.Dp
Γ (2.154)
with K the mass transfer coefficient. The Sherwood number can thus be interpreted
as the mass transfer equivalent of the Nusselt number. The Spalding heat transfer
number, on the other hand expresses, the eagerness of heat transfer to the droplet:
BT =
Cp,g(Ts−Tsurf )
Lv + q˙drop/mp
(2.155)
The numerator expresses the enthalpy difference of the gas seen by the droplet and the
saturated gas at the surface of the droplet. This could be seen as being representative
of the energy that is available in the surrounding gas. The denominator on the other
hand expresses the amount of heat transfer due to convection that is needed for
evaporation and to heat up the droplet. The expression of the evaporation rate based
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on the BT is then:
m˙p =−pi λm
Cp,g
Numln(1+BT ) =−piρmαmNumln(1+BT ) (2.156)
This description of mass and heat transfer based on transfer numbers is a more macro-
scopic view. The heat transfer on the hand can also be described in more detail by a
balance equation describing the heat transfer at the droplet interface:
m˙Lp = Ap
(
λg
∂Tg
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
s
−λp∂Tp
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
s
)
(2.157)
with the droplet surface Ap = 4piR2p = piD2p. Dividing by the droplet mass mp:
ρDp
6
m˙Lp
mp
=
(
λg
∂Tg
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
s
−λp∂Tp
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
s
)
(2.158)
In the case of evaporation, the term containing the evaporation rate acts as a heat
sink and the heat flux comes from the surrounding gas and/or from the droplet. As
heat flux coming from the surrounding gas is determined by convection from further
away, this equation can also be written as:
ρDp
6
m˙Lp
mp
=
(
hm(Ts−Tsurf )−λp∂Tp
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
s
)
(2.159)
So there is a balance between heat transfer due to convection between the surface
and the gas surrounding, heat transfer due to conduction between the inside of the
droplet and the surface, consumption of heat due to evaporation. Based on this
equation different scenarios can be thought of, depending on the temperature and
composition of the surrounding gas.
For example if the temperature of the surrounding gas is much higher than the
surface temperature of the droplet there will be a strong heat flux from the surrounding
gas to the droplet. Depending on the evaporation rate, this heat flux will be consumed
by evaporation or will heat up the droplet, or both. The evaporation rate is then
mainly determined by the difference (Ysurf −Ys) and if this difference is large, there
will be a large evaporation rate and a large part of the heat flux coming from the
surroundings will be consumed by the evaporation, so that less heat will go into
heating up of the droplet. This has been studied by Kurose et al [79] with a DNS study
resolving both the flow inside and around the droplet, showing that the seen properties
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strongly influence the evaporation rate and the heat balance at the droplet surface.
However, with the point particle assumption used in this PhD research this interaction
has to be modeled as the droplet and its immediate surrounding are not resolved. This
is the reason why the macroscopic description with the Spalding transfer numbers is
used.
2.2.8 Models for heat transfer inside the droplet
Several assumptions can be made concerning the temperature profile in the droplets.
The validity of this assumption is determined by the Biot number:
Bi= hDp
λp
(2.160)
If Bi<< 1, the heat transfer between the droplet surface and the surrounding gas due
to convection is substantially slower than the heat transfer from the droplet surface
to the center of the droplet. This results in a quasi uniform temperature profile inside
the droplet, as changes of the surface temperature due to heat transfer with the
surrounding of the droplet are almost instantly compensated by heat transfer from
the interior of the droplet to the droplet surface, eventually resulting in a uniform
temperature distribution inside the droplet. In this case the temperature inside the
droplet can be assumed to be uniform which is equivalent to assuming an infinitely
large conductivity of the droplet. If Bi >> 1, the heat transfer between the droplet
surface and the surrounding gas due to convection is substantially faster than the
heat transfer from the droplet surface to the center of the droplet. Then the droplet
has a non-uniform temperature profile and this should be taken into account in the
calculations.
This can also be seen from the heat transfer balance at the surface of a non-
evaporating droplet:
λp,surf
∂Tp
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
surf
= λg,surf
∂Tg
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
surf
= h(Ts−Tp) (2.161)
Bi∼ h
λp,surf
=
∂Tp(Rp)
∂r
Ts−Tp (2.162)
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Figure 2.14: Influence of Biot number on temperature inside a droplet
Infinite droplet conductivity
For the assumption of infinite conductivity inside the droplet, the basic equation for
the evolution of the temperature with evaporation, but neglecting radiation is :
mpCpp
dTp
dt
= hpiD2p(Ts−Tp)+ m˙pLv(Tp) (2.163)
dTp
dt
= 6h(Ts−Tp)
ρpCppDp
+ m˙p
mpCpp
Lv(Tp) =
Ts−Tp
τp,T
+ m˙p
mpCpp
Lv(Tp) (2.164)
with the particle thermal relaxation time τp,T
τp,T =
ρpCppDp
6h =
ρpCppD
2
p
6Nusλs
(2.165)
with Nus the particle Nusselt number
Nus =
hDp
λs
(2.166)
The equation for the droplet temperature then becomes:
dTp
dt
= 6Nuλm
(Ts−Tp)
ρpCppD2p
+ m˙p
mpCpp
Lv(Tp) (2.167)
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Finite droplet conductivity
When the Biot number is not much smaller than 1, the temperature profile inside the
droplet has to be taken into account. Traditionally this would demand solving the
temperature transport equation. However, a cheaper way to take this into account is
to assume a parabolic profile which is determined by the temperature at two locations
in the droplet, e.g. at the surface and in the center, or by the mean temperature and
the temperature at one location. An equation for the mean temperature can then be
solved. The heat flux going into the droplet q˙drop:
q˙drop = q˙conv−|q˙evap|= piDpNuλm(Ts−Tsurf )− m˙pLv(Tsurf ) (2.168)
The parabolic temperature profile is defined as follows:
Tp(r, t) = Tcntr(t)+ [Tsurf (t)−Tcntr(t)]
(
r
Rp
)2
(2.169)
The boundary condition at the droplet surface is:
λp
∂Tp
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
surf
= q˙drop
Ap
= Nuλm
Dp
(Ts−Tsurf )− m˙p
piD2p
Lv(Tsurf ) (2.170)
The volume averaged droplet temperature is then:
T p(t) =
∫Rp
0 Tp(r, t)4pir2dr
4/3piR3p
= 2Tcntr(t)+3Tsurf (t)5 (2.171)
The conduction problem inside the droplet written in spherical coordinates reads:
ρpCp,p
∂Tp
∂t
= λp
r2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂Tp
∂r
)
(2.172)
Integrating between r = 0 and r = Rp and using the boundary condition, it is shown
that T p satisfies the same equation as the uniform droplet temperature in the infinite
conductivity model.
dT p
dt
= 6Nuλm
ρpCppD2p
(Ts−Tsurf )+ m˙p
mpCpp
Lv(Tsurf ) =
6Nuλm
ρpCppD2p
(Ts−Tsurf )+ dT
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
evap
(2.173)
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This eventually results in the following partial differential equation for T p:
dT p
dt
= 11+0.2ζ
[
6Nuλm
ρpCppD2p
(Ts−T p)+ dT
dt
∣∣∣∣∣
evap
]
(2.174)
with
ζ = Nu2
λm
λp
(2.175)
which becomes 0 for the infinite conductivity model.
This equation looks like the equation for the droplet temperature in the infinite
conductivity model, but multiplied with a factor which is smaller than 1. The volume
averaged temperature T p in the parabolic model, will thus change more slowly than
the uniform droplet temperature in the infinite conductivity model. Note that this
model is actually the conduction limit model but with the assumption of a parabolic
temperature profile.
Effective droplet conductivity
A third possible model is the effective conductivity model [80], which takes into ac-
count the effect of the internal circulation in the droplet on the heat transfer without
calculating the flow inside the droplet. In terms of predicted evaporation rate, the
effective conductivity model lies somewhere in between the finite and infinite conduc-
tivity model. To test the influence of the temperature profiles inside the droplet the
more extreme models, i.e. the finite and infinite conductivity model, are used and
therefore the effective conductivity model was not used in this PhD research.
2.2.9 Models for heat and mass transfer in the gas phase
The evaporation of a droplet in a non-saturated gaseous environment is a problem
where mass and heat transfer are coupled. This is different from boiling of a liquid in
a pure component environment. The vapor composition Ysurf and temperature Tsurf
at the droplet surface are thus determined by the coupling of the heat and the mass
transfer. In the calculations, this means that the expression for evaporation rate based
on the heat transfer should be equal to the expression based on the mass transfer.
The vapor composition at the droplet surface Ysurf is assumed to be equal to the
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saturated vapor mass fraction which can be calculated with the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation:
Xsat =
psat
patm
= exp
[
Lv(Tsat)
R/Wvap
(
1
Tboil
− 1
Tsat
)]
(2.176)
The saturated vapor mass fraction Ysat is then:
Ysat = Y satvap =Xsatvap
Wvap
W
with W =
∑
α
Xsatα Wα (2.177)
In a non-reacting case, there is only air and vapor so the mean molar weight at the
surface is:
W =XsatvapWvap+XsatairWair =XsatvapWvap+(1−Xsatvap)Wair (2.178)
In the reacting case however, combustion products might intrude the film close to
the surface. Therefore, at a surface a mixture with non-vapor species in the same
proportion as in the seen composition is proposed [63]:
W =XsatvapWvap+(1−Xsatvap)
∑
α Ó=vap
X∗αWα with X∗α =
Xseenα
1−Xseenvap
(2.179)
The combination of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the fact that the expressions
for the evaporation rate based on heat and mass transfer should be equal, determines
Ysurf and Tsurf . The effect of the boiling temperature Tboil comes in through the
Clausius-Clapeyron relation. If Tsurf = Tsat comes close to the boiling temperature,
Ysurf = Ysat will come close to 1 and the Spalding mass transfer number BM will go
towards infinity. The evaporation rate will then be determined by the heat transfer
to the droplet and the corresponding Spalding heat transfer number. BT .
D2 law
The simplest evaporation model is the D2 law, which assumes a uniform droplet
temperature and does not take into account effect of evaporation on the heat transfer
and diffusion close to the droplet.
m˙p = piDpρmΓmSh0ln(1+BM ) (2.180)
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or in its better known form:
m˙p =
pi
4Dpρp
d(D2p)
dt
(2.181)
Abramzon and Sirignano model
The Abramzon and Sirignano model assumes there is a gas film around the droplet
which affects the heat and mass transfer. Gas phase heat and mass transfer are
assumed to be quasi steady. The film theory is used to take into account the effect of
the movement of the droplet (relative to the gas) on the heat and mass transfer. This
is done by assuming that there is a film with a constant thickness around the droplet.
However this film becomes thicker due to the flow of evaporated vapor coming out of
the droplet, i.e. the Stefan flow, and this will be accounted for through a correction
factor F . The evaporation rate based on the mass diffusion of the vapor expressed by
the mass transfer number is:
m˙p = piDpρmΓmShBM = piDpρmΓmSh∗ln(1+BM ) (2.182)
with Sh the actual Sherwood number
Sh= Sh∗ ln(1+BM )
BM
(2.183)
and Sh∗ the modified Sherwood number
Sh∗ = 2+ Sh0−2
FM
(2.184)
with the Ranz-Marshall correlation for Sh0:
Sh0 = 2+0.552Re1/2Sc1/3 (2.185)
The correction factor FM is used in order to take into the effect of the Stefan flow on
the mass transfer of the droplet:
FM = (1+BM )0.7
ln(1+BM )
BM
(2.186)
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On the other hand the evaporation rate based on the heat transfer reads:
m˙p = piDp
λg
Cp,m
NuBT = piDpρm
λg
Cp,m
Nu∗ln(1+BT ) (2.187)
with Nu the actual Nusselt number
Nu=Nu∗ ln(1+BT )
BT
(2.188)
and Nu∗ the modified Nusselt number
Nu∗ = 2+ Nu0−2
FT
(2.189)
with the Ranz-Marshall correlation for Nu0:
Nu0 = 2+0.552Re1/2Pr1/3 (2.190)
The correction factor FT is used in order to take into the effect of the Stefan flow on
the heat transfer around the droplet
FT = (1+BT )0.7
ln(1+BT )
BT
(2.191)
BT , Nu∗ and FT are then obtained iteratively from:
BT = (1+BM )φ−1 (2.192)
with
φ=
(
Cpp
Cpg
)(
Sh∗
Nu∗
)
1
Le
= ρmΓmSh
∗
(λm/Cp,mNu∗)
= ln(1+BM )
ln(1+BT )
(2.193)
The resulting algorithm then goes as follows [80]:
1. It is assumed that Tsurf , Ts, Ys and Us are known.
2. Ysurf is calculated with Clausius-Clapeyron as a function of Tsurf .
3. all the average gas film properties are calculated based on the 1/3-rule.
4. Re, Pr and Sc are calculated.
5. Nu0 and Sh0 are calculated.
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6. BM , FM and Sh∗ are calculated.
7. m˙p is calculated with the expression based on the mass transfer number.
8. assume BT =BM .
9. FT is calculated .
10. Nu∗ is calculated.
11. φ is calculated.
12. Corrected value of BT is calculated with φ.
13. return to step 9 to recalculate FT based on new value of BT .
14. iterate until new value of BT is close to the value from the previous iteration.
15. With this final value of BT , the final value of FT can be calculated.
16. Finally Nu∗ can be calculated from Nu0 and FT .
With Nu∗ the heat transfer to the droplet due to convection q˙conv can be calculated.
As the heat consumed by the evaporation q˙evap = m˙pLv is also known, the heat pen-
etrating into the droplet q˙drop can also be calculated.
Concluding, the main difference between the D2-law and the Abramzon-Sirignano
model is that the latter takes into account the effect of the Stefan flow on Nu and
Sh.
Evaluation of properties inside the gas film
As discussed before, the flow around the droplets is not resolved in the hybrid RANS-
PDF calculations, resulting in the need to model drag, heat transfer and mass transfer
in the neighborhood of the droplet. In these models, the gas properties have to be
evaluated.
The gas properties are evaluated according to the 1/3-rule [81], i.e the properties
are evaluated at:
Tm = Tp+
1
3(Ts−Tp) and Ym = Ysurf +
1
3(Ys−Ysurf ) (2.194)
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In [82] it is recommended to use the 1/3-rule to evaluate µg, λg and Cpg. However to
calculate Rep, ρg should be evaluated at the seen properties (Ys,Ts)
It should be noted that this choice for evaluating the properties has a strong
influence on the results and is somewhat arbitrary. This rule has been investigated
in [83] with a DNS study and the best results were obtained when the evaluated
properties were close to the properties of the saturated gas at the droplet surface. It
is therefore suggested to use the properties from inside the thin gas film around the
droplet.
Also the choice of the seen properties in the model is not that straightforward.
The seen properties are representative for the environment of the droplet. However,
there is no clear definition f this ’environment’. The evaporation model is based on
the idealised situation of quasi steady evaporation of single droplet in a homogeneous
environment with a certain Ts and Ys. The seen properties are then described as the
properties at infinity. However it is not straightforward to translate this situation to
a turbulent flow with multiple droplets. We will discuss the different options for the
modeling of the seen properties in the next section.
2.2.10 Influence of gas phase modeling
In this PhD a hybrid RANS-PDF approach is used to describe the gas phase. This
approach has a strong advantage over the standard RANS approach as the statistics
of the flow are better known and therefore more information is available to model the
unresolved flow and composition fields around the droplet.
Validity of the β-PDF assumption in sprays
As has been shown in [84, 85, 86, 87, 88], the β-PDF assumption for the mixture
fraction PDF PZ is not valid anymore in the case of evaporating droplets. In [84]
a modified β-PDF is proposed but a transported PDF approach for the gas phase
naturally takes into account the effect of evaporation on the mixture fraction PDF.
Modeling of seen composition vector
Now modeling of the seen composition vector is discussed. This seen composition
vector consists of the temperature and the vapor mass fraction seen by the droplets.
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The big advantage of using a PDF method to describe the gas phase is that there
are more options for the modeling of the seen properties. In general, the full PDF
of the scalars is known, and therefore more information is available for the modeling.
Specifically for the Monte Carlo method, properties of computational gas particles
can be used to model the seen properties.
In this PhD research three models have been used for the seen composition:
1. use of the interpolated mean cell value,
2. use of the properties of a randomly chosen gas particle in the same cell,
3. use of the properties of the gas particle which is in enthalpy space closest to
saturation.
Model 3 is now discussed in more detail. This model has been recently developed
and implemented into the PDFD code by B. Naud [63]. The idea behind this model
is that the gas particles which are close to saturation in enthalpy space, should in
physical space be close to the droplet surface. So these gas particles can then be
thought of as being situated just outside the gas film around the droplet. This is
somewhat similar to what was suggested in [83] as taking the seen properties from
inside the "shell" around the droplet. This model would then also seem to be consistent
with the vapor distribution model distributing the vapor to the most saturated gas
particles. Another advantage of this model is that it makes the assumption of the
1/3-rule less important, as the difference between the properties at the surface of the
droplet and the seen properties is reduced in this model.
Distribution of evaporated fuel
Evaporated vapor from all the computational droplets in a cell is combined into one
average mass source term for the cell which is then distributed over the computational
gas particles. The vapor distribution model then distributes this source term over the
computational gas particles. The vapor distribution models used in this PhD research
are:
1. the ’uniform distribution’ model: the vapor is homogeneously distributed over
the entire cell or over all the computational gas particles in that cell,
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2. the ’feed the saturation peak’ model: the computational gas particles are fed
with vapor based on their level of saturation, with the most saturated gas par-
ticles first.
The ’uniform distribution’ model is the equivalent of what is done in a standard
RANS equation where there is just a transport equation for the mean and the vari-
ance of the vapor mass fraction and the evaporation results in source terms in both
equations, without the change of the presumed PDF.
The ’feed the saturation peak’ model is based on the observation that evaporation
results in the appearance of a peak at saturated conditions in the gas phase com-
position PDF [89, 90]. The ’feed the saturation peak’ model distributes the vapor
evaporated from the droplets of a given size class among the ’most saturated’ gas
phase particles, where the saturated condition is evaluated given the mean surface
temperature of the given droplet size class T surf,class The algorithm connected to this
model has been implemented by B. Naud and is described in detail in [46]. However,
unlike in [46] the model is now implemented in an iteration average sense [63]:
1. Given a sample of the dispersed phase PDF, and given the mean surface tem-
perature of its size class, T surf,class, it is tried to give the evaporated mass
ωvap,class.dt to each of the ’surrounding’ gas-phase particles:
(a) Each gas-phase particle has a new possible enthalpy h∗ and a new vapor
mass fraction Y ∗ (after it receives the mass ωvap,class.dt).
(b) The saturated vapor mass fraction Ysat and enthalpy hsat are evaluated at
T surf,class for an inert mixture of vapor and air (the enthalpy of pure vapor
hvap is also evaluated at T surf,class).
(c) If h∗>hsat and Y ∗<Ysat, then the gas-phase particle is not super-saturated
and is a candidate for receiving the amount of vapor ωvap,class.dt.
2. All possible candidates for receiving the vapor are sorted from the ’least sat-
urated’ to the ’most saturated’, based on δ = (h∗−hsat)(h∗−hvap), such that
the lowest value of δ corresponds to the ’most saturated’ surrounding gas-phase
particle.
3. The evaporated mass ωvap,class.dt is given to the ’most saturated’ surrounding
gas-phase particle. When all the computational gas particles in the cell are
saturated the rest of the vapor that needs to be distributed in that time step is
then distribute uniformly over all the computational gas particles in that cell.
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Note that in the reacting case Ysat and hsat are calculated for the inert mixture.
It should also be noted that, while this has not been proven theoretically, it seems
logical to do the modeling of the seen properties consistent with the modeling of the
distribution of the vapor, as the seen properties are used as representatives of the
environment of the droplet in the modeling of the heat and mass transfer. Therefore
the modeling seems to be more consistent when the evaporated fuel is then also
distributed to the computational gas particles whose properties were used as seen
properties for the modeling. So in this reasoning the combination of the feed the peak
distribution model and the seen gas particles closest to saturation seems to be the
most consistent.
Mixing in spray calculations
The mixing in evaporating sprays needs to be divided into two parts: the mixing from
the droplet surface to the nearby environment of the droplet and the micro-mixing
outside the immediate neighborhood of the droplet. The latter is obviously handled
by the micro-mixing model as was the case for single phase flows.
Mixing close to the droplet surface The mixing from the droplet surface to
the environment of the droplet is not explicitly modeled in this PhD research. For
example when the evaporated fuel is distributed uniformly over the gas particles,
this mixing in the immediate neighborhood of the droplet is not modeled as a lot
of gas particles which are far away from saturation (and in physical thus far away
from the droplet surface) instantly receive evaporated fuel. The mixing in the nearby
environment of the droplet is thus somewhat skipped. With the vapor distribution
model, distributing vapor to the most saturated gas particles, on the other hand,
particles which are expected to be close the droplet surface receive most of the vapor.
The subsequent mixing with the less saturated gas particles is then handled by the
micro-mixing model. It is thus expected that the latter distribution model will perform
better in the calculations, as a larger part of the diffusion is modeled. However, the
diffusion from the droplet surface to these most saturated particles, receiving the
vapor from the vapor distribution model is not modeled. It is not completely clear
how important this part of the mixing is, as it is not clear how close the most saturated
gas particles are to the completely saturated state at the droplet surface. Durand et
al. [89] accounted for this mixing close to the droplet (from the droplet surface to one
Kolmogorov scale away from the droplet) explicitly with a quasi laminar model, which
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results in a distribution which is inversely proportional with the vapor mass fraction.
This distribution is then used to assign properties to newly injected computational
gas particles which together represent the total evaporation mass source term in the
cell. For a more detailed discussion the reader is referred to literature [91, 92]
Micro-mixing In most spray calculations, the micro-mixing models which were
developed for single phase flow are used. However, the presence of the droplets can
modify the turbulence of the gas phase leading to a different mixing time scale. This
can be accounted for in the model for the mixing time scale without the necessity
to adjust the original single phase micro-mixing model. However, this has not been
done within the this PhD research. Mixing models are expected to have an influence
on the global evaporation rate as they determine the evolution of the shape of the
composition PDF. This will affect the properties seen by the droplets and therefore
also the evaporation rate of the droplet.
LES vs RANS
In this PhD research, only RANS calculations have been performed, so it is important
to highlight the influence of this choice on the modeling. With RANS we only capture
the mean flow features and large scale unsteadiness is not captured. With LES cal-
culations, the large scale coherent structures are resolved and the effect of eddies on
the droplet dynamics is better captured. More specifically, phenomena which depend
on the dynamics of eddies, such as preferential segregation of droplets [87], cannot
be captured with a RANS technique. This will affect the prediction of the droplet
dispersion. This is a rather serious disadvantage of RANS as the droplet dispersion
has a strong impact on the local evaporation rate of the droplets and therefore also
on the global fuel vapor field. On top of this, RANS does not provide detailed in-
formation about the scalar dissipation rate and its fluctuations. This will be mainly
important in the predictions of the spray flames, where finite chemistry effects might
occur due to locally high scalar dissipation rates. This was already discussed for the
single phase flames.
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2.2.11 Turbulent spray combustion regimes
In spray flames different flame structures than the ones for gas flames are observed in
physical space. In [93] a group combustion model is discussed where flame structures
vary from single droplet combustion to an external flame around the spray depending
on the concentration of the droplets. In [94] a more detailed study is done based on 2D
DNS and new complex flame structures are observed. However, some of the features
seem to be strongly dependent on the dynamics of the large scale eddies so we should
not expect to capture these features as we do not capture the dynamics of the large
scale eddies. In general, flame structures in spray flames seem to be a combination of
all the flame structures observed in gas flames: non-premixed, premixed and partially
premixed combustion. In [95], combustion modeling of spray flames with a flamelet
based manifold is discussed and the best results were obtained with mixture fraction
and enthalpy as independent parameters.
2.3 Conclusions
In the first part of this chapter the framework for hybrid RANS-PDF calculations
of reactive gas flows has been discussed extensively. First the exact flow equations
and the RANS equations have been discussed and the basics of combustion have been
mentioned. Next, the turbulent models have been described and the problem of the
closure of the mean reaction term has been highlighted. Subsequently, the different
combustion models have been discussed in relationship with REDIM. Finally, the PDF
description of the gas phase has been introduced and a consistent hybrid RANS-PDF
framework has been described
In the second part of this chapter the framework for hybrid RANS gas-PDF
droplet-PDF calculations of spray flames has been discussed. First the basics of multi-
phase flows have been introduced. Then the transported PDF method for sprays has
been discussed, together with the modeling of droplet dynamics, evaporation, heat
transfer and the unresolved gas field around the droplet. Finally, spray combustion
has been briefly discussed.
Chapter 3
A priori investigation of
PDF-modeling assumptions
3.1 Introduction
In turbulent non-premixed combustion modeling, turbulence-chemistry interaction is
a key issue. The introduction of the PDF (probability density function) of mixture
fraction Z is useful to model the effect of turbulence on chemistry. In order to account
for finite rate chemistry effects using a reduced description (FGM [26], FPI [27],
REDIM [39] and ADF-PCMχ [96]), a second scalar representing the progress of the
reaction is typically introduced: a ‘progress variable’ c [97, 33] or a ‘reaction progress
parameter’ λ [98]. Unless a transported PDF approach [66] is adopted, assumptions
must be made on the shape of the PDF and on statistical (in)dependence of Z and c
or Z and λ. Many similar studies on commonly used assumptions in presumed PDF
modeling in a RANS context have been performed in the past [99, 98, 38]. Here, we
study some of these assumptions for the joint Z-c and Z-λ PDF in the specific case
of the swirling non-premixed methane/air bluff-body flame ‘SM1’ [100, 101, 102, 103,
104], by directly analyzing the experimental scatter data, made freely available on
the internet [105]. The observations are in general also valid for e.g. flame ‘SM2’, for
which more scatter (due to local extinction) has been observed experimentally [100,
101, 102, 103, 104].
This study sheds new light onto some of the previously made conclusions on pre-
sumed PDF modeling. It is mainly focused on a RANS modeling framework, but
some implications for LES modeling are also discussed. The main difference com-
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pared to previous studies is the presence of recirculation of combustion products (see
the sketch of the swirling flame in Figure 3.1). The resulting mixing line in (Z,c) or
(Z,λ) space is different from typical non-premixed flame structures, and is similar to
a case of multiple stream mixing [106]. We show below that this mixing line renders
some of the often made assumptions invalid. More specifically, Z and c or Z and λ
are not independent for this case, and c|Z Ó= c or λ|Z Ó= λ.
Moreover, we recall that in presumed PDF modeling, it is necessary to solve the
transport equation for the mean value of the progress variable or parameter, c or
λ, (and possibly the variance) which is usually avoided, due to the extra modeling
complications compared to standard reacting scalars.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the Sydney swirling flame SM1, and locations
where experimental data is analyzed (crosses with labels ‘A’-
‘L’). Right: experimental scatters plots (dots), non-premixed
flamelets (solid lines) and the flamesheet used for normalization
(dashed line). D = 50mm is the bluff-body diameter and x the
distance from the burner.
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3.2 Progress variable definitions
The progress variable is defined in many different ways and possible definitions may
be in terms of a reduced temperature [98] or a linear combination of species mass
fractions [97, 33, 99, 5, 107]. In this study, we will refer to the latter with the symbol
Yc and we choose Yc = YCO2 . The definition Yc = YCO2 +YCO is often used [34, 99],
because it leads to a better monotonicity of temperature and species in regions where
CO2 decomposes into CO. For the study at hand, the choice Yc = YCO2 leads to
very similar observations and conclusions as Yc = YCO2 +YCO. Such a definition for
the progress variable generally implies two problems in the context of presumed PDF
modeling, since both commonly made (and detailed in the next section) assumptions
cannot be satisfied: (i) statistical independence between Yc and Z, and (ii) approxi-
mation of the marginal PDF of Yc using a β-function. In order to use (ii), the progress
variable needs to have the same possible minimum and maximum values everywhere.
This is the case for a normalized progress variable taking its values between 0 and
1 [108]. Normalization of Yc can also help to better satisfy (i) [99, 38].
Following this idea, a second definition of progress variable c is Yc normalized with
a value depending on Z. In this study, we normalize with the corresponding flame
sheet (Burke-Schumann model) value Y (fs)CO2(Z) with Y
(fs)
CO2
(Zst) = 0.1513 at Zst = 0.054:
c(Z,Yc)≡ Yc/Y (fs)c (Z) = YCO2/Y (fs)CO2(Z). (3.1)
This is similar to the definitions used in [108, 99, 38] where equilibrium values are
involved in the normalizations. In Figure 3.1 we see that the normalization leads
to essentially constant c-values for non-premixed flamelets1 (since the corresponding
YCO2 profiles have shapes similar to the flame sheet), except around stoichiometry
where c and Z have a non-linear relationship. Note that some measured YCO2 values
are higher than the flame sheet. In the normalization procedure, the value of c for
these points is clipped to 1. Compared to these first two traditional definitions of the
progress variable, there are other methods to describe reaction progress. For example,
in [98], the ‘reaction progress parameter’ λ is introduced. Each point in (Z,Yc) or (Z,c)
space belongs to a (stable or unstable) steady non-premixed flamelet. The reaction
1The steady non-premixed flamelets represented in Figure 3.1 were calculated in the axisymmetric
opposed-flow configuration, with Warnatz mechanism [3], assuming unity Lewis number, for different
strain rates (a= 100,320,392s−1).
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progress parameter λ is then the value of the (traditional) progress variable Yc at
stoichiometry on that steady non-premixed flamelet:
λ(Z,Yc)≡
{
Y (stoich)c
}
flamelet ‘F’
such that (Z,Yc) is on flamelet ‘F’. (3.2)
This parameter is constant along that flamelet and is thus statistically independent
of Z as long as the flame structure corresponds to a steady non-premixed flamelet.
In [109], another progress variable is defined based on the enthalpy of formation
integrated over Z-space, making it statistically independent of Z.
Both definitions of the progress variable c and of the reaction progress parameter
λ will be useful in order to satisfy (i) for presumed PDF modeling of flame SM1 if the
composition in (Z,YCO2) space mainly corresponds to steady turbulent non-premixed
flamelets. We show in Section 3.5 that introducing such progress variables in a priori
studies of the experimental data can help to identify steady non-pemixed flamelet
structures.
3.3 Presumed PDF modeling assumptions
The probability density function (PDF) of Z at point x and time t, P (Z;x, t), is
often approximated by a β-distribution based on the mean mixture fraction rZ(x, t)
and mixture fraction variance Z ′′2(x, t) [13] (assumption (ii) mentioned above). For
the progress variable PDF, P (c;x, t), and progress parameter PDF, P (λ;x, t), different
shapes have been used. Although recently the ‘statistically most probable distribution’
was introduced [5, 107], only δ- and β-functions, which are still most commonly
applied, are tested here. Considering the joint PDF, statistical independence of the
variables is usually assumed such that P (Z,c) = P (Z).P (c) or P (Z,λ) = P (Z).P (λ),
assumption (i). When the variables are not statistically independent, the general
definition of the joint PDF involves a conditional PDF instead of one of the marginal
PDFs:
P (Z,c;x, t) = P (Z;x, t).P (c|Z;x, t). (3.3)
Comparison of conditional PDFs for different values of Z thus indicates to what extent
the assumption (i) of statistical independence is correct. In [98], based on a study of
DNS data it is concluded that P (λ|Z) Ó=P (λ) for Z < 0.2 and Z > 0.8, due to unsteady
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transport phenomena during extinction and re-ignition. In [99], the experimental data
of a piloted jet flame (SANDIA D) [110, 111, 112] is studied and based on the results
it is assumed that P (c|Z) = P (c). However in [38], Michel et al. conclude based on a
study of the experimental data of a lifted flame (Cabra) [113, 114] that P (c|Z) Ó=P (c),
suggesting that the validity of the assumption of independence varies for different
types of flames.
The dependence on the position in physical space is explicitly included in Eq. (3.3).
In a turbulent flame, experimental scatter data and the corresponding PDFs strongly
depend on the position, as will be shown below. They also may depend on the resolu-
tion of the measurement: the larger the measurement volume, the larger the spreading
in mixture fraction and/or progress variable. For flame SM1, the spatial resolution of
the composition measurements is 0.75mm [102]. Note that for LES modeling of this
flame the mesh size could be smaller at some locations, such that statistics should be
collected in time on several cells in order to compare to experimental data. On the
other hand, and more importantly, we should keep in mind that ‘instantaneous LES
solutions’ imply in principle less fluctuations to be modeled on the sub-grid level, since
by definition part of the large scale fluctuations is resolved. Therefore, the sub-grid
PDFs of an LES solution are expected to be more narrow than the PDF of a RANS
solution.
Added modeling issues with c and λ As mentioned above, definitions of normal-
ized progress variables or reaction progress parameters are useful in order to satisfy
(i) and (ii) in the context of presumed PDF modeling. In this case, at some point
the modeling of the mean or filtered value, and possibly the variance, of c or λ will
be required. However, the transport equations for the mean or filtered progress vari-
able/reaction progress parameter and the variance contain non-negligible terms which
are harder to model than the corresponding terms in the standard transport equations
for Yc [115, 107].
In [99, 38], in the context of RANS, an assumption is formulated for the mean
progress variable (i.e. the first moment of the PDF): c|Z = c, which is less stringent
than the assumption of complete statistical independence, P (c|Z) = P (c). Solving
the transport equation for the mean progress variable c is avoided. Instead, the
transport equation for the mean non-normalized progress variable rYc is solved and
the mean normalized progress variable is evaluated afterwards as c¯ = rYc/Y eqc , with
Yc = YCO2 +YCO and Y
eq
c obtained from Y eqc (Z) and P (Z). In [109], on the other
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hand, the transport equation for the mean normalized progress variable (based on
enthalpy) is solved, but the terms related to χcc and χcZ are neglected. However, for
most definitions of progress variable these terms are of the same order as the reaction
term so they cannot be neglected [115]. In [107], in the context of LES, Ihme et al.
avoid solving the transport equation for λ by assuming a ‘statistically most likely
distribution’ for P (λ).
3.4 Comparison of experimental and modeled marginal
PDFs
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the marginal PDFs of Z, c and λ as retrieved from the
experimental data, at two axial locations, x/D = 0.2 (points A, B, C in Figure 3.1)
and x/D = 1.1 (points I, J, K, L in Figure 3.1), at radial locations in the shear
zone, where mixing is the strongest and the largest differences are expected (r is the
distance from the symmetry axis and R=D/2). In order to have a sufficient amount
of samples in each bin, the experimental data has been divided for each scalar (Z,
c or λ) into 25 equally sized bins. Dependence of the results on the bin size has
been checked by comparing with results where bins have only half the size and the
same general trends have been observed. Note that the experimental PDFs of c and λ
include non-zero values respectively at c= 1 and λ= 1, corresponding to the clipping
of experimental measurements above the flame sheet in (Z,Yc) space. In Figure 3.2
(x/D = 0.2), we study the shear zone where recirculated combustion products of a
first recirculation zone behind the bluff body mix with air from the swirling annulus.
In Figure 3.3 (x/D = 1.1), we study the shear zone behind this recirculation zone
where a rich mixture coming from the fuel jet mixes with lean combustion products
coming from the swirling annulus. The corresponding β-PDFs, with the same values
for mean and variance, are also shown. To simplify the comparison, λ is normalized
with λmax = Y maxCO2 (Zstoich) = 0.1513. The vertical line at the mean value represents
the δ-PDF.
In general, the δ-PDF assumption is clearly insufficient to model the marginal Z,
c and λ PDFs, corresponding to the resolution of the measurements representative of
a RANS context. The β-PDF, on the other hand, is a good approximation for Z. It
should be noted, though, that in the context of LES, the β-PDF assumption for Z
seems less valid, as is discussed by Floyd et al.[106]. For c and λ, however, strong
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Figure 3.2: Experimental PDF (full line) and corresponding β-PDF (dashed
line) at x/D= 0.2 [points C (r/R= 0.90), B (r/R= 0.95) and A
(r/R= 0.99)] for Z (left), c (middle) and λ (right). The vertical
line indicates the mean value (δ-PDF).
deviations are observed at some locations, suggesting that the β-PDF assumption
is not generally applicable for these variables. This is in line with [5]: higher order
statistical information is needed to represent complex PDFs (highly skewed or bimodal
PDFs).
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Figure 3.3: Experimental PDF (full line) and corresponding β-PDF (dashed
line) at x/D = 1.1 [points L (r/R = 0.33), K (r/R = 0.37), J
(r/R = 0.45) and I (r/R = 0.54)] for Z (left), c (middle) and λ
(right). The vertical line indicates the mean value (δ-PDF).
3.5 Statistical (in)dependence and flame structures
Comparison of conditional PDFs At a given location, if Z and c (or Z and λ)
are independent, the conditional PDF P (c|Z) (or P (λ|Z)) becomes identical to the
marginal PDF P (c) (or P (λ)), for all Z-values. Figure 3.4 shows the conditional
PDFs P (YCO2|Z), P (c|Z) and P (λ|Z) at two points in the first recirculation zone
(x/D = 0.4) — in the shear zone where recirculated combustion products mix with
air from the swirling annulus (point D) and in the inner recirculation zone (point E)
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Figure 3.4: Conditional YCO2-, c- and λ-PDF at x/D= 0.4 [points E (r/R=
0.49) and D (r/R= 0.85)] and x/D= 0.8 [point G (r/R= 0.38)].
Probability indicated with gray scale ranging from white (zero
probability) to black (highest probability) solid lines correspond
to steady non-premixed flamelets.
— and at point G at the tip of the first recirculation zone (x/D = 0.8). Different
structures in composition space are observed which can also help to decide a priori
on which laminar flamelet structure (premixed or non-premixed) the reduced, pre-
tabulated chemistry should be based for better modeling of a given turbulent flame.
At x/D = 0.4, a rich flamelet branch predominantly characterized by the mixing
between combustion products at stoichiometry and pure fuel is observed at point E
(r/R= 0.49), while a mixing line representing mixing of fresh air with rich combustion
products [116], caused by the recirculation of combustion products, is observed at
point D (r/R = 0.85). At point G (x/D = 0.8), a rich flamelet branch with local
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extinction is observed.
At point E (rich flamelet branch), we observe a large difference between the condi-
tional PDFs of YCO2 and those of c or λ. The latter stay fairly constant as a function
of Z, indicating that Z and c or Z and λ are more or less statistically independent,
while this is clearly not the case for Z and YCO2 . At point D (mixing line), the three
conditional PDFs are similar, all indicating a linear dependence between Z and the
progress variable (YCO2 , c or λ). In this case, c|Z Ó= c and λ|Z Ó= λ as this mixing
line differs too strongly from any steady non-premixed flamelet structure (horizontal
line) or premixed flamelet structure (vertical line). Therefore none of the proposed
definitions can ensure independence of Z with the progress variable. Note that in
this case, YCO2 , c and λ do not really indicate the progress of reaction as it would
in a reacting homogeneous mixture, but rather the mixing between fresh air and re-
circulated combustion products without any significant reaction (see also [116]). At
point G, on the other hand, local extinction is observed in the experiments, reflected
in the conditional PDFs in Figure 3.4 as areas of higher probability for lower values
of the progress variable. For all the definitions of the progress variable these areas of
local extinction only have a minor influence on the statistical independence with Z,
as there is only a limited amount of local extinction at this location.
It is important to stress that the mechanism for the deviation from the flamelet
structure is different for the mixing line at point D and local extinction at point G.
The mixing line is caused by a general flow feature, i.e. the recirculation zone at the
bluff body. This recirculation zone ‘creates’ a third stream [106] of rich combustion
products, resulting in a mixing of air with rich combustion products. This leads to
deviation from the flamelet structure, in a confined, line shaped structure in compo-
sition space, resulting in c|Z Ó= c and λ|Z Ó= λ. Concerning local extinction, however,
the combination of finite rate chemistry and high local scalar dissipation causes the
deviation from the flamelet structure. ‘Extinguished fluid’ at lower reaction progress
can mix with extinguished fluid or with burning fluid from the lean and rich branches
of the flamelet structure. In other words, local extinction ‘creates’ new boundary con-
ditions for the local mixing problem [112], resulting in more spreading in composition
space with a less severe impact on the assumptions c|Z = c and λ|Z = λ. This was also
seen for the SANDIA D flame [99], which only has a small amount of local extinction.
Concluding, the different mechanisms causing the mixing line and local extinction
lead to a different validity of the assumptions c|Z = c and λ|Z = λ and therefore also
differently influence the validity of the assumption of statistical independence. Note
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that in LES, the mixing is mostly captured on the grid level by the transport equation
for the filtered scalars (the sub-grid PDF covers a smaller area in composition PDF)
and the assumption of independence should then be less critical.
Comparison of joint PDFs and mean reaction rate The above observations on
the assumption of statistical independence are confirmed in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7
where the experimental joint PDFs are compared to the products of the experimen-
tal marginal PDFs at x/D = 0.2 and 0.8 (points B, F and H). In order to have a
more quantitative comparison, the mean production rate of YCO2 , 〈rCO2〉, has also
been calculated from a REDIM table [39] and the joint PDFs, with and without the
assumption of independence. The REDIM table is a pre-calculated table describing
rCO2 as a function of Z and YCO2 . The 〈rCO2〉 values have been added in Figs. 3.5-
3.7. Clearly, substantial differences are observed: the values are much higher when
statistical independence is assumed. [Note that, for the different definitions of the
progress variable, 〈rCO2〉 as calculated without the assumption of independence, (i.e.
the numbers in the top rows in Figs. 3.5-3.7) should be the same. The small differences
observed are due to discretisation errors.]
In Figure 3.5 (at point B), the mixing line structure is clearly visible for the
experimental joint PDFs with the different progress variable definitions and it is not
reproduced when statistical independence is assumed. This is also reflected in 〈rCO2〉,
which is a factor 1.7−1.9 larger with the assumption of independence, since the PDFs
P (Z).P (YCO2), P (Z).P (c) and P (Z).P (λ) cover larger area of high rCO2 values. In
Figure 3.6 (at point H), the experimental joint Z-YCO2 PDF differs substantially
from the Z-c and Z-λ PDFs. As observed before, the rich flamelet branch structure
appears as a rather horizontal line in the experimental Z-c and Z-λ PDFs. The
assumption of statistical independence of Z and c or Z and λ is clearly more justified
than for Z and YCO2 , and the PDFs P (Z).P (c) and P (Z).P (λ) indeed resemble the
experimental joint Z-c and Z-λ PDFs. However, 〈rCO2〉 calculated with assumption
of independence is a factor 3.5 larger with c as progress variable, the same as with
YCO2 . For λ the results are slightly ‘better’ with only a factor 3 difference. The
difference can be explained by the larger area covered in composition space by the
joint PDFs with the assumption of independence, resulting in higher values of the PDF
in the region where rCO2 is large (around stoichiometry and at intermediate values of
the progress variable), eventually leading to a higher mean 〈rCO2〉. In Figure 3.7 (at
point F), a bimodal PDF is observed for all definitions of the progress variable. This
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Figure 3.5: Joint PDFs at point B (x/D = 0.2 and r/R= 0.95) Top: exper-
imental Z-YCO2 , Z-c and Z-λ joint PDFs. Bottom: products
of the experimental marginal PDFs, P (Z).P (YCO2), P (Z).P (c)
and P (Z).P (λ). Probability indicated with gray scale rang-
ing from white (zero probability) to black (highest probability.)
〈rCO2〉: corresponding mean production rate of YCO2 , calcu-
lated with REDIM table .
corresponds to a combination of mixing, reaction and local extinction. Apart from
P (Z).P (c) and P (Z).P (λ) PDFs, now also the P (Z).P (YCO2) is in good agreement
with the experimental joint PDF, due to the narrow Z-PDF. This observations is
very relevant for LES simulations: the potential error when assuming Z and c or
Z and λ to be statistically independent becomes small when the filter size is such
that the sub-grid fluctuations of mixture fraction are limited to a narrow range (see
e.g. [117], where scatter plots of the resolved mixture fraction and YCO2 are similar
to the experimental ones). At point F, the mean 〈rCO2〉 values calculated with the
assumption of independence are a factor 1.4−1.8 larger. This is again due to the joint
PDFs with the assumption of independence being more spread out in the region where
rCO2 is large, but now the difference between the joint PDFs with and without the
assumption of independence is smaller than at point H. Concluding, the influence of
the assumption of independence on the mean properties is the strongest in the regions
in compositions space where the properties have high values. Therefore, even when
the assumption of independence seems valid based on the figures of the conditional
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Figure 3.6: Joint PDFs at point H (x/D = 0.8 and r/R = 0.31). (legend:
see Fig. 3.5)
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Figure 3.7: Joint PDFs at point F (x/D = 0.8 and r/R= 0.46) (legend: see
Fig. 3.5).
and joint PDFs, substantial errors in the mean properties can still occur.
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3.6 Conclusions and recommendations
In the context of a reduced scalar approach (FGM [26], FPI [27], REDIM [39] and
ADF-PCMχ [96]), an a priori study of the experimental data as presented in this
chapter is useful in order to identify underlying flame structures (e.g. flamelets).
Considering presumed PDF modeling based on mixture fraction Z and a progress
variable c or λ, this a priori study permits to test assumptions on the joint Z-c or
Z-λ PDF shape. In a turbulent flame, with complex flow pattern, such as the Sydney
swirling flame SM1, different limitations can be observed. First of all, although the
shape of the marginal PDF of Z is quite well modeled by a β-function, this is not
generally the case for the marginal PDF of c or λ. Also, statistical independence is
only observed with the proposed definition of c or λ in zones where steady flamelet
structures appear in composition space. More precisely, there is strong statistical
dependence in case of a mixing line representing mixing of pure air and rich com-
bustion products, which differs from any steady flamelet structure. In this case, it is
not correct to circumvent solving the transport equation for c by assuming c|Z = c
and solving the transport equation for Yc instead. In the case of local extinction, the
assumption of statistical independence seems more valid, although the normalizations
used for c and λ, based on a flamelet or equilibrium, do not necessarily ensure com-
plete statistical independence with Z. The influence of the statistical independence
assumption has been quantified through the mean production rate of YCO2 , showing
substantial differences.
These limitations of presumed Z-c-PDF modeling are naturally superseded in
transported PDF modeling where no assumptions on PDF shapes and statistical in-
dependence are required and Yc (here YCO2) can directly be considered. Transported
PDF approaches are therefore recommended for RANS calculations of reacting flows
with complex flow patterns. In well-resolved LES, the limitations of presumed Z-c-
or Z-λ-PDF modeling are less severe, as the sub-grid fluctuations of mixture fraction
are limited to a narrow range in composition space.
Chapter 4
Calculations of a swirling bluff
body flame
4.1 Introduction
Swirl-stabilized turbulent flames are important for many industrial applications, be-
cause the swirling motion creates recirculation zones which enhance mixing and sta-
bilize the flame. This leads to better combustion efficiency and less pollutant for-
mation. However, swirl flames are not yet fully understood. One of the complex
phenomena concerns vortex breakdown leading to flow instability, i.e. a precessing
vortex core and periodically expanding/shrinking recirculation zone. Several model-
ing approaches have been used to simulate these complex flows. The unsteady 3D
effects are in principle better handled by LES than RANS, but LES calculations have
a higher computational cost. Therefore, we consider it still useful to study hybrid
RANS/PDF (probability density function) calculations, in particular for cases where
there is no strong influence from a precessing vortex core.
Besides flow field complexity, local extinction is also important, as it leads to
e.g. incomplete combustion and therefore more pollutants. Physically, extinction in
laminar non-premixed flames occurs due to local high gradients, resulting in excessive
local heat (and mass) transfer, which cannot be sustained by local heat production
from chemical reactions [4]. It is characterized by the local Damköhler number, defined
as the inverse of the product of the chemical time scale and the scalar dissipation
rate. In [118] Kolmogorov scale eddies are stated to be important in the extinction
of turbulent non-premixed flames with a similar physical mechanism as for laminar
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flames. In [119], on the other hand, extinction is said to be caused by large-scale
eddies through total flame stretching, and not through small-scale flame wrinkling.
There are also other mechanisms for local extinction, e.g. radical pools being swept
away by a vortex [120]. Apart from experiments, also DNS studies have been done
to investigate local extinction of non-premixed flames. In [121], following Lagrangian
particles in the flow, it is shown that local extinction is purely due to fluctuations
of the scalar dissipation rate. In [122], where DNS with one-step global reaction is
performed in order to study the influence of turbulent mixing on re-ignition, local
extinction is again shown to be due to fluctuations of the scalar dissipation rate,
causing excessive heat loss.
In transported PDF modeling, traditional mixing models use the mean integral
turbulent time scale in order to determine the mixing time scale. Moreover, in a
RANS framework, the flow and mixing fields in physical space are steady and not
all fluctuations in scalar dissipation rate can be expected to be captured. The PSP
model [58, 60, 59, 61], which uses one-dimensional parametrized scalar profiles (PSPs)
to model the unresolved scalar length-scales characterizing the scalar micro-mixing,
can capture the fluctuations in scalar dissipation rate better, as it provides joint
statistics of scalars and their scalar dissipation rate. In LES, resolved fluctuations
in instantaneous flow and mixing fields result in resolved fluctuations of the scalar
dissipation rate. In [123], where LES calculations with presumed PDF modeling and
a flamelet generated manifold [26] are discussed, coherent structures of high scalar
dissipation are seen to lead to flame stretching and local extinction.
In the present study, we investigate the swirling bluff body flame SM1 [124, 101,
102, 103, 104], which has been studied numerically in the past by several authors.
Masri et al. [125] performed a joint velocity-scalar-frequency PDF calculation for a
reacting case. James et al. [126] performed an LES/PDF calculation of two reacting
cases (SM1 and SMA1) with satisfactory results. Unfortunately no detailed study of
turbulence-chemistry interaction is reported. LES results of non-reacting and reacting
cases have been presented with flamelet chemistry in [127, 128, 129, 130] and with
FGM chemistry in [117]. A comparable quality of flow and mixing field results is
obtained here with axisymmetric steady RANS calculations with a non-linear k-Ô
model [11]. The obvious advantage of this approach is that transported (scalar) PDF
simulations can be performed within reasonable computing time, in order to study
turbulence-chemistry interaction.
For chemical reaction, a pre-calculated chemistry table is used. We adopt the
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Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM) [39] approach, as it has already been used for
calculations of non-swirling bluff-body flames [131, 132]. In the latter, the combination
of REDIM with EMST mixing model [56] led to reasonable results, but scatter in YCO2
space was clearly under-estimated. This was not attributed to the use of REDIM as
reduced chemistry, but to the localness property of EMST leading to too little local
extinction. In the present study, we discuss results with similar model settings, but
for a swirling flame. Moreover the trajectories in physical and composition space
of computational particles are studied in detail. This proves to be useful in order to
correlate positions in composition space and in physical space. It also permits to focus
on the distinction between mixing and extinction, and to discuss the limitations of the
modeling in a more precise manner — for instance to better formulate the limitation
of EMST instead of generally referring to its ‘localness in composition space’.
4.2 Test case description and modeling framework
4.2.1 Sydney swirling flame SM1
Figure 4.1 depicts the burner. The bluff body (50mm diameter) contains the central
fuel jet (3.6mm diameter). Swirling air is provided through a 5mm wide annulus
surrounding the bluff-body. The swirl component is created by three tangential ports.
The burner is placed inside a wind tunnel with square cross section. A wide range
of testing conditions has been examined experimentally [124, 101, 102, 103, 104]. All
cases are characterized by: the bulk axial velocity of the central jet (Uj), the bulk
axial and tangential velocities of the swirling air annulus (Us and Ws) and the bulk
axial velocity of the co-flow of the wind tunnel (Ue).
We consider flame SM1 only, because for this flame the precessing vortex core
is the weakest. This is important since we consider here a steady RANS modeling
framework. In the experiments [104], velocity measurements were performed with
CNG, while CH4 was used for the composition measurements. No physical changes in
the flow field are reported. We use CH4 as fuel in the simulations. The stoichiometric
mixture fraction is Zst = 0.054. The flow parameters are summarized in Table 4.1
with the swirl number geometrically defined as Sg = Ws/Us. The flow field of SM1
contains two recirculation zones: one close to (and caused by) the bluff body and
one further downstream near the central axis (caused by vortex breakdown). The
simulation results (Figure 4.1, right) reproduce the qualitative experimental finding
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Figure 4.1: Sydney Swirl Burner (adapted from [6]) and stream lines and
contours of tangential velocity in an axisymmetric slice of a
transported PDF calculation with EMST and REDIM. Brown
and white lines: stoichiometric mixture fraction isocontour.
that the recirculation zones are separated by a region of high shear stress which
coincides with a highly rotating collar. In [104], local extinction is believed to occur
in this region of high shear stress between the two recirculation zones, while the hot,
re-circulated combustion products from the second recirculation zone are believed to
cause re-ignition.
Table 4.1: Flow parameters of SM1
Case Fuel Ue (m/s) Uj (m/s) Us (m/s) Ws (m/s) Sg (-)
SM1 CNG/CH4 20 32.7 38.2 19.1 0.5
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4.2.2 Turbulence-chemistry interaction in RANS modeling
framework
The non-linear k-Ô turbulence model of [11] is used, as it takes into account the effect
of streamline curvature and rotation on turbulence.
In order to deal with turbulence-chemistry interaction, a transported scalar PDF
approach is used. In the transported scalar PDF approach, the transport equation is
modeled and solved for the mass density function Fφ(ψ) = ρ(ψ)fφ(ψ), with fφ the
joint scalar PDF [66], and with φ the composition vector of independent scalars, (in
this work) consisting of mixture fraction, Z, and CO2 mass fraction, YCO2 :
∂Fφ
∂t
+ ∂
rUjFφ
∂xj
+ ∂
∂ψα
[
Sα(ψ)Fφ
]
(4.1)
= − ∂
∂xj
[〈
u′′j
∣∣∣ψ〉Fφ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
gradient diffusion
− ∂
∂ψα
[
1
ρ(ψ)
〈
−∂J
α
j
∂xj
∣∣∣∣∣ψ
〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸
mixing model
Fφ
 .
In this general equation, Sα is the reaction source term for scalar α and Jα the
molecular scalar flux.
A Lagrangian particle method is used to model and solve (4.1) [66]. The two
terms on the right hand side need to be modeled. For the first term, the effect of
conditional velocity fluctuations is modeled as a turbulent diffusion flux, by using a
gradient diffusion model:
∂
∂xj
[〈
u′′j
∣∣∣ψ〉Fφ]=− ∂
∂xj
ΓT ∂
(
Fφ/〈ρ〉
)
∂xj
 , (4.2)
where ΓT is the turbulent diffusivity, modeled as ΓT = µT /ScT , with µT the dynamic
turbulent viscosity (from the model of [11]), and with the turbulent Schmidt number
ScT chosen to be variable depending on ruv (see appendix A). For the second term on
the right hand side of Eq. (4.1), which represents the effect of molecular diffusion in
the turbulent flow, we use the EMST mixing model [56] with Cφ = 2.
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4.2.3 Hybrid RANS/PDF approach
All calculations are steady axisymmetric and are performed with the same code
PDFD [133], which has already successfully been applied to non-swirling Sydney
bluff-body burner cases [131, 132]. In transported PDF calculations, the equations are
solved using a consistent hybrid finite-volume/particle method [133]. Mean velocity rU ,
turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulent dissipation rate Ô are obtained by a standard
finite-volume (FV) method based on a pressure correction algorithm. The transport
equations for turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent dissipation rate (Ô) solved in
the FV method provide the turbulent timescale, required in the mixing model. The
mean density 〈ρ〉 in the FV method is obtained from the iteration averaged mean
density in the particle method (averaged over 1000 particle time steps).
For the evolution of the particles the fractional step method is used [66]. In every
particle time step, the particles first mix and subsequently react. The mixing causes
particle motion in 2D composition space of the independent scalars to a new position
(Z∗, Y ∗CO2). At this new position the particles react with the reaction rate for CO2
as obtained from the REDIM table (Figure 4.2). As mixture fraction is conserved
during the reactions, the particles move in the 1D YCO2-space to the final position in
the 2D composition space of the independent scalars (Z∗, Y ∗∗CO2). At this final position
all the dependent scalars, e.g. temperature, density and species, are retrieved from
the REDIM table. A local time-stepping algorithm, developed in the framework of
statistically stationary problems [65], is applied. The number of particles per cell is
100.
An outer iteration consists of a number of FV iterations and particle time steps.
We use a fixed number of particle time steps (typically 5), while the FV method is
iterated until the residuals of all equations are decreasing and the global mean pressure
correction is below a specified threshold (with a maximum of 1000 FV iterations per
outer iteration).
4.2.4 Computational domain and boundary conditions
The 0.3m long computational domain starts at the burner exit. In radial direction,
it is 0.15m wide. A non-uniform rectangular grid of 160× 128 cells is used. Grid
independence has been verified, but will not be discussed in detail. Inlet mean velocity
boundary conditions are generated from separate calculations inside the burner, using
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the LRR-IP turbulence model [12]. The turbulent kinetic energy (k) levels obtained
from the calculations inside the burner are much lower than the experimental values
measured close to the burner (x = 1.89Djet). Therefore, we decided to upscale the
k profiles from the separate calculations by multiplying with a constant factor to
match the experimentally measured peak value at x/D = 0.2. The profiles from the
separate calculations for the turbulent frequency ω = Ô/k were then used to deduce
the Ô profiles. In the fuel jet, Z = 1, whereas the air flows correspond to Z = 0. The
mixture fraction variance is zero at the inlet.
As already observed for the non-swirling bluff-body burner [134], we verified in
presumed-PDF calculations (not shown here) that the results are insensitive to the
applied boundary condition at the bluff-body face (either no-slip boundary condition,
with standard wall functions or free slip boundary condition). The bluff body is
treated here as a free slip wall and the gradients normal to the bluff body are assumed
to be zero. Symmetry conditions are applied at the symmetry axis. A convective
outlet condition is used. The outer boundary of the computational domain is modeled
as a free-slip wall (symmetry boundary condition), which forces the fluxes to be zero.
4.2.5 Particle tracking technique
A similar technique as in [135] is used to track computational particles. Tracers are
randomly selected among the particles introduced into the computational domain
at the inlet. Not all particles are injected simultaneously, but since the solution is
statistically stationary, the time of injection is not essential. Special measures are
taken in order to cope with the particle number control algorithm (‘splitting and
clustering’ of computational particles). When a tracer particle is split, only one of the
resulting particles continues to be a tracer particle. In case of clustering where one
or more tracers are involved, the particle after clustering plays the role of the tracer.
Consequently, if more than one tracer is involved in the clustering, the number of
tracers is reduced. In [135] clustering was disabled to avoid this.
From a statistical point of view, each computational particle is representative of
one realization of the flow [66]. In one computational cell the computational particles
determine together the PDF. However, one individual computational particle does
not behave exactly as a fluid element. Therefore the trajectories investigated below
must not be interpreted as flow paths of fluid elements. They must be interpreted
in a statistical sense. The tracers also do not represent the instantaneous flame
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structure [135]. Nevertheless, the trajectories in physical space and composition space
provide insight in a Lagrangian manner.
In [135] the evolution of the tracers was studied using axial position as surrogate
for time. This is not possible for the bluff-body case, as there are several recirculation
zones, resulting in a non-monotonous evolution of the axial coordinate with time. We
therefore need to use ‘time’ or ‘particle age’ to describe the progress in the evolution
of the tracer, when studying multiple tracers simultaneously. The ‘particle age’ is set
to zero at the time of injection of the particle into the domain.
4.3 Reduced Chemistry Modeling
The Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM) [39] is used in this study as tabulated
chemistry model. Obviously, there are other options to reduce the calculation time
for the chemistry, such as in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [41] in which a chem-
istry table is stored on the fly. This technique has recently been applied in parallel
computations [136]. Yet, pre-calculated tables based on reduced mechanisms are still
more economical in global computing time. There are also other ways than REDIM
to construct manifolds, e.g. FGM [26] or FPI [27], using a progress variable. It is
not intended here to compare different manifold techniques. An overview of existing
techniques can be found e.g. in [137].
4.3.1 Reaction-Diffusion Manifold (REDIM)
In a Reaction Diffusion Manifold [39], progress variables (in this work only one, namely
YCO2) are introduced as extra parameters in addition to mixture fraction, in order
to consider finite-rate chemistry effects, such as low temperature chemistry and mix-
ing of burnt and unburnt gases. REDIM can be seen as an extension of the ILDM
concept [28] to incorporate the effect of coupling of reaction and diffusion processes.
Contrary to ILDM, the REDIM manifold also exists in regions where the temperature
is low and thus the chemistry rate is slow. Starting from a detailed reaction mecha-
nism with a certain number of species and reactions, the REDIM concept reduces the
system to a lower dimensional invariant reaction/diffusion manifold, which approxi-
mates the full system dynamics in the state space but with fewer degrees of freedom.
In the construction of the REDIM, the scalar gradients in physical space ∇φα need
to be specified [39]. For each (Z,YCO2) value, the final REDIM therefore includes
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‘underlying’ scalar dissipation rates χõα, where χõα = 2Dα∇φα.∇φα depends on the
specified scalar gradients ∇φα and on the diffusion coefficient Dα (which depends on
the REDIM composition). In the REDIM concept the choice of the scalar gradients
∇φα determining the underlying flame structure is free. In this study the gradients
form laminar diffusion flamelet calculations are used, resulting in a manifold similar to
FGM [26], if the generated manifolds are based on diffusion flamelets. Note, however,
that the REDIM concept allows to cover the domain, where due to strain no flamelets
exist (see below).
We apply the REDIM concept to reduce the Warnatz mechanism [3] for CH4 to a
2-dimensional manifold with mass fractions YN2 and YCO2 as independent parameters.
The mixture fraction is directly related to YN2 through the following relationship:
Z = 1− YN2
YN2,0
, (4.3)
with YN2,0 the N2 mass fraction value in the co-flowing air. This definition of mixture
fraction does not account for differential diffusion. Equal diffusivities for all species
and unity Lewis number are assumed.
The REDIM is stored as a pre-calculated table. Figure 4.2 shows contours of the
CO2 reaction rate as function of mixture fraction and YCO2 .
4.3.2 Parametrization
Since mixture fraction is a conserved scalar, there is no chemical source term (SZ(Z,YCO2) =
0) and evolution in composition space in the Z-direction is only caused by mixing.
The REDIM uses the progress variable approach with (in this work) Z and YCO2 as
independent parameters. The latter can be seen as a non-normalized progress variable
and evolution in composition space in the YCO2-direction is caused by both mixing
and reaction.
The information contained in the REDIM does not necessarily differ strongly from
the information contained in a multiple flamelet, consisting of steady flamelets for a
range of scalar dissipation rates. However, the essential difference is the choice of the
parametrization of the data set: mixture fraction and YCO2 instead of mixture fraction
and its scalar dissipation rate, χ= 2D∇Z.∇Z. The influence of the parametrization
can be observed when solving the flamelet equation and plotting the flamelet temper-
ature at stoichiometry as function of χst (the scalar dissipation rate at stoichiometry).
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Figure 4.2: REDIM CO2 reaction rate (rCO2). Vertical dotted line: sto-
ichiometry (Zst = 0.054). Reference lines: 1/ steady non-
premixed flamelet close to extinction, ‘critical flamelet’, calcu-
lated in the opposed-flow configuration with Warnatz mecha-
nism [7, 3] (black line). 2/ reference mixing line (dashed line).
3/ approximation of iso-contour rCO2 = 50s−1, separating zones
of low and high reactivity (brown line).
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Figure 4.3: a/ S-Curve representing the complete solution of the flamelet
equations. b/ Flamelet solutions corresponding to the 3
branches of the S-curve for χ= 1s−1. Adapted from [8].
The well known S-curve is then obtained (Figure 4.3) [8], consisting of an upper sta-
ble burning branch, a lower stable inert mixing branch and an intermediate unstable
branch representing the unstable solution of the flamelet equation. With χ as second
parameter, the S-curve is projected onto the χ-axis and therefore only one branch can
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be represented at a time. With a progress variable, however, the S-curve is projected
onto the vertical axis and the complete S-curve, including the unstable branch can be
reached [8] as it evolves monotonically with the progress variable. This is discussed in
several papers on the use of the flamelet/progress variable approach in LES [33, 115, 8]
and most of the conclusions in those references remain valid for RANS.
With the use of a progress variable in the REDIM, also the low temperature re-
gion, which cannot be represented by steady diffusion flamelets, is parametrized. In
the temperature-mixture fraction diagram, this zone is situated underneath the ‘crit-
ical’ flamelet, corresponding to the critical scalar dissipation rate at which extinction
occurs. As mentioned before, the REDIM includes an ‘underlying’ scalar dissipation
rate χ′. In our case, in the zone above the critical flamelet, the scalar gradients that
need to be specified in order to build the REDIM are obtained from steady laminar
diffusion flamelets. In the low temperature region, the scalar gradients ∇φ(c)α from
the ‘critical flamelet’ are specified, such that χ′ = 2D∇Z(c).∇Z(c), where D depends
on (Z,YCO2).
In the PhD thesis of C.D. Pierce [32] it is discussed how in a chemistry table
parametrized by Z and Yc the fictitious scalar dissipation rate χ′(Z,Yc), corresponding
to a certain point in the table and therefore also corresponding to a certain flamelet,
is usually different from the actual scalar dissipation rate in the flow χ. The steady
flamelet equation used to build up the FPV table is [32]:
ρχ′
d2Yi
dZ2
=−ω˙i (4.4)
By adding χd
2Yi
dZ2 to both sides of the previous equation we get:
ρ(χ−χ′)d
2Yi
dZ2
= ρχd
2Yi
dZ2
+ ω˙i (4.5)
Which resembles the unsteady flamelet equation:
ρ
∂Yi
∂t
= ρχd
2Yi
dZ2
+ ω˙i (4.6)
The difference between χ and χ′ therefore seems to result in a relaxation towards the
steady flamelet solution corresponding to χ, as for a certain Z, χ′ will change with Yc.
This is applicable to any manifold based on non-premixed flamelets and parametrized
by Z and Yc and thus also on the REDIM.
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4.3.3 A Priori test of the REDIM
Before discussing the transported PDF calculations, the intrinsic potential of the 2D
REDIM to reproduce experimentally measured values is tested in compositional space.
For a given YCO2 value (or Z value), scatter plots of the experimental measurements
from all the axial positions are compared with the REDIM. A slice is taken from
the REDIM at the specified YCO2 value (resp. Z value) and all the experimental
measurements for YCO2 ± 0.02YCO2 (resp. Z ± 0.02Z) are plotted. This 2% relative
margin is somewhat arbitrary and accounts for experimental uncertainty.
Figure 4.4: A Priori test: Temperature for constant values of YCO2 . Exper-
imental measurements (dots), REDIM (full line) and reference
steady non-premixed flamelet (dashed line and crosses).
In Figure 4.4 the temperature for constant values of YCO2 is plotted. The REDIM
is able to follow the experimental measurements along with the reaction progress,
albeit that the temperature is too high, especially for low YCO2-values. This is in line
with [138] where it was reported that temperatures tend to be over-predicted by the
Warnatz mechanism due to early onset of combustion. For comparison, a reference
steady non-premixed flamelet is plotted in Figure 4.4 as a dotted line. The two points
on the flamelet corresponding to the given constant YCO2 value are marked as ‘X’.
This steady flamelet was calculated in the opposed-flow configuration with strain rate
100s−1 using the Warnatz mechanism [3] (intermediate between the upper REDIM
boundary and the critical flamelet shown in Figure 4.2).
In Figure 4.5 the temperature for constant values of Z is plotted. The reference
steady flamelet is also represented as a dotted line in this YCO2-temperature space
(and the flamelet value corresponding to the considered Z value is marked as ‘X’).
For all mixture fractions, the REDIM provides higher temperatures than what is ex-
perimentally measured. This is particularly true for low values of YCO2 , as already
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Figure 4.5: A Priori test: Temperature for constant values of Z. Exper-
imental measurements (dots), REDIM (full line) and reference
steady non-premixed flamelet for strain rate 100s−1 (dashed line
and cross).
mentioned. Differences to the experimentally measured mean temperature are typ-
ically around 10%, but in specific regions they go up to 25%. This will result in
over-prediction of the mean temperature in the simulations discussed below.
Figure 4.6: A Priori test: YOH for constant values of YCO2 . Experimental
measurements (dots), REDIM (full line) and reference steady
non-premixed flamelet (dashed line and crosses).
In Figure 4.6 the mass fraction of OH, Y (OH), for constant values of YCO2 is
plotted. The REDIM correctly predicts the lowest reactive mixture fraction for the
different levels of reaction progress. Also the correlation between Z and Y (OH)
is captured quite well. In Figure 4.7 Y (OH) is plotted for constant values of Z.
Around stoichiometry, the REDIM captures quite well the correlation between YCO2
and Y (OH). For lean and rich mixtures, on the other hand, there is more experimental
scatter which cannot be predicted by the REDIM.
In general, the substantial amount of scatter around the REDIM seems to suggest
that with a 3D REDIM more of the compositional space would be accessed, as in
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Figure 4.7: A Priori test: YOH for constant values of Z. Experimental mea-
surements (dots), REDIM (full line) and reference steady non-
premixed flamelet for strain rate 100s−1 (dashed line and cross).
the experimental measurements. However, this scatter is certainly partly due to the
experimental uncertainty [102]. In [139] the required dimension of the REDIM for a
good representation of the kinetics is investigated, and there it is concluded that a
2D or 3D REDIM is optimal for CFD calculations. This is confirmed by the a priori
study: the overall quality of the REDIM is deemed satisfactory for the modeling of
the specific swirling flame considered.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Flow and mixing fields (physical space)
We discuss here the mean velocity and scalar profiles obtained in physical space
corresponding to the transported scalar PDF calculation using REDIM and EMST
(‘REDIM-EMST’) with the ad hoc adjustment of the turbulent Schmidt number ScT
described in appendix A. The latter is necessary in order to capture the mean mixture
fraction plateau in the region above the bluff body, and in order to correctly model the
mixing of pure air with burnt products in the recirculation zone when using REDIM
(the ‘mixing line’ in composition space discussed in the next section). In addition
to the REDIM-EMST calculation, two calculations with a fast chemistry model are
also considered: a presumed-PDF calculation (‘Fastchem-β-PDF’) and a transported
scalar PDF with the same settings as the REDIM calculation (‘Fastchem-EMST’).
These calculations are included in order to show the impact of the ‘mixing line’ on
the results in physical space (since with the adjusted ScT , this ‘mixing line’ is indeed
captured with REDIM and not with the fast chemistry that always leads to a burning
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solution). As ‘fast chemistry’ model, the single steady laminar flamelet with strain
rate of 100s−1 is used (the dashed line represented in Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.8: Mean axial and tangential velocity profiles. Grey line:
Fastchem-β-PDF, Dashed black line: Fastchem-EMST, Full
black line: REDIM-EMST, Symbols: experimental data.
Figure 4.8 reports the mean axial velocity rU . At x/D= 0.136, rU is under-predicted
by all calculations on the center line. The radial position of the first recirculation zone
is not correctly predicted, but in the REDIM calculation the absolute value of the neg-
ative velocity is correct. At x/D= 0.8, the axial velocity in the center region is slightly
over-predicted by all the calculations. The results show (almost) no small negative
axial velocities. In the experiments, however, an area of negative velocities is still ob-
served, indicating that the length of the first recirculation zone is under-predicted by
all calculations. For all calculations, the width of the recirculation zone is smaller than
in the experiments, but the axial position of the beginning of the second recirculation
zone is reasonably predicted. The predictions of the mean tangential velocity rW are
also satisfactory. At x/D = 0.136, the sharp gradient around r/R = 0.15 could not
be captured by any of the calculations. The difference between Fastchem-EMST and
REDIM-EMST results is the largest at x/D= 0.8, with all calculations over-predicting
the experimental mean tangential velocity. Further downstream all the calculations
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correctly predict the tangential velocity. In general, agreement with experimental data
is quite good, comparable to what was obtained with LES in [127]. As already ob-
served in similar simulations of the non-swirling Sydney bluff-body flames [131, 132],
the differences in mean density between the three different calculations do not strongly
affect the mean flow field.
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Figure 4.9: Mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms profiles. Grey
line: Fastchem-β-PDF, Dashed black line: Fastchem-EMST,
Full black line: REDIM-EMST, Symbols: experimental data.
In Figure 4.9 the mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms profiles are
shown. At x/D = 0.2, the plateau in the bluff-body region and the steep gradient in
the annulus region (0.9 < r/R < 1.1) have to be well predicted, as these regions are
close to stoichiometry and therefore will strongly affect the flame. This is the reason
for the choice of the variable ScT depending on ruv (see appendix A). The motivation
for this ad hoc adjustment is that good results for the mean mixture fraction field,
particularly in the reaction region around Z = 0.054, are indispensable to discuss the
influence of the tabulated chemistry on the results.
As can be observed in Figure 4.9, the REDIM-EMST calculation leads to overall
good results. It is quite remarkable that, whereas the mean velocity results are similar
for the three calculations, the mean mixture fraction results differ quite strongly,
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especially at x/D = 1.5. Such differences are not observed when using the standard
value ScT = 0.7 (not shown), and neither were they observed in the non-swirling bluff-
body flame calculations [131, 132] where a standard constant value for ScT was used.
In these cases, the REDIM calculations do not correctly reproduce the mixing between
pure air and hot products in the recirculation zone (no ‘mixing line’) and mainly lead
to a burning solution similar to a single diffusion flamelet. The possible differences in
mean density are then not strong enough to affect the mean mixture fraction field. In
the present case, however, the difference in mean density is larger, and moreover, the
decrease of the relative importance of turbulent diffusion on mean mixture fraction
compared to convective terms (through the increase of ScT ) makes the evolution of
mean mixture fraction more sensitive to differences in mean density. These differences
in mean density between REDIM and Fastchem calculations are strongly related to the
use of the progress variable YCO2 in REDIM, as will be discussed in the next section,
and can be indirectly observed in Figure 4.10 showing the profiles of mean CO2 mass
fraction rYCO2 (since the mean density mainly depends on the mean temperature,
which is in this case strongly correlated to rYCO2).
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Figure 4.10: Mean YCO2 profiles. Grey line: Fastchem-β-PDF, Dashed
black line: Fastchem-EMST, Full black line: REDIM-EMST,
Symbols: experimental data.
4.4.2 Joint scalar PDF (composition space)
Figure 4.11 shows the scatter plots of YCO2 , experimentally observed and numerically
simulated. More quantitative information is given in Figure 4.12 showing the corre-
sponding profiles for the conditional mean of YCO2 . Obviously, using the reference
steady laminar flamelet (as ‘fast chemistry model’), all points would lie on this sin-
gle laminar flamelet, as can be observed in Figure 4.12. With REDIM, a deviation
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Figure 4.11: Scatter plots of YCO2 for experiments and REDIM-EMST cal-
culation colored with r/R. The Burke-Schumann flame sheet
(upper black line), upper boundary of the REDIM (middle
black line) and the critical flamelet (lower black line) are also
shown.
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Figure 4.12: Conditional mean of YCO2 : Dashed black line: Fastchem-
EMST, Full black line: REDIM-EMST, Symbols: experimental
data.
from the single laminar flamelet is observed because YCO2 is a second independent
parameter that enables to represent mixing of unburnt and burnt gases, different
from the mixing in the laminar steady non-premixed flamelet. However, hardly any
scatter is observed, as expected in our RANS-EMST framework. On the one hand,
the use of RANS may not permit to capture some large scale intermittency. On the
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other hand, and more importantly, the EMST mixing model which uses a mixing time
scale proportional to the integral turbulent time scale, has limitations to model high
scalar dissipation rate events [58, 60] as will be discussed below when introducing
Equation (4.7).
In [124], local extinction and a mixing asymptote in the experimental results in
compositional space are reported. In Figure 4.11 the latter can be recognized in the
experimental scatter plot at x/D= 0.2 as the clustering of points around a line starting
in the left bottom corner. This line, which is most likely due to mixing of burnt and
unburnt gases in the shear layer between the annulus air flow and the recirculation
zone close to the bluff body, is reproduced in the REDIM calculation with EMST as
mixing model (and in [140], also with the modified Curl’s mixing model [55]). This
mixing line was also observed in [141], for the bluff-body flame HM1, which also
has a recirculation zone caused by the bluff body. As shown in Figure 4.12, we can
then correctly predict the conditional mean of YCO2 for lean mixtures at x/D = 0.2,
although the cluster of experimental data around the laminar flamelet line observed in
Figure 4.11 is missed. However, for rich mixtures between stoichiometry and Z ≈ 0.3,
the conditional mean is overestimated, due to the lack of scatter in the results.
At x/D = 0.2, for richer mixtures (Z > 0.3), we observe no scatter and all compu-
tational particles get their composition from the REDIM upper boundary. This could
simply reflect the general limitations of our RANS-EMST modeling framework dis-
cussed above. It could also be explained by heat loss to the burner which is not taken
into account, as discussed by Ihme et al. [142] for another swirling flame (SMH1).
In Figure 4.11, the scatter plots are colored by the radial position in order to repre-
sent some correlation between composition and physical space. In the next section,
the correlation between the scatter plots in composition space and the positions in
physical space will help to better visualize how this rich branch in the modeled flame
corresponds to a region located above the bluff body, consistent with the hypothesis
of neglected heat loss of [142].
Note that in the experimental data the scatter, which is missed in our modeling
approach, is observed both above and below the REDIM upper boundary, so that we
still have good agreement for the conditional means.
At x/D= 0.8 and 1.5, the REDIM-EMST scatter plots resemble a single diffusion
flamelet, while the experimental scatter plots show a large amount of scatter below
the ‘critical flamelet’, which is reflected in an over-prediction of the conditional mean
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of YCO2 in the simulations (Figure 4.12). This suggests that at these locations the
REDIM-EMST calculation cannot capture the local extinction observed in the exper-
iments and this will be discussed further in the next section, based on trajectories of
computational particles.
4.5 Tracer trajectories
4.5.1 Characteristic regions in composition space
Following representative trajectories of particles is useful in order to discuss the cor-
relation between the trajectories in physical space and the scatter plots in (Z,YCO2)
space. In order to correlate the trajectories in physical and composition space, we di-
vided our (Z,YCO2) space in different regions as shown in Figure 4.13a. These regions
are delimited by the reference lines shown in Figure 4.2. Above the critical flamelet,
we distinguish four zones: a lean region (dark blue), a stoichiometric region (yellow), a
moderately rich region (green) and a rich region (brown). Below the critical flamelet,
we make a distinction between a ‘mixing line’ region (light blue on the lean side, and
dark purple on the rich side) and an intermediate region (red).
Figure 4.13: a/ Characteristic regions in composition space (left). b/ Map
of the corresponding regions of the modeled flame in physical
space (right).
The critical flamelet is used in the DNS study of [121] in order to distinguish be-
tween a continuously burning region and a region where extinction and re-ignition
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occurs. In [121], not all points below the critical flamelet are interpreted as local
extinction. Only particles coming from the flame zone and moving below the critical
temperature profile are marked as extinguished. The history of the particle is clearly
important. From Figure 4.2, we see that in the REDIM the critical flamelet goes
through the region of highest CO2 reaction rates. We can clearly see that the inter-
mediate red region below the critical flamelet corresponds to a region of high CO2
reaction rate such that this region will be modeled as a reaction zone (causing an up-
ward motion in (Z,YCO2)-space). In order to possibly model extinction in this region
of composition space, the mixing model should ‘drive particles downwards’ faster than
the ‘upwards motion’ due to reaction. We would need a short mixing time compared
to the reaction time (inverse of reaction rate) along the YCO2 direction in composition
space. This mixing time can be written 1/χ∗CO2 , where we can expect the modeled
scalar dissipation rate for YCO2 to be of the IEM-type when using the EMST mixing
model:
χ∗CO2 = Cφω
∗ (Y ∗CO2−YCO2)2 with ω∗ = Ôk . (4.7)
This scalar dissipation rate will be large if both the particle turbulence frequency
ω∗ and the particle YCO2-fluctuation squared are large. However, the use of a mean
turbulence frequency Ô/k in the EMST mixing model implies a strong limitation in
order to model high χ∗CO2 events. A mixing model based on a scalar dissipation rate
of the form of Equation (4.7) including a modeled fluctuating turbulence frequency
ω∗ like the PSP mixing model [58, 60, 59, 61] could provide a better framework in
order to model local extinction.
We can therefore expect that it will be difficult to model local extinction below
the critical flamelet with our modeling approach. Following particle trajectories will
be useful in order to distinguish between local extinction and mixing, and to better
understand the capacities and limitations of our modeling approach.
4.5.2 Map of characteristic regions of the modeled flame in
physical space
Figure 4.13b shows a general map of the different characteristic zones of the modeled
flame in physical space. It provides a general qualitative correlation between the dif-
ferent regions of composition space represented in Figure 4.13a and the positions in
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Figure 4.14: Trajectories of tracers interacting with the first recirculation
zone. Tracers injected in the fuel jet: a/ without reaction and
b/ reacting at the tip of the first recirculation zone. Tracers
injected in the air coflow: c/ without reaction and d/ reacting
at the tip of the first recirculation zone. Colour legend: see
Figure 4.13
physical space. This map was drawn by looking at a large number of tracer trajec-
tories as shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. Note that from the scatter plots shown in
Figure 4.11, we could already identify that the mixing line observed in the scatter
plots corresponds to the mixing of burnt and unburnt gases in the shear layer at the
edge of the outer recirculation zone (light blue and dark purple regions), or that the
rich flamelet branch corresponds to the inner recirculation zone (brown region). On
the other hand, the tracer trajectories help to show that ignition occurs at the tip of
the outer recirculation zone (red region). A more detailed discussion of representa-
tive tracer trajectories will now permit to show that our modeling approach cannot
capture local extinction in the highly rotating collar region, and we will see that the
second recirculation zone (where re-ignition is observed experimentally) is modeled as
a rich hot zone.
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Figure 4.15: Trajectories of tracers passing around the first recirculation
zone: a/ tracers injected in the fuel jet and b/ tracers injected
in the air coflow. Color legend: see Figure 4.13
4.5.3 Trajectories in the outer edge of the first recirculation
(mixing line)
Fuel and air tracers may have trajectories in the outer edge of the first recirculation
zone as shown in Figure 4.14, where the fuel tracers have to cross the first recirculation
zone, while the air tracers are directly injected at the outer edge. While crossing the
first recirculation zone, the fuel tracers mix in the outer vortex with recirculated
combustion products, resulting in an evolution towards stoichiometry along the rich
flamelet branch. Eventually this hot (high YCO2) rich mixture, mixes with air in the
outer edge of the first recirculation zone. This mechanism of heating up the rich
mixture before it mixes with fresh air stabilizes the flame and it is a direct result
of the recirculation zone caused by the bluff-body. Depending on the trajectory in
physical space, the particles fully mix in (Z,YCO2) space towards the origin (as in
Figure 4.14a) or deviate from the mixing line due to reaction (as in Figure 4.14b),
and similar observations can be made for tracers injected in the air coflow.
Such representative trajectories of single tracers are shown in Figures 4.16 and
4.17 and will now be discussed in more detail. Note that after interaction in the
shear layer between the outer vortex and the annulus air flow, a part of the particles
recirculate in the outer vortex. These more complex recirculating trajectories can
easily be interpreted as combinations of simpler trajectories. Therefore, in order to
make the discussion easier, we choose to focus on simple trajectories that provide the
essential information.
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Mixing line: no reaction at the tip of the recirculation zone
Figure 4.16: Representative trajectories of tracers interacting with the outer
edge of the first recirculation zone without reaction (top: in-
jected in the fuel jet / bottom: injected in the air coflow).
Left: evolution in (Z,YCO2) space colored by time. Right: evo-
lution in physical space colored by time, Z (color-scale clipped
at Z = 0.2, crosses: Zst) and YCO2 . Black line: mean stoichio-
metric mixture fraction line.
Figure 4.16 reveals that the representative fuel tracer is first picked up by the
inner vortex and passed on to the outer vortex in the first recirculation zone. During
this period in time, the particle evolves in composition space along the rich flamelet
branch. Once the annulus region is reached, the particle starts to mix with fresh air,
represented in composition space by a mixing line almost straight from the point where
the particle leaves the rich flamelet branch towards the origin (0,0). Evolution along
this mixing line brings the particle below the ‘critical flamelet’ but this is no local
extinction as the particle was not burning during or prior to its evolution along the
mixing line. For this specific tracer there is a deviation from this mixing line, around
stoichiometry: the tracer evolves to higher YCO2 and Z values, due to mixing with
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rich combustion products. Eventually the particle moves horizontally in composition
space to the lean flamelet branch, along which it evolves upwards, due to mixing with
combustion products. Finally, it evolves downward, along the lean flamelet branch
due to mixing with leaner gases.
Similar observations can be made for the air tracer. We mainly observe mixing
between fresh air and hot products, and YCO2 remains low enough such that those
tracers do not enter the region of high reactivity (i.e. it does not enter the red region
in composition space in Figure 4.13).
Mixing line: reaction at the tip of the recirculation zone
Figure 4.17: Representative trajectories of tracers interacting with the outer
edge of the first recirculation zone and reacting at the tip of
the recirculation zone (top: injected in the fuel jet / bottom:
injected in the air coflow). Legend: see Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.17 shows tracer trajectories with an upward motion in YCO2-space, also
observed as a steep increase of YCO2 in physical space at the tip of the first recirculation
zone, where the tracer enters the red zone of high reactivity in composition space
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(Figure 4.13).
The representative fuel tracer first moves away horizontally from the mixing line,
before reacting. The tracer evolves in a stepwise sense to the lean flamelet branch,
intermittently switching between reaction (vertical) and mixing (sideward). Down-
stream interaction with air corresponds to an evolution along the lean flamelet branch.
Similar trajectories were shown in Figure 4.14b. Along these trajectories there are
small downward movements in the red and yellow zone in (Z,YCO2) space, indicating
that mixing may compete with reaction in the region of high reactivity, which corre-
sponds to the highly rotating collar zone in physical space. These are relatively rare
events causing only a small downward movement in (Z,YCO2) space compared to the
upward movements due to reaction. In general, no local extinction is observed for
these tracers.
4.5.4 Trajectories passing around the first recirculation
Fuel particles crossing the neck zone
Figure 4.18: Representative trajectory of a fuel tracer not crossing through
the first recirculation zone. Legend: see Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.18 shows a tracer trajectory that resembles a non-premixed flamelet in
composition space and a jet-like trajectory in physical space. The particle flows past
the first recirculation zone, meanwhile interacting with the inner vortex. In compo-
sition space this corresponds to an evolution along the rich flamelet branch. Down-
stream of the first recirculation zone the particle becomes stoichiometric towards the
outer side of the second recirculation zone. There, around stoichiometry, there is much
alternating vertically upward (reaction), downward and sideward (mixing) evolution
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in composition space. Note that this corresponds to the end of the highly rotating
collar region. As observed in the previous section, in the upstream part of the highly
rotating collar region, we may say that mixing competes with reaction, but not enough
in order to model local extinction. Further downstream the particle interacts with air,
in composition space corresponding to an evolution along the lean flamelet branch.
Air particles interacting with the second recirculation zone
Figure 4.19: Representative trajectory of an air tracer interacting with the
second recirculation zone. Legend: see Figure 4.16.
The representative tracer shown in Figure 4.19 first follows very briefly a mixing
line, but very quickly evolves upward in composition space along a lean flamelet
branch. Interaction with reacting particles thus appears in composition space as
a flamelet-like evolution. Crossing stoichiometry, reaction takes place. In the rich
region, which corresponds to the second recirculation zone in physical space, mixing
with rich hot products takes place, seen as horizontal paths in composition space.
This is in agreement with the experimental observation that the re-circulated hot
products from the second recirculation zone would cause re-ignition.
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4.6 Influence of the micro mixing model and the
mixing constant Cφ
4.6.1 Flow and mixing fields
Now the influence of the micro-mixing model is discussed using REDIM. As was
discussed above, with the EMST model a steady solution is obtained for Cφ = 2.
With CD, on the other hand the flame extinguishes for Cφ = 2 and Cφ = 3 is needed
to obtain a burning solution. Similar observations were reported in [143] for the
non-swirling bluff body flame HM3.
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Figure 4.20: Mean axial and tangential velocity profiles. Full black line:
REDIM-EMST Cφ = 2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5,
Dashed black line: REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimental
data.
First we discuss the flow field shown in Figure 4.20. All calculations have almost
identical profiles, suggesting that the micro-mixing model and the mixing constant Cφ
do not have a substantial influence on the flow field. The largest difference is observed
for the tangential velocity profiles at x/D = 0.136, where the EMST calculation with
Cφ = 1.5, has slightly higher values in the bluff body region.
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Figure 4.21: Mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms profiles. Full
black line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST
Cφ = 1.5, Dashed black line: REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols:
experimental data.
Next we discuss the mixing fields, i.e. the mean mixture fraction and mixture
fraction rms profiles shown in figure 4.20. At x/D = 0.2, all calculations have almost
identical profiles, but the EMST calculation with Cφ = 1.5 and the CD calculation
have a slightly lower mean mixture fraction in the bluff body region. All calculations
under-predict the mixture fraction rms in the center region and over predict it in
the bluff body region. Contrary to the mean mixture fraction the mixture fraction
rms profiles of the different calculations differ substantially, with higher rms values
for lower Cφ values. This is as expected, as lower Cφ values correspond to a slower
decay of the scalar fluctuations. It should be noted that the influence of the mixing
model on the rms values, cannot be determined from these profiles. At x/D= 0.8, the
mean mixture fraction profiles are even more identical for all calculations and they are
steeper compared to the experimental profile suggesting the calculations under-predict
turbulent mixing of mass. The mixture fraction rms profiles, differ now the most in
the center region, again with higher rms values corresponding with lower Cφ values.
At x/D = 1.5, the CD calculation correctly predicts the mean mixture fraction in the
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center region while the EMST calculations slightly over-predict it. The CD calculation
however under-predicts the mixture fraction rms due to the high Cφ value, while the
lower Cφ values of the EMST calculations lead to better results for the rms values. In
general, the influence of the micro-mixing model on the mean mixture fraction only
becomes important at a substantial distance from the burner. The mixing constant
Cφ on the other hand mainly influences the mixture fraction rms.
4.6.2 Progress variable
Means
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Figure 4.22: Mean YCO2 profiles. Full black line: REDIM-EMST Cφ =
2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5, Dashed black line:
REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 4.23: Mean conditional YCO2 profiles. Full black line: REDIM-
EMST Cφ = 2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5, Dashed
black line: REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimental data.
The mean profiles of YCO2 , the second independent parameter of the REDIM table,
are shown in figure 4.22. At x/D = 0.2, all the calculations over-predict YCO2 in the
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bluff body region due to the under-prediction of the mean mixture fraction in that
region and due to the over-prediction of the conditional mean YCO2 for Z = 0.06−0.4.
In the center region, on the other hand, all calculations under-predict the mean YCO2
only due to the over-prediction of Z. The profiles of the calculations slightly differ
among each other mainly due to differences in mean mixture fraction and conditional
mean YCO2 . At x/D = 0.8, all calculations give very good predictions of the mean
YCO2 , even though the mean mixture fraction was not predicted well at this axial
position. The EMST calculations over-predict the conditional mean of YCO2 for Z <
0.5, while the CD calculation only over-predicts the conditional mean of YCO2 for
Z < 0.15. Nonetheless, the mean YCO2 profiles of the EMST calculation with Cφ = 2
and the CD calculation do not differ that much (Fig. 4.22). At x/D = 1.5, the EMST
calculations slightly under-predict the mean YCO2 in the center region while the CD
calculations predict even lower values, due to the lower conditional mean of YCO2
counteracting the lower mean mixture fraction for the CD calculations in that region.
This higher conditional mean of YCO2 for CD indicates there is more scatter in YCO2-
space compared to the EMST calculations even though there is less scatter in Z-space
(Figure 4.21). This is confirmed by the scatter plots shown in figure 4.24. In general
the influence of the mixing model on the mean and conditional mean of YCO2 becomes
more important further downstream. The mixing constant Cφ , on the other hand,
only influences the conditional mean YCO2 close to the bluff body. The mean YCO2 is
there mainly affected by differences of the conditional mean of YCO2 and Z. Further
downstream, the mean YCO2 predictions are influenced indirectly by Cφ , through the
changed mixture fraction rms.
Scatter plots
Now we analyse more closely the scatter plots of YCO2 shown in Figure 4.24. The
green line is the upper boundary of the REDIM and the blue line is a steady diffusion
flamelet close to extinction. Note that as these lines are plotted over the points, they
might obscure some points. At x/D = 0.2, the scatter plots of the calculations are
very similar, with slightly more scatter for the CD calculations. The line like struc-
ture, connecting the origin with the rich flamelet branch, is a mixing line representing
mixing of combustion products with unburnt gasses as discussed in section 4.5. Also
the points in the experimental scatter plots are clustered around a mixing line in-
dicating a large part of the scatters in this region are due to mixing, although the
scatters deviating from the mixing line might be due to extinction. At x/D = 0.8,
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Figure 4.24: Scatter plot of YCO2 for x/D = 0.2, 0.8 and 1.5: upper bound-
ary of REDIM(green line), steady diffusion flamelet close to
extinction (blue line)
the scatter plots of the calculations differ substantially. The computational particles
of the EMST calculation only access a confined space similar to a flamelet structure.
The CD calculation, on the other hand, shows more scatter and accesses a larger
area in composition space. Still, the level of scatter as observed in the experiments
is not obtained. At this axial location, the majority of the scatter observed in the
experiments are likely due to local extinction and subsequently mixing of extinguished
mixtures with mixtures situated on the flamelet structure. At x/D = 1.5, the scatter
plot of the EMST calculation still resembles a flamelet. The CD scatter plot, contains
a substantial amount of scatter, but the distribution of the points in composition
space is different from that in the experimental scatter plot as is also reflected in
the conditional mean. Again a mixing line structure is observed in the scatter plot
of the CD calculation, but now with more scatter around this mixing line. This is
due to mixing of unburnt gases with combustion products from the second recircula-
tion zone. This mixing line structure can not be easily observed in the experimental
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scatter plots, where again local extinction and subsequent mixing is most likely the
cause for the observed scatter. In Figure 4.25, three scatter plots between x/D = 0.2
Figure 4.25: a/ Conditional mean of YCO2 for x/D = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 b/
Scatter plot of YCO2 for x/D = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 upper bound-
ary of REDIM (green line), steady diffusion flamelet close to
extinction (blue line)
and x/D = 0.8 are shown, in order to further investigate the evolution of the flame
structure for both mixing models. At x/D = 0.4, the flame structure for both mixing
models is still reasonably similar, but for CD more points deviate from the upper
boundary of the REDIM, while for EMST all points for Z > 0.15 are on the upper
boundary. This is confirmed by the almost identical conditional means. At x/D= 0.5,
on the other hand, the flame structures are quite different for both mixing models.
For the EMST calculation, most of the particles still follow the mixing line and a
minority deviates from this mixing line due to reaction. For CD, the majority of the
particles start deviating from the mixing line around stoichiometry due to reaction.
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The higher conditional mean around stoichiometry confirms this higher reactivity for
the CD calculation. The reason for this not completely clear, but the higher Cφ value
for the CD calculation is a possible cause. A second probable explanation is the non-
localness of CD making it easier for particles on the mixing line to be ’pulled off’ that
mixing line due to mixing with reacting particles. Finally, at x/D = 0.6, the particles
in the EMST calculation are now also deviating from the mixing line due to reaction,
while in the CD calculation the flame structure has already evolved to a more flamelet
like structure. Further downstream, the flame structure in the EMST calculation also
evolves towards a flamelet like structure.
In general, the amount of scatter for CD is substantially higher than for EMST and
the difference is larger further downstream, due to the difference in localness. With
CD, all particles can interact with each other (non-localness), while with EMST only
particles which are close in composition space will interact (localness). We analyse the
behaviour of the mixing models more profoundly in the next subsection by following
the computational particles as they move through composition space.
Tracers
First, the temporal evolution of a group of representative tracers is discussed for both
mixing models. Keep in mind that in order to keep the pictures clear, we only look at
the less complex trajectories, without multiple recirculations. Nonetheless, this does
not affect the global validity of our conclusions.
In Figure 4.26 the evolution of some representative tracers from the EMST-calculation
with Cφ = 2 are shown. The particles injected at the annulus either move along the
lean flamelet branch or the flatter mixing line, as seen in the Eulerian scatter plots at
x/D = 0.2. The particles injected at the fuel jet first follow the rich flamelet branch
before reacting or mixing with leaner, less reactive gases, resulting in a mixing line
structure, which connects with the mixing line of the annulus injected particles. The
tracers of the CD calculations shown in Figure 4.27 are harder to follow as they jump
in composition space due to the non-localness of CD. This also leads to the higher
amount of scatter observed in the Eulerian scatter plots. The tracers injected at the
fuel inlet can jump off the rich flamelet branch at a richer mixture fraction than is the
case with the EMST model, leading to flatter mixing lines which are different from
the mixing line structure at x/D = 0.2. Therefore lower YCO2 values are reached for
Z = Zstoich− 0.4 as seen in the scatter plots of CD at x/D = 0.8 and 1.5. This is
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Figure 4.26: Evolution of representative computational particles for EMST
calculation with Cφ = 2: particles injected at the fuel inlet
(diamonds), particles inject at annulus air inlet (circle) upper
boundary of the REDIM (upper dashed line), steady diffusion
flamelet close to extinction (lower dashed line), stoichiometric
mixture fraction (vertical black line)
discussed in more detail below.
Now we look at the tracers as we have done in section 4.5. As was shown in
Figure 4.27, a new area in composition space is accessed in the CD calculations.
Therefore, we have added the gray area to the map in composition space in Figure 4.28.
In physical space this gray area starts around x/D = 0.8 and is mainly situated in
the shear zone between the second recirculation vortex and the annulus air flow.
In Figure 4.29, the tracers interacting with the first recirculation zone are shown.
In composition space, these trajectories do not differ much from the trajectories of
the EMST calculation.(Figure 4.14). The same mixing line structure is seen and a
similar area in composition space is accessed. This explains the similar scatter plots
at x/D = 0.2 for the EMST and CD calculations.(Figure 4.24) Of course, some jumps
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Figure 4.27: Evolution of representative computational particles for CD cal-
culation with Cφ = 2: particles injected at the fuel inlet (di-
amonds), particles inject at annulus air inlet (circle) upper
boundary of the REDIM (upper dashed line), steady diffusion
flamelet close to extinction (lower dashed line), stoichiometric
mixture fraction (vertical black line)
in composition space due to the non-localness of CD can be seen, but they do not
strongly affect the flame structure in the neighborhood of the first recirculation zone.
Also the CD trajectories shown in Figure 4.30 are fairly similar to the EMST
trajectories shown in Figure 4.15. These trajectories mainly follow a flamelet struc-
ture in composition space, although some trajectories shortly pass below the critical
flamelet coinciding with a movement in physical space through the shear layer between
the second recirculation zone and the more radially outward air flow. In this shear
layer the corresponding tracers mix with computational particles situated below the
critical flamelet, resulting in the passages below this critical flamelet. This was not
observed for the EMST calculations and is therefore specific for the CD calculations.
More specifically, as was observed in the scatter plots of Figure 4.24, the EMST cal-
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(a) Composition space (b) EMST (c) CD
Figure 4.28: a/ Characteristic regions in composition space (left). b/ Map
of the corresponding regions of the modeled flame in physi-
cal space with EMST (middle). c/ Map of the corresponding
regions of the modeled flame in physical space with CD (right).
culations have a flamelet structure in composition space for x/D > 0.8. In the CD
calculations, on the other hand, there is still scatter below the critical flamelet at
x/D = 0.8 due to the non-localness of the mixing. Further downstream the amount
of scatter below the critical flamelet even increases due to the combined effect of
the non-localness of the mixing model and the presence of scatter below the critical
flamelet. In Figure 4.31 we show the trajectories responsible for this scatter below
the critical flamelet observed in the CD scatter plots for x/D> 0.8. A first important
observation is that the trajectories situated in composition space below the critical
flamelet, move in physical space through the shear layer between the second recircu-
lation zone and the radially more outward air flow. For the tracers injected at the
fuel inlet two scenarios can be observed. For both scenarios the tracers leave the rich
flamelet branch due to mixing with particles from the gray zone. However, depending
on the slope of the mixing line, the tracers either mix towards the origin (pure air) or
react around stoichiometry. This is similar to the trajectories which interacted with
the first recirculation zone (Figure 4.29 a and b), but now the mixing lines are less
steep and they are spread over a wider area in composition space. These trajectories
explain the mixing line structure observed in the scatter plot of the CD calculation
at x/D = 1.5. For the tracers injected at the air inlet only one scenario is observed:
mixing followed by reaction around stoichiometry. In composition space the trajecto-
ries are almost identical to the trajectories in Figure 4.29d. The only difference is the
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(a) fuel-inert (b) fuel-react
(c) air-inert (d) air-react
Figure 4.29: Trajectories of tracers interacting with the first recirculation
zone. Tracers injected in the fuel jet: a/ without reaction and
b/ reacting at the tip of the first recirculation zone. Tracers
injected in the air coflow: c/ without reaction and d/ reacting
at the tip of the first recirculation zone. Colour legend: see
Figure 4.28
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(a) fuel-flamelet (b) air-flamelet
Figure 4.30: Trajectories of tracers following a flamelet structure in compo-
sition space: a/ tracers injected in the fuel jet and b/ tracers
injected in the air coflow. Color legend: see Figure 4.28
place of interaction in physical space: either the first or the second recirculation zone.
No trajectories were found, which cross from the origin to the rich flamelet branch
through the gray area in composition space. As 10000 tracers, injected over more than
200 time steps, were analysed, it seems reasonable to conclude that these trajectories
are very unlikely in these calculations. A reason for this could be the short residence
time of the air stream tracers, restricting the time to mix with richer particles.
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(a) fuel-inert (b) fuel-react
(c) air-react
Figure 4.31: Trajectories of tracers interacting with the second recirculation
zone. Tracers injected in the fuel jet: a/ without reaction and
b/ with reaction. Tracers injected in the air coflow: c/ with
reaction. Color legend: see Figure 4.28
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Local extinction Now we briefly discuss the modelling of local extinction for the
two mixing models. As has been discussed in section 4.5.1 the EMST model is limited
in its ability to predict local extinction due to the mean mixing time scale. As the
mean mixing time scale prevents the occurrence of high scalar dissipation rates and
the mixing with the EMST model is local in composition space, strong mixing events
will be very rare. Also the CD model uses this mean mixing time scale, but due to
the non-local mixing of CD strong mixing events are possible for specific particles.
However, this does not mean that the CD model correctly predicts local extinction, as
local extinction is a function of the local Damkohler number and this is not accounted
for in the CD model. This often lead to an over-prediction of "local extinction".
In [144], the Damkohler effect is accounted for through a dynamically calculated Cφ,
which results in a modified mixing time scale [49]. In [144] this leads to a better overal
prediction for the CD calculation of the HM2 flame. We now look at some tracers
from the CD calculation, to show this specific behaviour of the CD mixing model.
In Figure 4.32, trajectories of tracers injected in the fuel jet are shown. On both
trajectories pure reaction, recognized by a purely vertical movement in Z−YCO2 space,
is interrupted by a downward movement due to mixing. This could be interpreted
as local extinction, as physically local extinction can be caused by excessive mixing
of a reacting mixture with a colder mixture. The downward movement is done by a
relatively large jump in composition space, suggesting that the non-localness of CD
is responsible for this jump as in the EMST trajectories smaller jumps were observed.
In Figure 4.32a, the jumps representing local extinction are still relatively small and
they take place above and under the critical flamelet, but never cross the critical
flamelet. In Figure 4.32b, on the other hand, a big jump, crossing the critical flamelet
and stoichiometry, is observed. This is definitely due to the non-local mixing of the
CD model. In Figure 4.33, trajectories of tracers injected in the air annulus with
local extinction at the first recirculation zone are shown. For the trajectory shown in
Figure 4.33a, the tracer first mixes with combustion products along a mixing line as
seen for EMST and CD calculations. The tracer then returns towards the origin along
a similar mixing line until it deviates from this mixing line due to mixing with a more
reactive mixture. The tracer eventually starts to react, as seen by the red vertical part
of the trajectory, but is then extinguished due to mixing with a less reactive mixture
and finally mixes further with air towards the origin. In other words, the mixing
of the tracer with a less reactive mixture has prevented the tracer from completely
reacting to the flamelet region. The tracer shown in Figure 4.33b, also has some local
extinction close to stoichiometry, but this tracer still completely reacts to the flamelet
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(b) extinction crossing critical flamelet
Figure 4.32: Representative trajectory of a tracer injected in the fuel jet
with local extinction: a/ below critical flamelet and b/ crossing
critical flamelet. Color legend: see Figure 4.28
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(a) extinction - no reaction afterwards
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(b) extinction - reaction afterwards
Figure 4.33: Representative trajectory of a tracer injected in the air annu-
lus with local extinction in the first recirculation zone: a/ no
reaction afterwards and b/ reaction afterwards. Color legend:
see Figure 4.28
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(a) skip reaction zone - no reaction after-
wards
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(b) skipreaction zone - reaction after-
wards
Figure 4.34: Representative trajectory of a tracer injected in the air an-
nulus crossing stoichiometry without reacting: a/ no reaction
afterwards and b/ reaction afterwards. Color legend: see Fig-
ure 4.28
region afterwards, as the mixing is not strong enough to completely extinguish the
tracer. Finally in Figure 4.34, tracers are shown which jump over the reaction zone
without reacting. These jumps take place in the shear layer of the fuel and air stream
after the first recirculation zone (x/D = 0.8− 1.2). It is these kind of jumps which
are often pinpointed as the reason for the over-prediction of local extinction with the
CD model. In the very least, the competition between mixing and reaction is not
represented correctly during these jumps. The tracer in Figure 4.34a, jumps over the
reaction zone, mixes further into the gray area and finally mixes back to the origin.
The tracer in Figure 4.34a, on the other hand, mixes back towards stoichiometry
to finally react to the flamelet region. For this tracer also a jump over the critical
flamelet, which could be interpreted as local extinction, is observed, similar as for the
fuel tracer in Figure 4.32b.
Concluding, in the framework of hybrid RANS-PDF calculations none of the mix-
ing models are able to correctly model local extinction. EMST under-predicts the
amount of scatter. CD on the other hand predicts a reasonable amount of scatter,
which might be interpreted as local extinction in the scatter plots, but this is rather a
consequence of the non-localness. This non-local mixing allows the particles situated
on the flamelet structure to mix with particles which do not lay on this flamelet,
hence pulling the former from the flamelet. This has been shown clearly by the
means of Lagrangian tracers. For the CD calculation also some trajectories seemed
to predict local extinction events, but this was again a consequence of the non-local
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mixing of CD and does not correctly describe the competition between mixing and
reaction described by the local Damkohler number. To truly model local extinction
the fluctuations of the scalar dissipation rate need to be represented and this is not
the case for this modeling framework, as a mean mixing time scale is used within one
cell. Although the mixing model is definitely an important factor in the prediction
of local extinction, other limitations in the current modelling framework might also
have strong impact on the results as discussed above: limitations of REDIM in order
to model local extinction or even limitations of the RANS approach for this flame
where unsteady effects in physical space may have a strong impact on the results in
composition space. A profound study of the different time scales involved could help
to better highlight the true influence of the mixing model but this is beyond the scope
of this PhD research.
4.6.3 Dependent properties: T and YOH
Finally, we discuss the mean results for T and YOH . In the framework of this study
these are dependent properties as for each computational particle they are read from
the REDIM table based on Z∗ and Y ∗CO2 . Although both YCO2 and temperature are
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Figure 4.35: Mean temperature profiles. Full black line: REDIM-EMST
Cφ = 2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5, Dashed black line:
REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimental data.
measures of reaction progress, the mean profiles differ. For example at x/D = 0.2,
while the CD calculations predict lower values of YCO2 compared to the EMST calcu-
lation with Cφ = 2, the temperature in the CD calculation is higher than that of the
EMST calculation with Cφ = 2. This is due to the smaller difference in the conditional
mean of temperature (Figure 4.36) for both calculations, compared to the conditional
mean of YCO2 . Therefore the lower mean mixture fraction value of the CD calculation
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Figure 4.36: Mean conditional temperature profiles. Full black line:
REDIM-EMST Cφ = 2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5,
Dashed black line: REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimen-
tal data.
is now not counteracted by the lower conditional mean of temperature. With the
exception of the CD calculation at x/D = 1.5 the conditional mean of temperature is
in general over-predicted more strongly than the conditional mean of YCO2 . This is in
line with the results of the a priori study (section 4.3.3). At x/D= 0.2 and x/D= 0.8
this leads to a stronger over-prediction of the mean temperature. At x/D = 1.5, on
the other hand, this results in a correct prediction of the mean temperature for all
calculations.
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Figure 4.37: Mean YOH profiles. Full black line: REDIM-EMST Cφ =
2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5, Dashed black line:
REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimental data.
Finally, we discuss the mean and conditional mean of YOH .(Figures 4.37 and 4.38)
In general, the mean YOH -profiles for the different calculations differ strongly due to
the different prediction of the mean mixture fraction close to stoichiometry and the
different conditional means of YOH . As for temperature, the conditional means of
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Figure 4.38: Mean conditional YOH profiles. Full black line: REDIM-EMST
Cφ = 2, Grey line: REDIM-EMST Cφ = 1.5, Dashed black line:
REDIM-CD Cφ = 3, Symbols: experimental data.
YOH in the EMST calculations are only influenced by the different values of Cφ close
to the bluff body, where the calculation with Cφ = 2 gives the best prediction.. Fur-
ther downstream, the EMST calculation systematically over-predicts the conditional
mean of YOH due to the under-prediction of the amount of scatter in YOH -space,
resulting from an under-prediction of the amount of scatter in YCO2-space. The CD
calculation on the other hand has more scatter in YCO2 and YOH -space, resulting in
lower conditional means of YOH .
4.7 Conclusions
Steady axisymmetric transported scalar PDF modeling of a swirling flame stabilized
behind a bluff-body burner (swirling flame ‘SM1’) with a 2D Reaction Diffusion Man-
ifold (REDIM) has been discussed. With an ad hoc adjustment of the turbulent
Schmidt number, the results in physical space for flow and mixing fields, obtained
in a non-linear k-Ô RANS modeling framework, are in reasonable agreement with
experimental data and comparable to LES results from the literature.
In REDIM, the concept of progress variable is used — in the present case the CO2
mass fraction YCO2 — and the entire (Z,YCO2) space is covered. An a priori study
has been performed, indicating that the REDIM can capture the main features of
the experimental measurements in (Z,YCO2) space. Compared to a modeling based
on a single steady laminar flamelet (which can be seen as a fast chemistry model in
the 1D Z-space), results obtained with REDIM for the turbulent flow, temperature
and composition fields are in general in better agreement with experimental data
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in physical space. This is related to the modeling in composition space, where the
REDIM benefits from the use of a progress variable, allowing access to the low YCO2-
region. As a result, the mixing between fresh air and hot products in the recirculation
zone above the bluff-body burner can be modeled.
This important qualitative agreement is observed in the (Z,YCO2) scatter plots,
as a mixing line in composition space. This mixing line, also observed in the non-
swirling bluff-body flames, is indeed due to mixing between fresh air and hot products
and not due to local extinction. On the other hand, the calculation results represent
too little scatter compared to the experimental data, especially downstream. This
indicates that the local extinction which is assumed to occur experimentally in the
highly rotating collar region is not captured in the present modeling framework. The
fact that heat loss at the bluff-body surface is neglected, as discussed by Ihme et
al. [142] for another swirling flame, also appears to be a plausible explanation for the
underestimation of scatter on the rich side.
The trajectories of computational particles in composition space and physical space
have been studied as these allow to distinguish mixing from local extinction, which is
not possible by means of local scatter plots alone. Through analysis of the trajectories,
we can also better understand the correlation between the scatter plots in composition
space and the positions in physical space. After defining some characteristic zones in
composition space, we could sketch a corresponding map in physical space, by looking
at a large number of tracer trajectories.
The trajectories confirm the hypothesis of the mixing of particles with different
reaction progress in the annulus region close to the bluff body, resulting in a mixing
line in composition space. This illustrates how mixing of fresh air with hot products in
the first recirculation zone — the main mechanism that stabilizes the bluff-body flames
(swirling and non-swirling) — is modeled in this transported scalar PDF modeling
approach. The trajectories also show how the second recirculation zone is modeled as a
hot region of rich combustion products, in agreement with experimental observations.
The influence of the mixing model and the mixing constant Cφ has been investi-
gated. With the CD model a value of Cφ = 3 was needed to obtain a burning solution.
The turbulent flow and composition field predictions are in good agreement with ex-
perimental data. The influence of the micro-mixing model on the results in physical
space is small, but becomes more important further downstream. The influence of the
micro-mixing model is observed more clearly, where the larger fluctuations in YCO2-
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space for the CD model lead to lower conditional means. This effect is again stronger
further downstream. The mixing constant Cφ influences the results in physical space,
through the mixture fraction variance. Its influence in composition space on the other
hand is only visible close to the bluff body. Using EMST, the local extinction seen
in the experiments cannot be predicted. The steady CD solution leads to a higher
amount of scatter than with EMST, resulting in lower values for temperature and
YCO2 . However, this is a consequence of the non-localness of the CD mixing model
and does not mean that local extinction is correctly predicted. This is explained by
looking at the trajectories of the CD calculation which can differ from the trajecto-
ries of the EMST calculations. In the shear layer behind the first recirculation zone
(x/D = 0.8− 2.0), mixing lines different from the mixing lines at the first recircula-
tion zone are observed. This way the computational particles access a larger area in
composition space.
Local extinction, in the sense of initially burning particles moving in composition
space into a region below the critical flamelet, has not been observed in the EMST
simulations. However, in (Z,YCO2) space some small downward movements have been
observed in the zones of high reactivity, corresponding to the highly rotating collar
region in physical space. This indicates that we are able to capture the competition
between mixing and reaction in this region of physical space, but not enough in order
to model local extinction. This can be attributed to the limitation of modeling high
YCO2 scalar dissipation rate events when using the EMST mixing model based on the
mean integral turbulent time scale.
The trajectories of the CD calculation contain 2 specific phenomena connected to
the prediction of local extinction. First, reaction, seen in composition space as a purely
vertical movement, is interrupted by downward jumps, larger than the ones observed
for EMST trajectories. Second, large mainly horizontal jumps in composition space
crossing the entire reaction zone, resulting in more particles below the critical flamelet.
The latter are often named as the cause of over-prediction of local extinction with the
CD model, as the Damkohler effect, i.e. the competition of mixing and reaction
influencing local extinction, is not captured during these jumps crossing the reaction
zone.
To truly model local extinction the fluctuations of the scalar dissipation rate need
to be represented and this is not the case for this modeling framework, as a mean
mixing time scale is used within one cell. Although the mixing model is definitely an
important factor in the prediction of local extinction, other limitations in the current
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modelling framework might also have strong impact on the results as discussed above:
limitations of REDIM in order to model local extinction, limitations of the velocity-
scalar correlation modelling (i.e. the use of joint scalar PDF modelling instead of
joint velocity-scalar PDF), or even limitations of the RANS approach for this flame
where unsteady effects in physical space may have a strong impact on the results in
composition space. A profound study of the different time scales involved could help
to better highlight the true influence of the mixing model but this is beyond the scope
of this PhD research.

Chapter 5
Calculations of a swirling inert
methanol spray
5.1 Introduction
Before the REDIM is tested in a reacting spray, the models and the boundary condi-
tions are tested in the case of an inert methanol spray, namely the swirling methanol
spray of McDonell and Samuelsen [9]. The large advantage of this series of experiments
is that the same inlet conditions are used for the inert and the reacting case. This
makes it possible to test the models and the boundary conditions in the inert spray
case without the added complexity of combustion and use the same boundary condi-
tions for the calculation of the reacting case. This series of experiments is also one of
the few where the fuel vapor concentration is measured. In the inert case, the mixture
fraction can be calculated from the measured mole fraction of methanol and therefore
the modeling of the mixing and evaporation can be assessed. The non-swirling inert
and reacting case of the McDonell and Samuelsen spray have been studied by Ge et
al. [84, 85] within the framework of a hybrid RANS gas PDF and a droplet PDF.
This is similar to the modeling framework used in this PhD research. In [84, 85] the
important influence of the boundary conditions on the results is mentioned. Also the
validity of the β-PDF assumption for the mixture fraction PDF is tested and a modi-
fied β-PDF model is suggested to better cope with the smaller mixture fraction range
present in sprays. The validity of the β-PDF assumption is also briefly discussed in
this chapter.
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5.2 Test case description and modeling framework
5.2.1 Inert swirling methanol spray
In this chapter the inert swirling methanol spray of of McDonell and Samuelsen [9] is
simulated. The general setup of the experiment is shown in figure 5.1a. The atomizer
is mounted, oriented downward, in a 495mm x 495mm duct. The air flow in the
duct has a velocity of 0.8m/s. At about 180mm of the centerline the zero gradient
assumption is valid, making it possible to use a symmetry boundary condition for
the outer boundary. A simplex atomizer is used, which is in this case assisted with
swirling atomizing air. However, the cases studied in this PhD research are part of
a larger series of inert and reacting spray experiments, with non-swirling atomization
air or without atomization air. The geometry of the atomizer is shown in figure 5.2.
The diameter of the atomizer opening is 4.90mm and the burner has a total width
of 50.8mm. The methanol is injected at a mass flow rate of 1.26g/s. The mass flow
rate of the atomizing air is 1.32g/s. Methanol and air are injected at 18− 22◦C.
Figure 5.1: a/Setup of the McDonell and Samuelsen spray experiments
(adapted from [9]) b/Photo of the inert swirling spray exper-
iment.
Phase Doppler-Interferometry (PDI) is used to measure the gas and droplet velocities
and velocity fluctuations, the droplet diameter and the droplet rate. The error on a
single droplet size and velocity measurement is respectively 3 percent and 1 percent.
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Figure 5.2: Atomizer geometry of the McDonell and Samuelsen spray exper-
iments (from [9]).
However, the size of the measurement volume depends on the droplet size in the
volume. Also only one droplet can be inside the measurement volume. If, on the other
hand, two or more droplets are in the measurement volume at least one of the droplets
will not be measured which will affect the droplet rate and mass flux measurements.
While this has all been accounted for in the reporting of the measurements, it still
raises attention to be cautious of the correctness of the measurements. In [9] a test
has been done in which the total measured droplet mass flux and vapor mass flux
are summed to check how much of the initial methanol mass flux is measured. It
seems that close to the burner inlet only half of the mass is measured due to many
multi-droplet occurrences. Also close to the inlet there might still be ligaments which
break up into smaller droplets, corrupting the measurements. It is expected that this
affects the measurement of the droplet concentration and of the volume flux. However,
the effect on the distribution averages is expected to be much smaller. The first PDI
measurement is done at 7.5mm from the burner inlet, making it hard to guess the inlet
conditions for the droplets. The methanol vapor volume fraction is measured with
the IRES technique. [145] Note that this technique is very different from the mixture
fraction measurements in the swirling bluff-body flame and cannot be expected to
have the same precision. The error on the vapor measurements is reported to be 7
percent in the case of the inert spray. [9] The stoichiometric mixture fraction for this
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case is Zst = 0.1346.
5.2.2 Modeling of the gas phase
The gas phase is described with the same hybrid RANS-PDF technique as was used
in the calculation of the swirling bluff-body flame (chapter 4). However, now, instead
of a a scalar PDF, a velocity-scalar PDF is used. The composition vector, described
by PDF, consists of mixture fraction and enthalpy. Again a Monte Carlo method is
used to solve the transport equation of the PDF. The gas properties are read from an
inert mixing flamelet table.
Turbulence modeling
The LRR-IPM turbulence model of [12] is used. In order to deal with turbulence-
chemistry interaction, a transported velocity-scalar PDF approach is used and the
general Langevin model is consistent with the LRR-IPM model.
Micro-mixing
The EMST mixing model [56] with Cφ = 2 is used. However, also the CD mixing is
tested, in order to see the influence of the mixing model on the results. As the mixing
model affects the shape of the mixture fraction PDF which is seen by the droplets,
it is expected that it will affect the local evaporation rate. As the CD mixing model
is non-local, it is expected that peaks in the mixture fraction PDF will be flattened
faster.
Heat transfer
The effect on the gas phase of heat transfer with the droplets is accounted for through
the calculation of the enthalpy change of the gas. From the gas enthalpy, the gas
temperature is calculated.
5.2.3 Modeling of the droplets
The spray is represented statistically by a droplet PDF. Similar to what is done for
the gas PDF, the transport equation of the droplet is solved with a Monte Carlo
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method. For the evaporation model the Abramzon-Sirignano model is used. [80] The
evaporation temperature of methanol at atmospheric pressure is 337.55K, but this
temperature will not be reached by the droplets.
Droplet temperature
Both the infinite conductivity and the parabolic temperature profile have been tested
and no effect on the results was seen. This can be explained by the the Biot number.
For droplets with a diameter of 10µm the Biot number is always smaller than 0.1.
This means that for the smallest droplets, Dp < 10µm, the temperature profile inside
the droplets can be assumed to be uniform. As the smallest droplets have by far
the largest contribution to the global evaporation rate, the effect of the model for
the temperature profile inside the droplet will not affect the global evaporation rate.
The largest Biot number, observed for the largest droplets, is approximately 0.4.
However, the contribution of these droplets to the global evaporation rate is marginal.
Nonetheless, in the calculations discussed in this chapter the parabolic temperature
profile has been used.
Vapour distribution
As discussed in in Chapter 2, two different models will be used to distribute the evap-
orated methanol vapor over the computational gas particles: the uniform distribution
model and the ’feed the saturation peak’ model. The former is the most basic model
and ’uniformly’ distributes the vapor over all gas particles. This means that the va-
por is distributed non-conditional on the mixture fraction of the gas particles. The
latter model is more advanced and physically more correct and gives the vapor to the
computational particles which are in composition space closest to the saturated vapor
conditions at the droplet surface. This results, as the name suggests, in a peak at the
saturated properties. For further details we refer to Chapter 2.
Velocity seen by the droplets
In the calculations discussed in this chapter a new model for the seen velocity is
used. This model is a modified GLM model and is thus based on the GLM model
for computational gas particles. This results in a more consistent modeling as the
turbulence model, the GLM model and the modified GLM model are now all based
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on the LRR-IPM model. For more details the reader is referred to [74].
Composition vector seen by the droplets
The composition vector seen by the droplets is a property of the computational droplet
parcels and mainly the seen vapor mass fraction and the seen temperature are impor-
tant. As discussed in Chapter 2, the description of the gas phase through a trans-
ported PDF approach provides more information for the evaporation modeling as the
full PDF of the composition vector is known. In this chapter three models for the
seen composition vector will be tested:
1. the interpolated mean cell value (’seen mean properties model’)(M) is used,
2. the properties of a randomly chosen gas particle in the same cell are used (’seen
random properties model’)(R),
3. the properties of the gas particle which is in enthalpy space closest to saturation
are used (’closest to saturation seen properties model’)(S).
The first model is the most basic model and is often used in standard RANS and
LES calculations. The second model is more an ad hoc model. The last model is
expected to work best with the ’feed the saturation peak’ model as both models give
priority to the gas particles which are closest to saturation. This should lead to
a more consistent modeling framework as the seen properties which are used in the
calculation of the evaporation rate are sampled from the gas particles that receive most
of the vapor. This is represented schematically in figure 5.3, where the interaction
in composition space between the vapor distribution, seen composition and mixing
model is shown. The ’closest to saturation’ seen properties model is also expected to
be the least influenced by the 1/3-rule assumption, as the seen properties are closer to
the saturation properties. Therefore the combination of the ’feed the saturation peak’
(P) model and the ’closest to saturation seen properties’ (S) model is considered to
be the standard framework to which all the other models will be compared.
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Figure 5.3: Representation of the interaction in composition space between
the ’feed the saturation peak’ vapor distribution model (full blue
arrow), the ’closest to saturation’ seen composition model (dot-
ted red arrow) and a mixing model (dashed brown arrow). Large
black dot: computational droplet, smaller grey dots: computa-
tional gas particles
5.2.4 Hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF approach
All calculations are steady axisymmetric and are performed with the same code
PDFD [133], which has already been used for spray calculations [46, 75]. In trans-
ported PDF calculations, the gas phase equations are solved using a consistent hybrid
finite-volume/particle method [133]. Mean velocity rU , the mean pressure gradient
∂〈p〉/∂xi, the mean velocity gradient ∂〈Ui〉/∂xj and turbulent dissipation rate Ô are
obtained by a standard finite-volume (FV) method based on a pressure correction
algorithm. The transport equation of turbulent dissipation rate (Ô) solved in the FV
method is needed to obtain the turbulent timescale, required in the mixing model.
The mean density 〈ρ〉 in the FV method is obtained from the iteration averaged mean
density in the particle method (averaged over 1000 particle time steps). For the evo-
lution of the particles the fractional step method is used [66]. A local time-stepping
algorithm, developed in the framework of statistically stationary problems [65], is ap-
plied. The number of particles per cell is 50. An outer iteration consists of a number
of FV iterations and particle time steps. The FV method is iterated until the residu-
als of all equations are decreasing and the global mean pressure correction is below a
specified threshold (with a maximum of 1000 FV iterations per outer iteration). Sub-
sequently 10 coupled gas-PDF droplet-PDF iterations are performed. The general
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structure of the calculation framework is shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 5.4: General structure of the calculation framework for inert spray
calculations.
5.2.5 Computational domain and boundary conditions
The 0.15m long computational domain starts at the burner exit. In radial direction,
it is 0.15m wide (figure 5.5). A non-uniform rectangular grid of 96× 128 cells is
used. Grid independence has been verified, but will not be discussed in detail. Inlet
conditions for the gas and droplets have been found by trial and error, based on the
the experimental measurements closest to the inlet. Uniform velocity profiles were
chosen. The mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction variance at the inlet are
Table 5.1: Gas boundary conditions of inert spray calculation
Inlet U (m/s) V (m/s) W (m/s) uiui uiuj Ô T(K)
Jet 58.77 0 -58.77 256 0 107 295.15
Coflow 0.8 0 0 0.64 0 40 295.15
zero. There is still a large uncertainty about the inlet conditions of the droplets,
so the study discussed in this chapter will focus mainly on the relative influence of
the different models, rather than looking for the best models which can capture the
profiles the best.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of computational domain for the spray
calculations.
5.3 Results
In this chapter different combinations of the vapor distribution model and the seen
composition model are tested. All combinations are summarized in table 5.2 and will
be referred to by their acronym.
Table 5.2: Combination of models tested.
Case Vapor distribution model Seen composition model
PS feed saturation peak (P) closest to saturation (S)
PM feed saturation peak (P) cell mean (M)
PR feed saturation peak (P) random gas particle (R)
US uniform (U) closest to saturation (S)
UM uniform (U) cell mean (M)
5.3.1 Flow Fields
The PS calculation with the feed the saturation peak (P) model and the seen proper-
ties close to saturation (S) is considered to be the reference calculation, as it represents
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the most physically consistent framework.
Gas
First the flow fields of the gas phase are compared with the experiments. In order
to assess the influence of the vapor distribution model and the seen composition
properties model on the flow fields, results are shown for three combinations of models:
PS, US and UM. It is expected that these models do not influence the flow fields of
the gas as a difference in evaporation due to the models affects the gas density only
marginally. This is confirmed in the following discussion.
In figure 5.6, the profiles of the mean axial gas velocity U are shown. In general,
the calculations correctly predict the mean axial gas velocity with the exception of a
slight over-prediction of the peak value and an under-prediction of the spreading. In
the experiments, close to the bluff body a small recirculation zone is observed in the
center region. This recirculation zone is also captured by the calculations, but the
length of the recirculation zone is somewhat over-predicted.
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Figure 5.6: Mean axial gas velocity profiles. Grey line: UM, Dashed black
line: US, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
In figure 5.7, the profiles of the mean tangential gas velocity W are shown. Close
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to the inlet the general shape of the experimental W -profile is well captured with the
exception of an over-prediction of the peak value. However, further downstream the
experimental tangential velocities decrease faster than the predicted velocities and
the shapes strongly differ. The mean radial gas velocity, shown in figure 5.8 is not
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Figure 5.7: Mean tangential gas velocity profiles. Grey line: UM, Dashed
black line: US, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
predicted well. Close to the inlet, i.e. x = 7.5mm, the peak value is correctly pre-
dicted, but the profile is too narrow compared to the experimental profiles. Further
downstream the profile of the calculation widens but the overall amount of radial mo-
mentum is largely under-predicted. This is most likely due to limitations of the RANS
framework and its inability to model the gas flow of a swirling atomizer. However, it
should also be noted that there are centerline values of V different from zero. This
either means that the experiment is not completely axisymmetric or that there are
errors in the measurements due to non-uniform seeding. In figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11
the normal Reynolds stresses are shown. All the stresses are severely over-predicted
in the center region. This might be due to the large normal Reynolds stresses at the
inlet. However, the inlet conditions for the gas phase were chosen in order to have
the best overall results for the mean velocities. This over-prediction of the normal
stresses coincides with a large over-prediction of the shear stresses uv. The latter can
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Figure 5.8: Mean radial gas velocity profiles. Grey line: UM, Dashed black
line: US, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
also be a reason for the over-prediction of the normal stress as the interaction of shear
stresses with mean velocity gradients results in production of turbulent stresses. This
is even enhanced by the over-prediction of ∂rU∂y
∂rV
∂x . Concluding, the gas phase flow
field is predicted reasonably, but the less than satisfactory prediction of the radial
velocity might affect the spreading of the smaller droplets.
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Droplets
Now the flow fields of the droplets are discussed only for the reference calculation
(PS ) as the droplet flow fields will not be affected by the vapor distribution or seen
composition models. In all figures the calculations are compared with the experiments
for 3 different droplet size classes: 0− 10µm, 20− 30µm and 40− 50µm. Based on
the different Stokes number of the particles, the different classes are expected to have
a different dynamic behavior. The response of the droplets to the gas flow field is
determined by the Stokes number. In literature two different Stokes numbers are
used.
The Stokes number based on the integral turbulence time scale τL:
StL =
τp
τL
=
ρpD
2
p/18µg
k/Ô
(5.1)
with τp the particle relaxation time. This Stokes number quantifies how the droplets
respond to the largest eddies in the flow.
The other Stokes number is the one based on the Kolmogorov time scale:
Stk =
τp
τη
=
ρpD
2
p/18µg√
ν/Ô
(5.2)
with τη the Kolmogorov time scale. This Stokes number quantifies how the droplets
respond to the smallest eddies in the flow.
In RANS calculations StL is the most relevant Stokes number, as only the integral
turbulence scales are resolved. Therefore StL will be a measure of how the droplets
in the calculations are affected by the calculated mean gas flow.
In the DNS study of [87] it is discussed how Stk determines the preferential segre-
gation of the droplets. The droplets with Stk ≈ 1 tend to concentrate in the regions
of low vorticity in between vortices. This is because these droplet are ejected out
of the vortices due to their inertia, but on the other hand they have insufficient in-
ertia to move through the vortices without being affected. Droplets with Stk << 1
or Stk >> 1 are more uniformly distributed as they respectively follow the gas flow
closely or move largely independent of the flow field. As none of the eddies, rang-
ing from the Kolmogorov scale up to the integral length scale, are resolved in RANS
calculations, it will not be possible to capture this effect of preferential segregation
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within the hybrid RANS-PDF framework. Therefore, it is important to also keep Stk
in mind, when analyzing the simulated droplet dynamics, as differences from the ex-
perimental measurements might be due to not capturing this preferential segregation
effect.
Before analyzing the droplet flow field first the Stokes numbers, StL and Stη, for
different droplet sizes are shown in figure 5.13. These Stokes numbers have been
calculated based on the turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulence dissipation rate
Ô, obtained from the gas phase solution. More specifically, for each axial position one
representative value of k and Ô has been chosen from the center region as it contains
most of the droplets. These graphs should therefore be interpreted as being indicative
rather than being quantitatively correct.
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Figure 5.13: The Stokes numbers in the center region of the flow as a func-
tion of the axial coordinate: a/ The Stokes number based on
the integral timescale StL (linear scale) b/ The Stokes number
based on the Kolmogorov timescale Stk (logarithmic scale).
In general both Stokes numbers decrease with the axial distance to the inlet due
to the increase of τL and τk. As StL << 1 for Dp = 1µm and Dp = 5µm, the droplets
of the 0− 10µm class are expected to closely follow the mean gas flow captured by
the RANS equations. For the larger droplet diameters StL >> 1, so the larger droplet
classes are expected to move more independently of the calculated gas flow. The figure
of Stk suggests that in the experiments preferential segregation might occur for the
first droplet class (0− 10µm), but should be negligible for the larger droplets. With
this in mind, the droplet flow fields are now discussed. In the pictures below, only the
statistically relevant experimental data is shown. The measurements consist of 2 series
of measurements: one in the axial-radial plane (RA) and one in the axial-tangential
plane (TA). The measurements of the axial properties can differ quite substantially
as is seen in the figures below. For the profiles of the calculation only the part with
high droplet concentrations, i.e. 0.1nmax(x)<n(x)<nmax(x), are shown as these are
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most important for the prediction of the general vapor field.
In figure 5.14, the axial droplet velocity is shown for three droplet classes. At
x = 15mm, the axial droplet velocities are reasonably predicted, with the largest er-
rors for the intermediate droplet class (20−30µm) at more radially outward positions.
At x= 35mm the calculation profile of the intermediate droplet class (20−30µm) is
positioned more radially inward compared to the experimental measurements, sug-
gesting that the radial spread of the droplets is somewhat under-predicted. This is
confirmed by the under-prediction of the radial velocity of the intermediate droplet
class at that position (figure 5.15) and can be explained by the under-prediction of the
radial gas velocities. However, apart from this deviation, the axial velocities are quite
well predicted and all the major trends are captured, e.g. the more rapid slowing down
between x= 35mm and x= 75mm of the largest droplet class compared to the classes
of the smaller droplets. Notice also the larger difference between the two series of
measurements further downstream. The radial droplet velocities shown in figure 5.15
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Figure 5.14: Mean axial droplet velocity profiles. blue: 0−10µm, red: 20−
30µm, black: 40− 50µm. Lines: simulation results. Symbols:
experimental data.
are predicted the best for the smallest droplets. This is rather surprising as the radial
velocity field of the gas phase was not predicted correctly and the dynamics of small-
est droplets are strongly affected by the gas phase. The radial velocity of the larger
droplet classes is predicted less satisfactorily but the results are still reasonable and
the general evolution of the experimental profiles when moving further downstream is
captured by the calculations. It should also be noted that at x= 35mm and x= 75mm
the experimental measurements show at the centerline radial velocities different from
zero. This was also seen for the radial gas velocities and this either suggests that the
case is not perfectly axisymmetric or that there are errors in the measurements. In
the axisymmetric calculations the radial velocity at the centerline is obviously zero. In
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Figure 5.15: Mean radial droplet velocity profiles. blue: 0−10µm, red: 20−
30µm, black: 40− 50µm. Lines: simulation results. Symbols:
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figure 5.16, the tangential droplet velocities are shown. Apart from an over-prediction
of the peak value for the smallest droplets, due to an over-prediction of the tangential
gas velocity, the calculation correctly predicts the tangential flow field for the differ-
ent droplet classes. The axial droplet velocity fluctuations shown in figure 5.17 are
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Figure 5.16: Mean tangential droplet velocity profiles. blue: 0−10µm, red:
20−30µm, black: 40−50µm. Lines: simulation results. Sym-
bols: experimental data.
largely over-predicted for all the droplet classes. This over-prediction is the strongest
for the smaller droplet classes and this can be explained by the over-prediction of the
turbulent stresses in the gas phase. The predictions are better for the largest droplets
as these are least affected by the over-predictions of the turbulent stresses in the gas
phase. For the radial droplet velocity fluctuations shown in figure 5.18 similar results
are observed. For the tangential droplet velocity fluctuations shown in figure 5.19 on
the other hand the predictions are better as the tangential turbulent stresses in the
gas phase are also better predicted than the axial and radial stresses.
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Figure 5.17: Mean axial droplet velocity fluctuations profiles. blue: 0−
10µm, red: 20− 30µm, black: 40− 50µm. Lines: simulation
results. Symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 5.18: Mean radial droplet velocity fluctuations profiles. blue: 0−
10µm, red: 20− 30µm, black: 40− 50µm. Lines: simulation
results. Symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 5.19: Mean tangential droplet velocity fluctuations profiles. blue:
0−10µm, red: 20−30µm, black: 40−50µm. Lines: simulation
results. Symbols: experimental data.
Concluding, the mean velocities are quite well captured, with the best results for
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the smallest droplet class. This is encouraging for the discussion of the mixing fields
in the next section, as the the smallest droplets have the largest contribution to the
global evaporation rate due to their larger overall surface for a certain amount of
mass. The droplet fluctuations on the other hand are generally over-predicted. This
is most likely due to the over-prediction of the gas phase fluctuations. However, the
general trends are still captured quite well.
5.3.2 Composition fields
In this section the influence on the mixture fraction field of the vapor distribution
model, the seen properties model and the mixing model is discussed. The combination
of these three models determines the global evaporation rate.
Influence of vapor distribution modeling
As discussed earlier, two different vapor distribution models have been used in this
PhD research: the uniform distribution model and the feed the saturation peak model.
The former is the most basic model and is often used in standard RANS calculations
with sprays as it does not require any extra modeling compared to the presumed β-
PDF model. In this model the mean evaporation rate in a cell is distributed uniformly
in mixture fraction space or in other words unconditionally. In the hybrid RANS-
PDF framework, this means that the mean evaporation source term is distributed
unconditionally over the computational gas particles based on their weight. This
model is somewhat nonphysical as computational gas particles which are far from
saturation and thus also in physical space far from the droplet surface instantaneously
receive vapor. For this specific gas particle the diffusion process of vapor from the
droplet surface to a gas particle far away is not accounted for and an over-prediction
of the mixing rate can be expected. The ’feed the saturation peak’ model on the
other hand gives the evaporated vapor to the computational gas particles which are
in enthalpy space close to the state at the droplet surface or which are in other
words closest to saturation. When looking at the PDF of mixture fraction inside a
computational cell this model will result in an extra peak around the mixture fraction
corresponding to the saturation composition, hence the name ’feed the saturation
peak’ model. This model is physically more correct as the gas particles which are
close to saturation can also be expected to be representative of the gas close to the
droplet surface. The model introduces thus a localness in physical space. The diffusion
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of the vapor from these almost saturated gas particles to less saturated gas particles
is modeled by the mixing model and the overall mixing rate can be expected to
be better predicted. In the present study the EMST mixing model has been used
Table 5.3: Combination of models to test the influence of the vapor distri-
bution model.
Case Vapor distribution model Seen composition model
PS feed saturation peak closest to saturation
US uniform closest to saturation
UM uniform cell mean
and three combinations of the vapor distribution model and the seen composition
model have been used as can be seen in table 5.3. The reference calculation is the PS-
calculation as this is believed to be the physically most correct combinations of models.
Comparison with the US-calculation will highlight the effect the vapor distribution
model. For completeness the UM-calculation is added as it is more representative of
a spray calculation within the standard RANS framework. It should also be noted
that the inlet conditions for the droplet distribution have been chosen to obtain the
best predictions of the mean mixture fraction for the PS-calculation. The following
comparisons will therefore focus more on the difference between the calculations than
on the quantitatively correct prediction of the experimental measurements.
Mean mixture fraction and rms mixture fraction In figure 5.20 the mean
mixture fraction profiles are shown. At x= 7.5mm all calculations under-predict the
mean mixture fraction. This is partly due to the choice of the droplet distribution
at the inlet, which has been chosen to give an overall good agreement for the PS
calculation. At this position the difference between the calculations is rather small.
Further downstream, the influence of the models becomes more important. When
comparing the PS and US calculations it is clear that the uniform distribution model
leads to higher values of the mean mixture fraction due to a larger global evaporation
rate. This is due to the fact that the diffusion process of vapor from the droplet surface
to the least saturated gas particles is not accounted for, leading to faster mixing.
Therefore the most saturated gas particles will be less saturated in the US-calculation
and in combination with the most saturated gas particles seen properties model,
the difference in vapor mass fraction Ysurf − Yseen and the Spalding mass transfer
number Bm will be larger. This eventually results in a larger evaporation rate for
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the droplets. For the UM-calculation even larger values of the mean mixture fraction
are observed. This can be explained by the fact that the mean vapor mass fraction
is smaller than the vapor fraction of gas particles which are close to saturation and
thus resulting in an even larger mass transfer number Bm. Overall, the PS calculation
seems to have the best predictions as it has similar results to the other calculations
at x= 7.5mm, but over-predicts rZ less severely at the centerline further downstream.
However, it should also be noted that the measurements of the mean mixture fraction
should be interpreted with some reserve, as it is not completely clear how correct
these measurements are. In the experimental papers an error of 7% on the methanol
mole fraction measurements is reported, but these vapor measurements in sprays are
definitely not straightforward and the strange shape of the experimental profiles in
the center region at x= 75mm and x= 100mm, could be nonphysical. In the mixture
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Figure 5.20: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: US, Dashed black
line: UM, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
fraction rms profiles shown in figure 5.21 the effect of the vapor distribution model can
be clearly observed. The ’feed the saturation peak model’ used in the PS calculation
predicts substantially larger fluctuations of mixture fraction. This is exactly due
to the extra peak in the mixture fraction PDF created by the model. The smaller
fluctuations with the uniform distribution model confirm that this model results in
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faster mixing and thus a faster decay of the scalar fluctuations. The difference is the
largest close to the inlet as there the evaporation rate is the strongest. This can be
seen better when looking at the actual PDFs.
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Figure 5.21: Mixture fraction rms profiles. Grey line: US, Dashed black
line: UM, Full black line: PS.
Mixture fraction PDF In figure 5.22 the mixture fraction PDFs of the PS-and
the US-calculations are shown at x= 7.5mm at several radial locations in the center
region. At r = 0.8 the two calculations result in similar Z-PDFs, but radially more
outward the influence of the vapor distribution model can be clearly seen. For the PS-
calculation, the ’feed the saturation peak’ model results in a wider PDF with a small
hump around Z = 0.05, which is most likely a saturation peak caused by the model.
The uniform distribution model, on the other hand, results in more narrow Z-PDFs
concentrated around the mean value. This is a result of the over-prediction of mixing
due to non-local distribution of the vapor and hence resulting in a faster decay of the
fluctuations. The β-PDF based on the mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction
rms of the calculation, capture the transported PDF from the calculation quite well.
Only the saturation peaks are not captured.
Mean Temperature Finally also the temperature profiles are shown in figure 5.23.
The PS calculation has the highest temperature profiles as it has the smallest global
evaporation rate. Indeed, the temperature profiles resemble the inverse of the mean
mixture fraction profiles because evaporation results in an increase of the mixture
fraction and a decrease of the gas temperature. In general the temperature drop in
the gas phase due to evaporation is small and it could be neglected.
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Figure 5.22: Mixture fraction PDF profiles of the PS- (upper row) and
US-calculations (lower row) at x = 7.5mm Grey line: β-PDF,
Dashed black line: transported PDF, Vertical blue line: mean
mixture fraction.
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Figure 5.23: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: US, Dashed black
line: UM, Full black line: PS.
Influence of seen composition modeling
Now the influence of the seen composition model is tested by comparing three models
in combination with the ’feed the saturation peak’ model. The combinations of models
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are summarized in table 5.4. The influence of the ’closest to saturation model’ and
the ’cell mean’ model have already been briefly discussed in the previous section. The
third model uses the properties of a random gas particle in the cell. It is more an ad
hoc model, but it is still interesting to see its influence on the evaporation rate and
the mixture fraction field.
Table 5.4: Combination of models to test the influence of the seen composi-
tion model
Case Vapour distribution model Seen composition model
PS feed saturation peak closest to saturation
PM feed saturation peak cell mean
PR feed saturation peak random gas particle
Mean Mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms In figure 5.24 the mean
mixture fraction profiles are shown. At x= 7.5mm, again all the calculations under-
predict the mean mixture fraction. As explained this is partly due to the choice of
the droplet diameter distribution at the inlet. Further downstream the differences
become more pronounced. The use of the mean composition for the seen properties
results in higher values of the mean mixture fraction. This was also seen in the
previous section when both models were used together with the uniform distribution
model. As previously explained this is due to the mean methanol mass fraction in
a computational cell being smaller than the methanol mass fraction of gas particles
that are almost saturated, resulting in a larger mass transfer number BM and a larger
evaporation rate. With the seen composition taken from a random gas particle, the
mixture fraction profiles reach even higher values. The difference between the mean
seen composition model and the model taking the seen composition of a random gas
particle can be explained by the non-linear relationship between the seen composition
and the evaporation rate so that m˙p(Yseen) Ó= m˙p(Yseen). The mixture fraction rms
profiles shown in figure 5.25 are also affected by the seen composition model. At
x = 7.5mm, the profiles are very similar, but further downstream surprisingly the
calculations with the largest mean mixture fraction have the smallest mixture fraction
fluctuations. This is different from what would be observed in a gas phase flow without
droplets acting as point sources of fuel vapor. This specific behavior can be explained
by studying the mixture fraction PDFs shown in figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.24: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: PM, Dashed black
line: PR, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 5.25: Mixture fraction rms profiles. Grey line: PM, Dashed black
line: PR, Full black line: PS
Mixture fraction PDF In figure 5.26 the Z-PDFs of the PS- and PM-calculation
at x = 7.5mm are shown. Close to the centerline, the PDFs are similar, but more
radially outward the PDFs start to differ, due to the larger saturation peak for the
PM-calculation. This can be explained by the larger evaporation rate for the PM-
calculation due to the less saturated seen composition with the seen mean composition
model. The similar PDFs close to the centerline can be explained by the for both
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Figure 5.26: Mixture fraction PDF profiles of PS- (upper row) and PM-
calculations (lower row) at x = 7.5mm. Grey line: β-PDF,
Dashed black line: transported PDF, Vertical blue line: mean
mixture fraction.
calculations lower evaporation rate at that position. Also note the different position
of the saturation peak for the PS- and PM-calculations, with the peaks at smaller
mixture fraction for the PM-calculation. This can be explained by the lower droplet
surface temperature for the PM-calculation (not shown), due to the higher evaporation
rate. The droplet surface temperature is also the saturation temperature and therefore
lower values of the droplet surface temperature result in lower values of the vapor mass
fraction at saturation and saturation peaks at lower mixture fraction values. Further
downstream, at x= 50mm (figure 5.27), the PDFs from the PS-calculation are wider
and more asymmetrical than those from the PM-calculation, as was suggested by the
mixture fraction rms profiles. A possible explanation for this is that, with the lower
evaporation rate in the PS-calculation, fewer gas particles get vapor resulting in a
less homogeneous mixture. Also the higher gas temperature for the PS-calculation
(figure 5.28) results in higher values of the saturation vapor mass fraction, which leads
to even less saturated particles with a higher saturation mass fraction. Apart from
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Figure 5.27: Mixture fraction PDF profiles of PS- (upper row) and PM-
calculations (lower row) at x = 50mm. Grey line: β-PDF,
Dashed black line: transported PDF, Vertical blue line: mean
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the saturation peaks, the β-PDF again reasonably captures the transported PDF.
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Figure 5.28: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: PM, Dashed black
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Mean Temperature The mean temperature profiles shown in figure 5.28, again
show that higher mixture fraction values, caused by a higher evaporation rate, result
in lower gas temperatures.
Influence of the mixing model
Finally the influence of the mixing model is discussed. Within the framework of the
’feed the saturation peak’ vapor distribution model, the mixing model models the
distribution of the vapor from the most saturated gas particles which receive vapor
from the droplet, to the least saturated gas particles. In physical space this can be
interpreted as the modeling of the diffusion of the vapor from close to the droplet
surface to the environment further away from the droplet. In general the EMST
model is preferred as it takes into account the localness of scalar mixing. Nonetheless
it is still instructive to do a comparison with the CD model which is non-local. Due
to the non-localness it becomes possible for the most saturated gas particles to mix
with the least saturated gas particles, resulting in a faster decrease of the vapor mass
fraction of the most saturated gas particles. In other words, the peak at saturation
is expected to be flattened faster. If the most saturated gas particles are used for the
seen properties, this can also result in a larger evaporation rate as the droplets see a
smaller vapor mass fraction. Also the influence of the mixing rate is tested by doing
an EMST calculation with Cφ = 1.5 instead of the standard value of 2.
Mean Mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms In figure 5.29 the mean
mixture profiles are shown. At x= 7.5mm, the CD mixing model seems to result in an
overall higher mean mixture fraction with a wider profile compared to the calculation
with the EMST model. This could be explained by the lower seen vapor mass fraction
due to the non-localness of the CD mixing model as has been explained in the previous
paragraph. Further downstream, on the other hand, the mean mixture fraction for
the CD calculation drops in the center region below that of the EMST calculation.
The influence of the mixing constant becomes only visible further downstream. The
lower mixing constant, resulting in a slower mixing rate, results in a slightly higher
mean mixture fraction in the center region. Also in the figures of the mixture fraction
rms (Figure 5.30) the mixing constant influences the results only further downstream.
The slower mixing due to the smaller mixing constant results, as expected, in higher
mixture fraction fluctuations. The profiles of CD evolve similarly as the mean mixture
fraction profiles: close to the inlet the CD model results in higher values than with
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the EMST model, while further downstream lower values are predicted with the CD
model. Note that this is the opposite behavior of what happened with different seen
composition models, where larger mean mixture fraction coincided with less mixture
fraction fluctuations. Again the mixture fraction PDFs give more insight into this
behavior.
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Figure 5.29: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: CD Cφ = 2, Dashed
black line: EMST Cφ = 1.5, Full black line: EMST Cφ = 2,
Symbols: experimental data.
Mixture fraction PDF The Z-PDFs in figure 5.31 differ again the most more ra-
dially outward. At r = 14mm, the PDF of the EMST calculation has no saturation
peak, while for the CD calculation there is a peak. This suggests that for the EMST
model there is almost no evaporation at this location radially, while for the CD cal-
culation there is. This is confirmed by the higher mean mixture fraction for the CD
calculation at this position. Together with the higher mean value, the saturation peak
in the CD calculation also explains the higher mixture fraction rms at this position.
Again the β-PDF captures the shape of the transported PDF reasonably, with the
exception of the saturation peak, which only has a minor influence on the overall
distribution.
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5.4 Conclusions
The hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework has been tested for the case of a
swirling inert methanol spray. The gas and droplets velocity fields are predicted rea-
sonably and sufficiently well so that the mixture fraction fields can be studied without
being affected too much by a strongly deviating droplet distribution. However, for
the specific case at hand there is a large uncertainty about the inlet conditions for
both the gas phase and the droplets. Therefore it is hard to make a quantitative
comparison with the experimental measurements. The focus of this study has thus
been more on testing the relative influence of the different models.
The use of the velocity-scalar-PDF for the gas phase provides more information
for the modeling of the unresolved flow and scalar field in the immediate vicinity
of the droplet surface. In the case of Monte Carlo methods, properties of specific
computational gas particles can be used for the modeling of the composition seen by
a droplet.
In line with this observation, a new seen composition model, which uses the prop-
erties of the gas particle which is in enthalpy space closest to the state of the gas at
the droplet surface, is introduced. This model uses the composition vector of one if
the most saturated gas particles for the modeling of the seen composition. In physical
space this corresponds to taking properties from the immediate surrounding of the
droplet surface.
The influence of the vapor distribution model, the seen composition model and
the mixing model on the mixing field has been investigated. The combination of
the EMST mixing model with the ’feed the saturation peak’ model and ’the most
saturated’ seen properties model is regarded as the most consistent and physically
correct modeling framework as the vapor is distributed to the same gas particles as
the particles whose composition is ’seen’ by the droplets and therefore is used in the
calculation of the evaporation rate.
For the vapor distribution model, the ’uniform distribution’ model results generally
in larger mean mixture fraction values compared to the ’feed the saturation peak’
model. This can be explained by the higher evaporation rate due to an inherent
over-prediction of mixing in the ’uniform distribution’ model, caused by non-local
distribution of vapor. This is confirmed by the lower values of the mixture fraction
rms.
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For the seen composition model, the new model using the properties of the most
saturated gas particles, resulted in the lower mean mixture fraction than when the
cell mean was used for the seen properties.
The mixing model also influenced the results. More specifically the difference
in localness properties between the EMST model and the CD model affected the
evolution of the mixture fraction PDF, indirectly influencing the evaporation rate
and the mean mixture fraction profile.
Apart from profiles of the mean mixture fraction and the mixture fraction rms,
PDF profiles of mixture fraction have been studied to better discern the influence of
the different models and to test the β-PDF assumption. The most pronounced effect
of the modeling on the PDF shape is the occurrence of a saturation peak at higher
mixture fraction values with the ’feed the saturation peak’ model. For the limited
amount of the PDF profiles studied in this chapter, the β-PDF captures the shape of
the transported PDFs reasonably, with the exception of the saturation peak caused
by the ’feed the saturation peak’ model.
Concluding, many new insights have been gained on the influence of the modeling
of scalar mixing on the evaporation rate and the mixture fraction field. The hybrid
RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework has been validated sufficiently for the inert
spray, so that it can be used in the more complex situation of spray flames.

Chapter 6
Calculations of a swirling methanol
spray flame
6.1 Introduction
After the investigation of the inert spray, now a reacting spray with the same inlet
conditions is investigated. However, this case is quite different as now droplets might
reach their boiling temperature due to the high temperature environment. A stronger
influence of the different models is expected as now there is a stronger feedback to
the evaporation of the droplets from the temperature field, which itself is a result of
the evaporation of the droplets. Again the influence of the vapor distribution and
the seen composition properties model is tested. Also the influence of the combustion
model is tested by comparing flamelet calculations to REDIM calculations.
6.2 Test case description and modeling framework
6.2.1 Swirling methanol spray flame
The swirling methanol spray flame of McDonell and Samuelsen is studied [9]. This
experiment has the same operating parameters as the inert spray studied in the pre-
vious chapter. The burner is mounted in a 495mm x 495mm duct. The air flow
in the duct has a velocity of 0.8m/s. At about 180mm from the centerline the zero
gradient assumption is valid. A simplex atomizer is used, which is in this case assisted
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with swirling atomizing air. The geometry of the atomizer is shown in figure 6.1a.
The diameter of the atomizer opening is 4.90mm and the burner has a total width
of 50.8mm. The methanol is injected at a mass flow rate of 1.26g/s. The mass flow
rate of the atomizing air is 1.32g/s. Methanol and air are injected at 18−22◦C. Also
Figure 6.1: a/Atomizer geometry of the McDonell and Samuelsen spray ex-
periments (from [9]) b/Photo of the reacting swirling spray ex-
periment (from [9])
the same properties as for the inert case are measured: gas phase mean velocities
and turbulent stresses, methanol vapor mole fraction, droplet mean velocities and
turbulent stresses, droplet rates. However, for the reacting case also the temperature
of the gas phase is measured. As, due to reaction, now more species than air and
methanol vapor are present in the gas phase, the methanol mole fraction from the
experiments cannot be recalculated to a mixture fraction as the total composition of
the gas phase is not known. However, the methanol mole fraction could be retrieved
from the calculations and compared with the measurements. This has not been done
in the present study, but might be interesting for future research.
6.2.2 Modeling of the gas phase
The modeling of the gas phase is very similar to what was described in the previous
chapter for the inert spray calculations. The largest differences compared to the
framework for the inert spray calculations are:
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1. the extra independent property, YCO2 , for the computational gas particles in the
REDIM calculations,
2. the inclusion of a combustion model,
3. the disregard of the effect of the droplet heat transfer on the gas phase.
Turbulence modeling
The LRR-IPM turbulence model of [12] is used. In order to deal with turbulence-
chemistry interaction, a transported velocity-scalar PDF approach is used and the
general Langevin model is consistent with the LRR-IPM model.
Micro-mixing
The EMST mixing model [56] with Cφ = 2 is used. For the flamelet calculations, also
the CD mixing has been tested and only a small influence was seen. This can be
explained by the fact that in the reacting case the evaporated vapor is consumed by
reaction, so that the mixing model might have a less direct influence on the distribution
of the vapor mass fraction than in the inert spray calculations. In REDIM calculations,
on the other hand, also the shape of the YCO2-PDF is affected, and this might affect
the flame structure. However, the use of the CD model with REDIM has not been
investigated and is suggested for future research.
Heat transfer
The effect on the gas phase of heat transfer with the droplets is not accounted for
as this is negligible compared to the production of heat due to reaction. So the
calculation of the gas phase is adiabatic. Also the inert spray calculations showed
that the influence of evaporation on the gas temperature is rather small.
Turbulence-chemistry interaction in RANS modeling framework
Similar to the inert spray calculations a velocity-composition-PDF is used to cap-
ture the turbulence-chemistry interaction. Depending on the combustion model, the
composition vector ψ consists of (Z,h) (flamelet) or (Z,Y CO2,h) (REDIM).
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Combustion model
Similarly to the swirling methane flame calculations a single steady diffusion flamelet
or a REDIM based on methanol will be used as combustion model.
Single steady diffusion flamelet The simplest combustion model used in this
study is the single steady diffusion flamelet, which can be seen as a 1D table only
parametrized by Z. This flamelet has been calculated in the OPPDIF program [7]
with the Chevalier-Warnatz mechanism [146] for methanol for a strain rate of 100s−1.
Reaction-Diffusion Manifold (REDIM) The methanol REDIM has been con-
structed in the same manner as was explained in chapter 2 for the methane REDIM.
Again Z and YCO2 are used as independent parameters. Also again pure gaseous fuel
and pure air are used as boundary conditions. However the pure gaseous fuel bound-
ary condition does not correctly represent the boundary condition at the droplet
surface where the methanol vapour is at saturated conditions. It is not clear yet how
this affects the eventual REDIM. It is however not straightforward to take into ac-
count as the boundary conditions changes with the surface temperature of the droplet
and is thus different for each droplet. The REDIM concept is applied to reduce the
Chevalier-Warnatz mechanism [146] (23 species and 94 reactions) for CH3OH to a
2-dimensional manifold with mass fractions YN2 and YCO2 as independent parameters.
The mixture fraction is directly related to YN2 through the following relationship:
Z = 1− YN2
YN2,0
, (6.1)
with YN2,0 the N2 mass fraction value in the co-flowing air. This definition of mixture
fraction does not account for differential diffusion. Equal diffusivities for all species
and unity Lewis number are assumed.
The REDIM is stored as a pre-calculated table. Figure 6.2 shows contours of the
CO2 reaction rate as function of mixture fraction and YCO2 .
6.2.3 Modeling of the droplets
The spray is represented statistically by a droplet PDF. Similar to what is done for the
gas PDF, the transport equation of the droplet is solved with a Monte Carlo method.
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Figure 6.2: Methanol REDIM: YCO2 production rate (rCO2) in Z−YCO2-
space. a/total REDIM b/zoom of the most reactive zone.
For the evaporation model the Abramzon-Sirignano model is used. [80]
Droplet temperature
Similar to what was done in the inert spray calculations both the infinite conductivity
and the parabolic temperature profile have been tested and again no effect on the
results was seen. This can again be explained by the Biot number. For droplets with
a diameter of 10µm the Biot number is now larger but it is still smaller than 0.2.
This means that for the smallest droplets, i.e. Dp < 10µm, the temperature profile
inside the droplets can be assumed to be uniform. As the smallest droplets have by
far the largest contribution to the global evaporation rate, the effect of the model for
the temperature profile inside the droplet will not affect the global evaporation rate.
The largest Biot number, observed for the largest droplets, is now approximately 0.6.
However, the contribution of these droplets to the global evaporation rate is marginal.
Nonetheless, in the calculations discussed in this chapter the parabolic temperature
profile has been used.
Vapor distribution
As was the case for the inert spray calculation, two different models will be used to
distribute the evaporated methanol vapor over the computational gas particles: the
uniform distribution model and the feed the saturation peak model.
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Velocity seen by the droplets
For the spray flame calculations the modified SLM model is used for the velocity
seen by the droplets. This is different from the inert spray calculations where a new
modified seen GLM model was used.
Composition vector seen by the droplets
The composition vector seen by the droplets is a property of the computational droplet
parcels and mainly the seen vapor mass fraction and the seen temperature are im-
portant. The same three models for the seen composition vector as in the inert spray
calculations will be tested:
1. the interpolated mean cell value (’seen mean properties model’)(M) is used,
2. the properties of a randomly chosen gas particle in the same cell are used (’seen
random properties model’)(R),
3. the properties of the gas particle which is in enthalpy space closest to saturation
are used (’seen most saturated properties model’)(S).
6.2.4 Hybrid RANS/PDF approach
All calculations are steady axisymmetric and are performed with the same code
PDFD [133], which has already been used for reacting spray calculations [75] and
which was tested for an inert spray in the previous chapter. In transported PDF
calculations, the gas phase equations are solved using a consistent hybrid finite-
volume/particle method [133]. Mean velocity rU , the mean pressure gradient ∂〈p〉/∂xi,
the mean velocity gradient ∂〈Ui〉/∂xj and turbulent dissipation rate Ô are obtained
by a standard finite-volume (FV) method based on a pressure correction algorithm.
The transport equation of turbulent dissipation rate (Ô) solved in the FV method is
needed to obtain the turbulent timescale, required in the mixing model. The mean
density 〈ρ〉 in the FV method is obtained from the iteration averaged mean density
in the particle method (averaged over 1000 particle time steps). For the evolution
of the computational gas particles the fractional step method is used [66]. In every
particle time step, the particles first mix and subsequently react. The mixing causes
particle motion in 2D composition space of the independent scalars to a new position
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(Z∗, Y ∗CO2). At this new position the particles react with the reaction rate for CO2
as obtained from the REDIM table (Figure 6.2). As mixture fraction is conserved
during the reactions, the particles move in the 1D YCO2-space to the final position in
the 2D composition space of the independent scalars (Z∗, Y ∗∗CO2). At this final position
all the dependent scalars, e.g. temperature, density and species, are retrieved from
the REDIM table. A local time-stepping algorithm, developed in the framework of
statistically stationary problems [65], is applied. The number of particles per cell is
50. An outer iteration consists of a number of FV iterations and particle time steps.
The FV method is iterated until the residuals of all equations are decreasing and the
global mean pressure correction is below a specified threshold (with a maximum of
1000 FV iterations per outer iteration). Subsequently 10 coupled gas-PDF droplet-
PDF iterations are performed. The general structure of the calculation framework is
shown in figure 6.3
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Figure 6.3: General structure of the calculation framework for reacting spray
calculations.
6.2.5 Computational domain and boundary conditions
The same computational domain as in the inert spray calculations is used. The 0.15m
long computational domain starts at the burner exit. In radial direction, it is 0.15m
wide. A non-uniform rectangular grid of 96×128 cells is used.
Also the gas and droplet inlet conditions are almost identical to the inlet condi-
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tions used for the inert spray calculations. The only difference is that for the gas
coming out of the atomizer, the turbulence dissipation rate Ô= 5.105m2/s3 instead of
107m2/s3, which will result in an over-prediction of the turbulent stresses. However,
this adjustment was needed to obtain a better prediction of the temperature field. In
this study this is now considered to be the best inlet condition but but there might
still be room for improvement. Due the uncertainty of the inlet conditions it will be
hard to obtain quantitatively good results. Therefore the focus will be more on the
relative influence of the different models. The inlet conditions for the gas phase are
summarized in table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Gas boundary conditions of reacting spray calculation.
Inlet U (m/s) V (m/s) W (m/s) uiui uiuj Ô T(K)
Jet 58.77 0 -58.77 256 0 5.105 295.15
Coflow 0.8 0 0 0.64 0 40 295.15
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Influence of the combustion model: flamelet vs REDIM
In this section the results of the flamelet and the REDIM calculations are compared
in the framework of the feed the saturation peak distribution model and the close to
saturation seen composition model. First the flow and composition fields of the gas
phase are discussed. Subsequently the droplet velocities are studied.
Gas
Flow field In figure 6.4, the mean axial gas velocity profiles are shown. The first
general observation is that the profiles are similar close to the inlet, but differ strongly
further downstream, which can be explained by the different temperature and den-
sity fields resulting from the different combustion models. In general, the REDIM
calculations result in the best predictions of the mean axial velocity. Close to the
inlet, at x= 7.5mm, the width of the profile is predicted correctly, but the peak value
is substantially over-predicted. This is most likely due to an over-prediction of the
temperature field in the center region. In line with the lower temperature prediction
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for the REDIM calculation at that position (figure 6.8), the over-prediction of the
axial velocity is smaller for the REDIM calculation. The strong over-prediction of the
peak velocity continues further downstream, with consistently better results for the
REDIM calculation. Next, the mean tangential velocity profiles, shown in figure 6.5,
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Figure 6.4: Mean axial gas velocity profiles. Dashed black line: REDIM PS,
Full black line: Flamelet PS, Symbols: experimental data.
are discussed. Close to the inlet flamelet calculations give the best predictions but
from x= 25mm onward the REDIM calculation predicts the decrease of the tangential
velocity better. The peak value is consistently over-predicted by both calculations,
with the exception of the REDIM calculation at x = 75mm. This over-prediction of
the peak value is most likely due to the high tangential velocity at the inlet of the
atomizer, as also for the inert case the peak values of W were over-predicted. How-
ever, this high inlet condition was needed to obtain overall better results. Notice at
x= 7.5mm and 15mm the non-zero centerline values ofW for both calculations. This
is due to the combination of a strong gradient ∂W/∂y and the coarse interpolation in
the post-processing. It has been rigorously checked that for all the calculations the
tangential velocity at the centerline is zero. In figure 6.6, the mean radial gas velocity
profiles are shown. Close to the inlet, at x = 7.5mm, both calculations over-predict
the peak value of the radial velocity, with the best results for the REDIM calculation.
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Figure 6.5: Mean tangential gas velocity profiles. Dashed black line:
REDIM PS, Full black line: Flamelet PS, Symbols: experimen-
tal data.
This is again due to the lower temperature prediction with the REDIM at the location
of the radial peak velocity (figure 6.8). Further downstream the deceleration of the
radial velocity is smaller in the REDIM calculations, resulting in higher radial veloci-
ties than in the flamelet calculations. This is likely due to the lower turbulent stresses
in the REDIM calculations. For the x= 50mm, 75mm and 100mm, both calculations
substantially under-predict the radial velocities. Notice again the non-zero centerline
values of the experimental radial velocities at almost all axial positions. This was
also observed for the radial velocity measurements in the inert spray case. This is
either due to errors in the measurements or due to asymmetry of the experiment.
The normal turbulent stresses, shown in figure 6.7, are strongly over-predicted for
all positions, due to the strong production of turbulence close to the inlet and the
slow dissipation further downstream. The strong production of turbulence can be
explained by the strong over-prediction of velocities and the velocity gradients close
to the inlet.
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Figure 6.7: Mean gas velocity fluctuation profiles. Dashed black line:
REDIM PS, Full black line: Flamelet PS, Symbols: experimen-
tal data.
Also the turbulent shear stress u′′v′′ is largely over-predicted in line with the overall
over-prediction of turbulence and the shear stress will itself help in the production of
turbulent stresses, through interaction with velocity gradients.
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Concluding, all velocities are over-predicted close to the burner inlet. This is likely
due to a combination of the uncertainty of the inlet conditions and the over-prediction
of the temperature. It might thus help to change the boundary conditions for the gas
flow to obtain better results, but on the other hand there is a strong feedback of the
temperature field on the flow field, resulting in a strong influence of the combustion
model on the flow field predictions. Overall, the best flow field predictions are obtained
with the REDIM, but these are not sufficiently good to expect good predictions of
the droplet velocities.
Composition fields For the composition fields, the temperature profiles shown in
figure 6.8 are first discussed, as the mixture fraction cannot be calculated from the
methanol mole fraction measurements. In general, the flamelet calculation seems to
result in the best predictions of the temperature. The REDIM calculation, on the
other hand, under-predicts the width of the temperature profiles and over-predicts
the centerline temperature for x > 50mm. In contrast to this is the low centerline
temperature for the REDIM calculation at x = 7.5mm, which can be explained by
finite rate chemistry effects, as can be seen in the temperature scatter plots shown in
figure 6.9. For the flamelet calculations a part of the flamelet is retrieved, while for
the REDIM calculations at x= 7.5mm there is a substantial amount of scatter in the
low temperature region, most likely representing ignition at the flame base. Further
downstream, at x= 25mm, the amount of scatter has reduced and around Z = 0.11 a
group of scatters in the shape of a vertical line is observed, which is representing the
ignition of gas particles which received vapor from the droplets. Finally, at x= 50mm,
also the scatter plot of the REDIM calculation resembles a flamelet. A more quan-
titative comparison can be made with the conditional temperature profiles shown in
figure 6.10. At x= 7.5mm the scatters in the low temperature have a substantial effect
on the conditional mean, while further downstream the conditional mean resembles
the flamelet. In general, the REDIM calculation results in an overall lean flame. In
figure 6.11, the mixture fraction profiles are shown. The mixture fraction is a good
indicator for the evaporation rate. At x = 7.5mm, the mixture fraction profiles are
almost identical for both calculations, but further downstream the flamelet calcula-
tions predict increasingly higher mixture fractions, while the profiles of the REDIM
calculation stay relatively constant. This suggests that in the flamelet calculation,
the global evaporation rate is much larger than in the REDIM calculation and this
cannot be explained by the rather small differences of the temperature profiles of both
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Figure 6.8: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Dashed black line: REDIM PS,
Full black line: Flamelet PS, Symbols: experimental data.
calculations. To better understand this behavior, the mean YCH3OH -profiles shown
in figure 6.12 are studied. At x = 7.5mm, the REDIM predicts a high concentration
of methanol vapor, while the flamelet calculation predicts no occurrence of methanol
vapor. This can be explained by the fact that at this position the flames in both cal-
culations are still lean (figure 6.10 and 6.9). For the flamelet calculation, all methanol
vapor is consumed infinitely fast, while the finite rate chemistry effects in the REDIM
calculation results a slower consumption of the methanol vapor. Further downstream
(x > 50mm), the opposite is observed. The flamelet calculations predict occurrence
of methanol vapor, while there is no methanol vapor for the REDIM calculations.
Based on the methanol mole fraction measurements which have higher values further
downstream (not shown), the flamelet calculations seem to better predict the overall
structure of the flame. This was already suggested by the temperature profiles. To
better understand the flame structures in physical space the YOH -profiles are studied
(figure 6.13). At x= 7.5mm, the flame structure is reasonably similar for both calcu-
lations, with only a difference in the center region due the finite rate chemistry effects
in the REDIM calculation. Further downstream, on the other hand, the flame struc-
tures differ strongly. While for the REDIM calculation the reaction takes place in the
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Figure 6.9: Temperature scatter plots of flamelet- (upper row) and REDIM-
calculation (lower row) for 0< r < 70mm.
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Figure 6.10: Conditional temperature profiles of flamelet (full line) and
REDIM calculation (dashed line) for 0< r < 70mm.
center region, the flamelet calculation predicts a more radially outwards positioned
reaction zone. Together with the low concentration of droplets in the center region
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Figure 6.11: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Dashed black line: REDIM
PS, Full black line: Flamelet PS.
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Figure 6.12: Mean methanol mass fraction profiles. Dashed black line:
REDIM PS, Full black line: Flamelet PS.
(not shown) this explains the low mixture fraction profiles in combination with no
occurrence of methanol vapor in the REDIM calculation. Normally one would expect
a strong evaporation due to the lack of methanol vapor, but due to the low concentra-
tion of droplets in the center region there is only a small supply of methanol vapor,
which is then consumed very quickly by the reaction zone situated in the center region.
Concluding, the flamelet and the REDIM result in very different flame structures in
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Figure 6.13: Mean OH mass fraction profiles. Dashed black line: REDIM
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physical and composition space. As suggested by the measured temperature and the
methanol mole fraction measurements, the flamelet calculation predicts the overall
flame structure best. However, it should be noted that there is a large uncertainty
about the inlet conditions of the gas and the droplets and this might affect the results.
Droplets
Now the droplet velocities of the flamelet and REDIM calculations are compared. In
all figures the calculations are compared with the experiments for 3 different droplet
size classes: 0−10µm, 20−30µm and 40−50µm. For the profiles of the calculation
only the part with high droplet concentrations, i.e. 0.1nmax(x)< n(x)< nmax(x), are
shown as these are most important for the prediction of the general vapor field. In
figure 6.14 the mean axial droplet velocities are shown. In general, both calculations
over-predict the axial droplet velocities in the center region, due to the over-prediction
of the axial gas velocities in the center region. In the center region, also the relative
position of the profiles is incorrect compared to the experiments due to the stronger
influence of the gas phase on the smallest droplets. The lower axial gas velocities
of the REDIM calculation result in overall lower axial droplet velocities. The mean
radial droplet velocity is also predicted poorly as is shown in figure 6.15. At x =
15mm a large over-prediction of the radial droplet velocities is observed for both
calculations, with slightly better results for the REDIM calculation. At x = 35mm,
the best result results are again obtained by the REDIM calculation. At x= 75mm,
the radial droplet velocities are under-predicted and the relative position of the profiles
is incorrect. The tangential droplet velocities shown in figure 6.16 are predicted
well by both calculations, with slightly better results for the REDIM calculation
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Figure 6.14: Mean axial droplet velocity profiles for the flamelet-(upper row)
and REDIM-calculations (lower row). blue: 0− 10µm, red:
20−30µm, black: 40−50µm. Lines: simulation results. Sym-
bols: experimental data.
further downstream. In figure 6.17 the profiles for axial normal turbulent stresses are
shown. For both calculations the stresses are substantially over-predicted, with the
largest over-predictions for the smallest droplets as these are the most affected by the
over-prediction of the gas phase turbulence. Also the other normal stresses and the
shear stresses are severely over-predicted. Concluding, the droplet velocity fields are
not predicted correctly partly due to poor predictions of the gas flow fields and this
might affect the droplet distribution and therefore also the mixture fraction field and
the flame structure. It is not clear whether this is due to the large uncertainty of
the inlet conditions or the inability of the RANS-droplet-PDF framework to capture
the dynamics of the droplets. However, good predictions of the droplets velocities
were obtained for the inert spray case in the previous chapter, making the latter less
plausible.
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Figure 6.15: Mean radial droplet velocity profiles for the flamelet-(upper
row) and REDIM-calculations (lower row). blue: 0− 10µm,
red: 20− 30µm, black: 40− 50µm. Lines: simulation results.
Symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 6.17: Mean axial droplet velocity fluctuation profiles for the flamelet-
(upper row) and REDIM-calculations (lower row). blue: 0−
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6.3.2 Influence of vapor distribution modeling
The influence of the vapor distribution model has been tested in the framework of
flamelet calculations and is now discussed. The combinations of models used is sum-
marized in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Combination of models to test the influence of the vapor distri-
bution model.
Case Vapor distribution model Seen composition model
PS feed saturation peak closest to saturation
US uniform closest to saturation
UM uniform cell mean
Mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms In figure 6.18 the mean
mixture fraction profiles are shown. Close to the inlet, at x= 7.5mm, all profiles are
similar. Further downstream, the differences become more apparent. In general, the
vapor distribution model does not have a large effect on the mean mixture fraction
profiles. The seen composition model on the other hand substantially affects the
mean mixture fraction predictions, with lower mixture fraction values when the mean
properties are used for the seen composition. This will be discussed in more detail in
the next section. In figure 6.19 the mixture fraction rms profiles are shown. Similar
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Figure 6.18: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: US, Dashed black
line: UM, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
results as for the mean mixture are observed. The vapor distribution model again has
a small influence on the results.
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Mixture fraction PDF Even though only a small influence of the vapor distribu-
tion model on the mean mixture fraction was observed, the mixture fraction PDFs
are studied at the positions with the largest differences in mean mixture fraction. In
figure 6.20 the PDFs at x = 7.5mm at different radial positions in the center region
are shown for the PS- and the US-calculation. In general, a large influence of the
vapor distribution model is observed. This was to be expected as this is a region of
strong evaporation resulting in a large ’saturation peaks’ in the PS-calculation. The
uniform distribution model in the US-calculation brings forth more regularly shaped
PDFs due to the inherently faster mixing. Notice also how the β-PDF is not able
to represent the transported PDFs of the PS-calculation, while it captures the PDFs
of the US-calculation reasonably. In figure 6.21 the PDFs at x = 50mm at different
radial positions in a more radially outward region are shown for the PS- and the
US-calculation. At r = 21mm, the PDF-shapes of both calculations are still similar.
However, more radially outward, the influence of evaporation becomes stronger and
results in ’saturation peaks’ in the PDFs of the PS-calculation. This is not observed
for the US-calculation, which again has more regularly shaped PDFs. Again the PDFs
of the US-calculation are captured better by the β-PDF, which cannot capture the
’saturation peaks’ in the PS-calculation.
Mean temperature The prediction of the temperature is directly connected to
the mixture fraction predictions as the conditional temperature is imposed by the
flamelet model. The influence of the vapor distribution model on the temperature
profiles shown in figure 6.22 is thus rather small (PS vs US) and again the largest
differences are seen for different seen composition models (US vs UM).
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Figure 6.21: Mixture fraction PDF profiles for the PS-(upper rows) and US-
calculations (lower rows) at x = 50mm. Grey line: β-PDF,
Dashed black line: transported PDF.
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Figure 6.22: Mean temperature profiles. Grey line: US, Dashed black line:
UM, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
6.3.3 Influence of seen properties modeling
The influence of the seen composition model has been tested in the framework of
flamelet calculations with the feed the saturation peak vapor distribution model and
is now discussed. The combinations of models used are summarized in table 6.2.
Table 6.3: Combination of models to test the influence of the seen composi-
tion model.
Case Vapour distribution model Seen composition model
PS feed saturation peak closest to saturation
PM feed saturation peak cell mean
PR feed saturation peak random gas particle
Mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms In figure 6.23, the mean
mixture profiles are shown. The influence of the seen properties model on the mean
mixture fraction is generally more important than the vapor distribution model. The
’seen composition from the most saturated particles’ model predicts the highest mix-
ture fraction values, while the seen random composition model, has the lowest mixture
fraction profiles. This is the opposite behaviour of what was observed in the inert
spray case, where the seen random composition model resulted in the highest mixture
fraction profiles. Also the mixture fraction rms profiles shown in figure 6.24 differ
strongly. However, based on these mean profiles it is not clear what the reason is
for these observed differences. Statistics of the seen composition could help to better
understand the mechanism causing the observed differences.
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Figure 6.23: Mean mixture fraction profiles. Grey line: PM, Dashed black
line: PR, Full black line: PS, Symbols: experimental data.
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Figure 6.24: Mixture fraction rms profiles. Grey line: PM, Dashed black
line: PR, Full black line: PS.
Mean temperature In figure 6.25 the mean temperature profiles are shown. Due
to the use of the flamelet model, the conditional mean of the temperature is fixed
and the temperature profiles will thus be mainly determined by the mean mixture
fraction. The largest difference in the temperature profiles are observed close to
the inlet where the seen random composition model (R) predicts substantially lower
temperatures compared to the other models. Further downstream the temperature
differences become smaller even though the mixture fraction differences are larger.
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6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework has been tested
for the case of a swirling reacting methanol spray.
As combustion model, both a single steady laminar diffusion flamelet and a REDIM
have been used. It should be noted that this is the first time that the hybrid RANS
gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework gas been combined with a REDIM table.
Due to large uncertainty of the boundary conditions, the gas and droplet velocities
are not predicted correctly. Therefore only a qualitative study could be performed,
studying the relative influence of the different models. A strong influence of the
combustion model on the gas and droplets velocities has been observed, due to the
strong influence of the temperature and density on the flow field.
As expected, the predictions of the mixture fraction and the temperature are
strongly influenced by the combustion model. In general, the flamelet model resulted
in an overall stronger evaporation, seen in the higher mixture fraction values. This
can be explained by the fact that in the flamelet calculation the position of the flame
resides in more radially outward regions of higher droplet concentration than in the
REDIM calculation, where the reaction zone is situated in the less densely populated
center region. Thus, both combustion models result in very different flame structures
in physical and composition space.
Based on the measurements of temperature and methanol mole fraction, the
flamelet calculation results in the best predictions of the overall flame structure for the
present inlet conditions. However, as mentioned above, there is a large uncertainty
on the inlet conditions for the gas and the droplets and this might have affected the
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results. The only conclusion that can be made is thus that the combustion model has
a strong influence on the flame structure in physical and composition space.
Finally the influence of the vapor distribution model and the seen composition
model have been tested with the flamelet model. The influence of the vapor distri-
bution model on the mean mixture fraction and mean temperature is rather small.
The mixture fraction PDFs, on the other hand, are strongly influenced by the vapor
distribution model. For the ’feed the saturation peak’ model, the PDFs have a high
saturation peak in regions of strong evaporation. Therefore a β-PDF cannot capture
the resulting complex shape of the transported PDF. The uniform distribution model,
on the other hand, results in more regular shapes of the PDF which are captured rea-
sonably well by a β-PDF. The influence of the seen composition model on the mean
mixture fraction is stronger. The ’seen composition from the most saturated particles’
model (S) results in the highest mixture fraction values, implying the strongest evapo-
ration, while the seen random composition model (R) has the lowest mixture fraction
profiles. This is the exact opposite of what was seen in the inert spray calculations,
but the reason for this behaviour cannot be determined from the mean profiles. A
more detailed study, with e.g analysis of the statistics of the seen composition, is
needed to better understand the mechanisms causing the observed differences. The
differences observed in the temperature profiles are mainly due to the differences in
mixture fraction. This also affects the temperature profiles but the differences are
smaller.
For future calculations, it is recommended to try and find better inlet conditions.
However, as this is not straightforward, a different reacting spray case with better
defined boundary conditions seems to be a better option.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
The objective of this PhD research has been to better understand the behaviour of
the hybrid RANS-PDF modeling framework in combination with a reduced chemistry
description and its ability to capture finite rate chemistry effects, e.g. local extinction
and mixing of incomplete combustion products with a fresh mixture, in complex gas
and spray flames.
In chapter 2, the framework for hybrid RANS-PDF calculations of reactive sin-
gle phase flows has been introduced. Subsequently the framework for hybrid RANS
gas-PDF droplet-PDF calculations of inert and reactive sprays has been discussed.
In chapter 3, the often made assumptions in presumed PDF modeling have been dis-
cussed by analyzing the experimental data of a swirling bluff-body gas flame. The
recirculation zone, which causes mixing of incomplete combustion products with the
fresh mixture, has been shown to render some of these presumed modeling assump-
tions invalid. In chapter 4, the focus was on better understanding the interaction
between the mixing modeling and the reduced chemistry techniques, i.e. flamelet or
REDIM, and how this affects the ability of the hybrid RANS-PDF framework to cap-
ture finite rate chemistry effects in the case of gas flames. The hybrid RANS-PDF
framework in combination with the REDIM combustion model has been tested in
the case of the same swirling bluff-body flame, which was already analyzed in chap-
ter 3. The interaction of the mixing and the combustion model has been investigated
through the analysis of the trajectories of the computational gas particles, used to
statistically represent the gas-PDF and it has been concluded that the current hybrid
RANS-PDF framework is not able to capture local extinction due to the use of a single
mixing time scale. In chapter 5, the focus was on the ability of the hybrid RANS gas-
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PDF droplet-PDF framework to correctly describe droplet dispersion, evaporation,
vapour distribution and scalar mixing in the case of sprays. The hybrid RANS gas-
PDF droplet-PDF framework has been tested in the case of a swirling inert methanol
spray. The influence of the vapour distribution modeling and the seen composition
modeling on the evaporation rate has been investigated in detail and has been shown
to be important. Finally, in chapter 6, the focus was on testing the ability of the
combination of the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework and a reduced
chemistry technique, to capture the spray flame structure in physical and composi-
tion space. The hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF framework has been used in
combination with a flamelet or a REDIM to simulate a swirling reactive methanol
spray. The influence of the combustion model on the flow and composition fields was
shown to be strong. The flamelet calculation resulted in a reasonable prediction of
the temperature field but with less satisfactory predictions of the gas and droplet
velocities, partially due to the large uncertainty of the inlet conditions.
For the more detailed conclusions, the reader is referred to the end of each chapter.
7.1 Novel aspects
The novelty of this PhD research is found in:
1. An improved REDIM table with the re-enforced upper boundary, as the loss of
the upper boundary resulted in numerical fluctuations in composition space.
2. The implementation of the tracer method in the PDFD code.
3. The detailed analysis of the tracer data and the new way to visualize the corre-
lation between physical space and composition space, resulting in new insights
into the interaction between the mixing model and the REDIM in the hybrid
RANS-PDF framework.
4. The discussion of a new model for the composition seen by the droplets, in-
troducing localness in the seen composition modeling. This model results, in
combination with the EMST mixing model and the ’feed the saturation peak’
vapour distribution model, in the most consistent and physically most correct
modeling of evaporation up to date within the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-
PDF framework.
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5. Detailed analysis of the seen composition modeling for an inert and a reacting
swirling spray.
6. The first application of REDIM in a hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF frame-
work.
7.2 Future suggestions
Due to limitations in time and resources many topics were not investigated in this
PhD research. Therefore, some suggestions for future research are now made.
• For the construction of the REDIM, it would be interesting to test different
assumptions for the gradients in physical space, as was done in [40]. This can
be done by prescribing the gradients in physical space in the calculation of the
REDIM manifold, instead of taking them from the laminar diffusion flamelet
calculations.
• To test the findings of the a priori study it would be interesting to do some pre-
sumed PDF calculations with REDIM, to show the influence of the presumed
modeling assumptions. On top of this, comparing LES calculations with pre-
sumed PDF-modeling with LES calculations with transported FDF-modeling
would help to assess the validity of the presumed FDF assumptions in the con-
text of LES.
• In the context of turbulent reactive flow calculations with reduced chemistry
tables parametrized by mixture fraction and a progress variable, it would be
interesting to account for the different time scales for inert and reactive scalars.
This could be done based on the physical gradients of the inert and reactive
scalars used to generate the REDIM. This way the mixing time scale for the
inert scalars could come from the turbulence model, while the position on the
REDIM would determine the ratio of the mixing time scales for the inert and
reactive scalars. A similar model was already suggested in [53].
• In the case of the swirling gas flame, it would be very interesting to extend the
study of the trajectories of the computational gas particles to calculations with
the PSP model, to see how this influences the results and if local extinction is
captured. Also a comparison with a RANS-PDF calculation with ISAT using the
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detailed mechanism would be interesting, to see the difference with the REDIM
calculation.
• In the case of the spray calculation it would be interesting to do a similar study
of the vapor distribution and seen composition models in the context of LES
and see how the importance of the models is influenced. It is expected that
these models remain important as with LES the same point assumption is made
and the flow and composition field around the droplets are still unresolved. An
LES calculation of the gas flow inside the atomizer would also result in better
inlet conditions for the gas flow.
• Similar to the study of the tracers in the swirling gas flame, it would be in-
teresting to store the time evolution of the droplet parcels, to see the effect of
the modeling on the droplet size and temperature. Then also the Lagrangian
statistics of the composition seen by the droplet parcels could be studied, giving
more insight into the modeling.
• It would also be interesting to test the hybrid RANS gas-PDF droplet-PDF
framework for a reacting spray case for which the inlet conditions are known
more accurately and for which the dilute spray assumption, i.e no break-up, is
more valid close to the inlet, so that the study is less corrupted by the uncertainty
on the inlet conditions.
• More DNS studies, completely resolving the flow and composition field around
one or more droplets, are needed for better modeling of the composition seen
by the droplets.
Appendix A
Turbulent Schmidt number
The motivation for the use of a variable turbulent Schmidt number Sct stems from
an observation of experimental data and calculation results obtained using a constant
Sct.
In Figure A.1, we observe a plateau above the bluff body for mean mixture fraction
(with a value close to rZ = 0.2) in the first radial profiles at x/D = 0.2. This plateau
is missed in our non-linear k-Ô calculation, where the turbulent flux for mean mixture
fraction is modeled using a gradient diffusion model with a constant turbulent Schmidt
number with standard value Sct = 0.7. We could say that we model “too much
turbulent diffusion” on the outer edge of the recirculation zone. A first idea would
then be to lower the diffusion coefficient by increasing the turbulent Schmidt number.
We can see that results obtained with a higher constant value Sct = 1.5 are indeed
improved close to the bluff body, allowing to capture the plateau. However, we observe
that further downstream, mean mixture fraction is overestimated on the center-line.
By looking at experimental results for mean mixture fraction in Figure A.1 and for
mean axial velocity in Figure A.2, we can see that the steep gradients for mean mixture
fraction (the edges of the plateau) coincide with the edges of the first recirculation
zone. This observation is the basis for an ad hoc adjustment of the turbulent Schmidt
number. The idea is to propose a variable Sct that will get the standard constant
value Sct = 0.7 except in the zones corresponding to the edges of the first recirculation
zone where it will locally get a higher value.
A way to characterize the edge of the recirculation zone is to look for the high
values of the gradient of mean axial velocity rU in the radial direction ∂rU/∂r, or
to look for the high values of the shear stress u′′v′′ directly related to the velocity
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Figure A.1: Mean mixture fraction profiles from REDIM-EMST trans-
ported PDF calculations. Full black line: variable Sct. Dashed
line: Sct = 1.5. Grey line: Sct = 0.7. Symbols: experimental
data.
gradients in the algebraic model used here:
−〈ρ〉u′′v′′ = µt
∂rU
∂r
+ ∂
rV
∂x
 (A.1)
The ad hoc adjustment proposed is based on the following factor:
λ = −2
u′′v′′√
u′′u′′.v′′v′′
if u′′v′′ <u′′v′′
(−)
thres or u′′v′′ >u′′v′′
(+)
thres
λ = 0 otherwise, (A.2)
where λ > 0 corresponds to the outer edge of the recirculation zone (whereu′′v′′ < 0),
and λ< 0 corresponds to the inner edge. We used the threshold valuesu′′v′′
(−)
thres =−10
and u′′v′′
(+)
thres = 20 in order to localize the outer and inner edges respectively.
We moreover restrict ourselves in physical space to the zone above the bluff-body
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Figure A.2: Mean Axial Velocity profiles from REDIM-EMST transported
PDF calculations. Full black line: variable Sct. Dashed line:
Sct = 1.5. Grey line: Sct = 0.7. Symbols: experimental data.
(with maximum axial coordinate Xlim and maximum radial coordinate Rlim) and
introduce a smooth transition to zero in axial direction (between Xlim/2 and Xlim):
λ∗ = λ.12
{
1+sin
[
pi
(
x
Xlim/2
− 12
)]}
if x < Xlim, r < Rlim
λ∗ = 0 otherwise, (A.3)
with Xlim = 0.05 and Rlim = 0.03.
We finally decide by how much the turbulent Schmidt number should locally be
multiplied:
Sct = 0.7(1+λ∗∗) , (A.4)
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where
λ∗∗ = λ(inner)MIN(1,−λ∗) if λ∗ < 0
λ∗∗ = λ(outer)MIN(1,λ∗) if λ∗ > 0, (A.5)
with λ(inner) = 1 and λ(outer) = 3, such that Sct is at most multiplied by 2 on the inner
edge and by 4 on the outer edge of the first recirculation zone.
Figure A.3 shows how the adjustment only affects a restricted zone of the compu-
tational domain (at the outer and inner edges of the first recirculation zone), while
Sct = 0.7 almost everywhere.
Figure A.3: Contours of Sct with streamlines: entire computational domain
(left) and zoom on the first recirculation zone (right).
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